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Abstract

Until the turn of the millennia, many electricity, water and gas supply plant opera-
tors used analogue serial cabling to communicate between highly customised sys-
tems to control and manage their plants. Since then, cost reductions and increased
flexibility have become possible through the use of COTS (Commodity-Off-The-
Shelf) equipment. These have radically changed communication between critical
infrastructure devices, but have also introduced risks to the domain; one example
being the major incident at a German steel mill in 2014 [14]. Donna F. Dodson,
Chief of CyberSecurity at NIST has stated that “There’s an increase in free tools
available focusing on industrial control systems. And greater hacker interest.”

A common strategy to mitigate these risks is the extensive use of firewalls.
Firewalls are not as simple as they appear. Efficient and reliable firewall secu-
rity requires expertise in arcane, vendor-dependent configuration languages [15]
and even then, configuration errors are common [97, 128, 129]. It is easy to com-
plain about short-term thinking in firewall designers, but, at a deeper level the
problem is that current approaches conflate multiple concerns: i.e., they incorpo-
rate network, protocol and hardware dependent details into security policy, in an
unsystematised manner. In this thesis we tackle this problem.

We begin by building a mathematically rigorous foundation for the design
of security policies that separates divergent concerns. The formal foundations
allow security administrators to reason about their network security; for instance
to (i) show that certain types of traffic flows are impossible; and (ii) compare their
security to industry best practices to check it complies and so on.

In particular, we design our policy framework with Supervisory Control And
Data Acquisition (SCADA) networks in mind; these networks control the dis-
tributed assets of many critical infrastructure plants. In doing so, we consider the
requirements of a security policy specification that are general in nature as well
as specific to a SCADA network context. An example requirement is verifiabil-
ity: a property that increases transparency in the framework and provides security
administrators assurance of expected security outcome. Lack of verifiability in
current firewall configuration platforms contribute to the broken-by-design net-
works found in practice. Moreover, we apply design principles derived from real

xvii



xviii Abstract

SCADA case studies [97] and industry best-practices [21,117], to develop simple
policy specification features that are easy to administer correctly.

We demonstrate the use of these specification features through a prototype
implementation that creates secure-by-design networks. In enabling security by
design, we (i) prevent policy emergence: i.e., implicit definition of policy as a
result of many small decisions with complex interactions; and (ii) support rig-
orous verification: from policy consistency and best-practice compliance checks
to pre-deployment verification, we only allow deploying policies that deliver the
expected security outcome; and (iii) protect proactively: security can’t be purely
reactive, placing pre-verified security controls prior to a cyber attack can prevent
significant, expensive damage to system infrastructure.



Chapter 1

Introduction

A network facilitating the control of a power station requires a degree of reliability
orders of magnitude higher than an enterprise IT network. Momentary commu-
nication outages have negligible effect on most enterprise networks, but they can
cause potentially life threatening problems in a power plant. It is not surpris-
ing therefore, that Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) networks,
which control the distributed assets of many critical infrastructure plants, are de-
signed with high-availability and safety in mind.

High-availability in these networks is needed to control delay-sensitive indus-
trial processes such as electricity generation reliably without disruption. Sched-
uled SCADA-network outages must be planned in advance and rebooting network
devices is often impractical because it disrupts the continuous industrial process.

The lack of built-in security in SCADA networks was not historically consid-
ered a design compromise because these networks were intended to be air-gapped
from all other networks. Connectivity to insecure enterprise networks and the In-
ternet was not considered in their design. But air-gaps are impractical given the
need to reduce costs and improve efficiency [117] (Byres calls the idea a myth to
emphasise how poor a solution it is [20]).

SCADA networks are in practice becoming increasingly interconnected and
their lack of built-in security exposes them to a multitude of external cyber threats.
From thrill seeking script-kiddies to organised and well-funded cyber-criminals,
various attackers continue to attempt to weaken or sabotage critical infrastructure.
Recent examples include the hacking of traffic signs to display hoax messages in
San Francisco [23], the hacking of a German steel mill that destroyed its blast fur-
nace [14], the phishing attack which targeted the CEO of an Austrian Aerospace
manufacturer (FACC) [100] and caused financial losses of over USD 50 million,
the attack and compromise of key energy and control system related websites by
the DragonFly group [123] and Stuxnet: an alleged state sponsored attack that
damaged Iran’s Uranium enrichment plant [41].

1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction

Firewalls, programmable network filters, play a key role in protecting the data
and resources in a SCADA network from unauthorised access. They do so by
filtering out unwanted traffic [27, 117]. As Rubin and Greer note below [103], it
is therefore, vital that these firewalls are configured correctly.

“The single most important factor of your firewall’s security is how you
configure it.”

Rubin and Greer [103]

Misconfiguration of firewalls in a SCADA network can lead to security breaches
that cause significant physical and environmental damage, financial loss or worse,
the loss of human lives. Even so, past surveys on firewall configurations have
found multiple, serious errors to be a common occurrence [128, 129]. But these
past studies were on enterprise networks. We conducted our own studies on the
firewalls protecting critical systems and found similar problems [97].

Complex, proprietary configuration platforms offered by firewall vendors are
a key contributor to these firewall misconfigurations [128]. These platforms re-
quire security policies to be specified manually, box-by-box, using large volumes
of network minutiae such as IP addresses. Doing so makes the configuration pro-
cess tedious and error prone. Moreover, policies can also interact; both within a
firewall and between firewalls, which can produce adverse effects. Lack of built-
in verifiability in existing firewall configuration platforms means SCADA owners
must rely on external cyber-security audits to detect flaws in their firewall policies
(an audit that may occur once a year if that often).

To complicate matters, existing firewall configuration platforms lack concep-
tual integrity: i.e., coherent design principles and relationships. The shortfall has
produced complex and uncoordinated firewall features that are difficult to admin-
ister correctly.

Network installations are also commonly built from the bottom-up, i.e., a
network-device is purchased, and configurations are then written. A firewall pol-
icy is the result of the configuration, which is the consequence of a purchasing
decision. So, the policy is implicitly defined as a result of many small decisions
that interact in complex ways. Hence, the quote below from Bertrand Russell, is
salient.

“The advantages of implicit definition over construction are roughly those
of theft over honest toil.”

Bertrand Russell

In essence, the current manual approach to firewall configuration is broken-by-
design; it employs incoherent firewall features that cannot even verify if a spec-
ified policy is error free. Moreover, policies cannot be specified abstractly; their
design is closely guided by network implementation details.
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A sensible way to overcome these configuration complexities is to automat-
ically derive firewall configurations from high-level policies that are free of net-
work intricacies. Auto-configuration, in general, succeeds in a number of ways for
improving network reliability and reducing management costs. It reduces some of
the repetitive (yet critical) tasks in management, and ensures that ‘fat fingering’
does not cause unnecessary errors.

Auto-configuration approaches using SDN have been proposed [71, 115], but
they remain unrealistic for SCADA networks, which are often composed of legacy
equipment. SCADA network administrators cannot simply replace an entire legacy
security installation in practice. They need tools to support incremental changes
in security as power plants are insecure now [97]. SCADA networks need a solu-
tion that works using off-the-shelf technology. In this thesis, we propose such a
solution: ForestFirewalls1.

Our system enables firewall policies to be described abstractly and in detail.
So, a non-IT specialist could specify firewall policies with ease. Unlike cur-
rent firewall configuration platforms, ForestFirewalls promotes modularity; i.e.,
it caters for both non-technical users (e.g., business managers) and technical users
(network engineers). Non-technical users need to define high-level policies to
meet their business goals. Technical users may need to add support for new pro-
tocols. Through modularity, ForestFirewalls also simplifies network maintenance
and support.

But developing such a specification isn’t easy and there are many pre-requisites
to making such a specification meaningful. For one, we need to develop appro-
priate security abstractions to remove network intricacies from high-level policy.
For another, we must enforce coherent concepts and relationships to produce prag-
matic specification features that are easily administrable.

Moreover, a reliable firewall specification requires strong mathematical under-
pinnings. The formal foundations allow security administrators to reason about
their network security with rigour; for instance to (i) show that certain types of
traffic flows are impossible; and (ii) compare their security to industry best prac-
tices to check it complies and so on. ForestFirewalls is built on formal foundations
to support such rigorous verification and create SCADA networks that are secure-
by-design.

1.1 Chapter summary

Chapter 2 is Background and related work. It explains the problem addressed in
this thesis in more detail and summarises the relevant literature.

1The name derives from the analogy of not being able to see the forest for the trees.
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Chapter 3 presents a series of SCADA firewall configuration case studies. These
lead to a set of abstractions that are key to describing firewall policies at a high-
level, independent of network intricacies. In particular, we evaluate the use-
fulness of an abstraction introduced by the American National Standards Insti-
tute (ANSI)/International Society for Automation (ISA), to mitigate threats in
control networks [59]. We find that this abstraction is too flexible and lacks key
aspects required for automation. The extensions we propose to address these miss-
ing pieces produce a refined standard that can describe real SCADA firewall poli-
cies at a high level. The case studies also allow us to understand in depth, the
problems of current firewall configuration in a SCADA network context.

Chapter 4 presents the mathematical modelling of the abstract policies devel-
oped in Chapter 3. The models allow us to derive the formal properties and
constraints that a pragmatic firewall policy specification must satisfy. However,
there are many obstacles to developing such formal semantics. For one, the lack
of standards for firewall policy languages makes policy semantics rule-order and
firewall-implementation dependent, hindering their meaningful comparison. We
address these challenges, and propose algebraic frameworks that allow (i) direct
comparisons of firewall policies; and (ii) policy to be mapped to network-firewalls
provably correctly.

Chapter 5 then presents the design of our high-level firewall policy specification
language: ForestFirewalls. We overcome the current complexities of firewall
configuration by adhering to coherent design principles and key security-policy
language requirements. One such requirement is verifiability: a property that is
fundamental to making the policy framework transparent and providing security
administrators assurance of expected security outcome. The design concepts and
relationships we enforce promote conceptual integrity. The property leads to a
simple policy specification that is easy to administer correctly.

Chapter 6 presents the implementation of ForestFirewalls. We describe here in
detail the syntax and semantics of our high-level policy language and how policy
is refined to the device level. We also outline the implementation of our alge-
bras developed in Chapter 4 and the rigorous verification framework designed in
Chapter 5.

Chapter 7 presents our application of ForestFirewalls to the real SCADA case
studies in Chapter 3. By doing so, we demonstrate that our system significantly
reduces the firewall configuration effort required and improves the baseline se-
curity policy deployed in a SCADA network. In addition, the automated policy
refinement built into our system ensures that only efficient and concise firewall
configurations are deployable.
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Chapter 8 presents a framework for firewall reporting. These reports (e.g., logs,
traps and alarms) allow to continuously monitor firewall security, post deploy-
ment. Such a framework is necessary since existing standards for reporting and
analysing firewall data are scant and vague. In particular, we lack clear direction
on what firewalls should report.
Chapter 9 is the Conclusion.
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Chapter 2

Background and Related Work
Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA) networks control the dis-
tributed assets of many critical infrastructures including power generation, water
distribution, factory automation, sewage management and airport control systems.

SCADA networks differ to enterprise networks in that they are designed pri-
marily for robustness and real-time performance. For instance, SCADA networks
often incorporate devices such as Programmable Logic Controllers (PLCs) that
control physical devices such as gas valves. PLCs must be robust to withstand
the harsh environmental conditions they usually operator under. PLCs also need
to perform in real-time to allow SCADA operators to closely monitor the critical
process (e.g., electricity generation) and control it.

At the same time, PLCs often have highly constrained memory and computa-
tional power but lack the sophisticated security functionality required to protect
them from cyber attacks. This lack of built-in security features in SCADA devices
means plant owners need to invest significant resources to improve the security of
their critical networks.

A network controlling a power station understandably, requires a degree of
reliability orders of magnitude higher than an enterprise IT network. Momentary
outages have little effect on most enterprise networks, but, they can cause poten-
tially life threatening problems in a power plant. To say the least, such disruptions
are likely to cause significant monetary losses.

Thus, the security priorities in SCADA networks differ fundamentally to those
in enterprise networks. We elaborate on these priority discrepancies below, but
ultimately they set the scene for the work of this thesis.

2.1 Security priorities: SCADA vs Enterprise
Protecting Confidentiality (i.e., privacy of data and commands sent over the net-
work), is usually given the highest priority in enterprise networks because a breach
may lead to regulatory noncompliance [55, 117]. Availability (i.e., ability to send

7
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Table 2.1: SCADA vs Enterprise security priorities, adapted from [117].

Priority SCADA Enterprise
High Availability Confidentiality
Medium Integrity Integrity
Low Confidentiality Availability

data and commands without disruption over the network), is usually given the
lowest priority in these networks. Thus, network devices are often rebooted when
troubleshooting problems and downtimes are often acceptable in these networks.

SCADA networks have these security priorities in reverse order as shown in
Table 2.1. Availability has highest priority in these networks; the ability to control
sensitive industrial processes such as electricity generation with reliability in real
time is paramount [55, 117]. Hence, any outages need to be planned days or
weeks in advance. Rebooting a network device is often not an option in SCADA
networks as it can disrupt the continuous SCADA process.

Confidentiality is not the primary concern in SCADA networks which involve
real-time systems. Once a control command has been issued and executed, it
becomes relatively meaningless [55, 117].

Integrity defines the ability to send data and commands intact without unau-
thorised modifications. Integrity is rated as medium priority, relative to the other
priorities in both enterprise and SCADA networks, but, is paramount for SCADA
networks. A breach in people or process integrity can have a minor impact or be
tolerable in an IT environment but be catastrophic in a SCADA environment.

2.1.1 Threat sources

SCADA networks are primarily designed for reliability and safety with minimum
consideration for security [117]. This was not seen as a design compromise be-
cause historically these networks were expected to be air-gapped from insecure
networks such as enterprise networks and the Internet. But air-gaps are impracti-
cal given the need to reduce costs and improve efficiency [19,117] and Byres calls
the idea a myth [20] to emphasise how poor a solution it is.

SCADA networks in practice, are becoming increasingly interconnected and
hence exposed to a multitude of external threats. Typical threat sources include
remote attackers (i.e., thrill seekers that formulate attacks using online scripts and
tools) [117], criminal groups (i.e., organised, well funded crime groups that at-
tack systems and conduct industrial espionage for monetary gain) and terrorists
(i.e., individuals and groups seeking to weaken or destroy critical infrastructure to
threaten national security and cause casualties).
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There are also many types of cyber attacks aimed at SCADA networks. For
one, Denial of Service (DoS) attacks aim to prevent legitimate users from access-
ing a SCADA-network service or system. Examples of DoS attacks include SYN
flooding and HTTP flooding [74]. A common counter-measure against a SYN
flood is the enabling of SYN cookies in a perimeter firewall [39]. HTTP flooding
can be mitigated through the use of a reverse proxy which is a gatekeeper that re-
trieves resources from its associated servers on behalf of a client, thereby reducing
the possibility of the network being overwhelmed.

Another type of attack aimed at SCADA networks is Phishing which involves
the fraudulent attempt via emails to steal identities, information, money or install
malware [117]. A well known recent example is the email-based Phishing at-
tack that targeted the CEO of an Austrian aerospace manufacturer (FACC) which
resulted in the company losing over USD 50 million [100].

Phishing accounted for 17% of the incidents reported to ICS-CERT in 2015
[58]. Phishing databases are useful in detecting and mitigating these attacks
through URL and email-content analysis. Encryption and two-factor authenti-
cation do not help mitigate Phishing attacks: victims are often logged into their
email accounts already and will simply download the attack to their machines via
the encrypted connection. Often, firewalls have been unable to block phishing
emails effectively, but future versions [90] are seeking to bridge this gap. Industry
best-practice guidelines recommend blocking inbound SMTP traffic to SCADA
networks to prevent Phishing attacks at the outset.

Spyware-based attacks such as Zlob trojan [122] and Zango [119] attempt to
capture and relay information about systems or individuals without consent.

Malware-based attacks such as the Duqu 2.0 worm [121] and the DRIDEX
trojan [120] aim to disrupt system operation, gain access or control to computers
without consent.

Both Spyware and Malware can propagate in to a SCADA network from in-
fected servers in less-trusted networks. Basic forms of these worms and viruses
may be detected and blocked using firewalls in general, but, sophisticated in-
stances such as the Stuxnet worm that can still bypass many firewalls [41]. Ex-
treme measures have therefore been taken in some cases to prevent cyber attacks
and the spread of malware. For instance, since June 2016, the Singaporean gov-
ernment has commenced disabling Internet connectivity in public-service work-
stations [13] in an initiative to protect government networks from cyber threats.

Hack attacks are attempts by individuals to exploit vulnerabilities in network
systems to accomplish their goals [117]. A recent example of this common type
of attack is the hacking of a German steel mill [14] which resulted in its blast
furnace being destroyed.
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2.1.2 Security incidents

The Repository of Industrial Security Incidents (RISI) database records global se-
curity incidents that arise from cyber attacks on SCADA networks [117]. Analysis
of the RISI data attributes 50% of the incidents to accidents [19], originating from
negligent employees and third party contractors.

An example incident is the disabling of the Safety Parameter Display System
and Plant Process Computers at Davis-Besse nuclear power plant due to a SQL
Slammer infection [117]. The infection occurred as a result of a machine left
unpatched in the critical network for over six months. Another example is the
shutdown of operations of 13 Daimler Chrysler’s manufacturing plants in the U.S
due to a Zotob worm infection. Again, the infection was facilitated by systems
that had been left unpatched for a week.

The RISI database analysis also reveals targeted (external and internal) at-
tacks to be least frequent with only 20% of the incidents attributed to them [19].
But, these incidents are usually the most damaging as they often leverage de-
tailed knowledge of SCADA systems. For instance, Vitek Boden: a disgruntled
ex-employee, hacked into the computerised sewage system of Maroochy Shire
Council in 2000 and released tonnes of raw sewage into public parklands and
river systems [117]. Boden destroyed wild life and caused severe environmental
damage. Another incident is the Stuxnet worm that targeted Siemens industrial
software and equipment and damaged Iran’s Uranium enrichment plant in 2010.
In 2012, the network of an auto manufacturer was hacked and employee login de-
tails were stolen [110]. Between 2013 and 2014, a group of cyber attackers known
as the DragonFly group attacked and compromised key energy and control system
related websites [123]. They also targeted and compromised legitimate software
packages made available online by ICS equipment manufacturers. Also in 2014,
traffic signs on a street in San Francisco were hacked and left displaying “Godzilla
Attack! Turn Back” [23]. In the same year, a German steel mill was hacked by
cyber attackers, destroying its blast furnace [14].

We described earlier, how an air gap was never a feasible approach to pro-
tect SCADA networks from cyber attacks. The only viable protection today is a
firewall, or series of firewalls [21,117] and so, we describe firewalls in detail next.

2.2 Firewalls

Firewalls are a standard mechanism for enforcing network security [21, 27, 117,
133]. They protect data and resources in a communications network from unau-
thorised access by filtering out unwanted network traffic.

Traditionally, firewalls are placed between an organisation and the outside
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Figure 2.1: Example isolation of SCADA and Enterprise domains using a firewall.

world. But large organisations may require internal firewalls to isolate their se-
curity domains [133]. A security domain is a grouping of network devices under
common administrative control. SCADA and Enterprise are two example security
domains.

By isolating the security domains (e.g., as in Figure 2.1), traffic from autho-
rised users is also required to pass firewall inspection when crossing between do-
mains. Otherwise, for instance, if an enterprise machine is compromised, the
SCADA network could also be compromised with ease. Firewalls control this
access and trust using filtering decisions that are based on a set of ordered rules
defined to meet the security policy requirements of an organisation.

2.2.1 Evolution of firewalls

To illustrate the types of filtering available, we present an overview of the evolu-
tion of firewalls.

Figure 2.2: A firewall evolution timeline from the 1980s to date, adapted from [1].

As Figure 2.2 shows, the first firewalls used were in fact, routers with filtering
rules in the late 1980s (we describe filtering rules below). These routers helped
segment LANs and the filtering rules allowed to inspect incoming and outgoing
traffic from each LAN segment.
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Network-security companies soon realised the value of using dedicated fire-
walls to separate networks and filter traffic between them. As a result, the first
commercial firewall was developed by Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) in
1991 [1]. The device was a packet-filtering (or static-filtering) firewall: the sim-
plest category of firewalls that employ a set of pre-defined rules to act upon indi-
vidual traffic packets [133]. Rules are stored in Access Control Lists (ACLs) and
the packet filtering criteria employed often involves the five tuple: source IP ad-
dress, destination IP address, source port, destination port and protocol. We refer
to these rules as filtering rules.

The simple packet-inspection criteria makes this type of traffic filtering low
cost and very efficient [133]. The high cost of computing during this era, seri-
ously limited the amount of complex processing conductible in a network firewall.
Yet, static filtering was simple enough to allow these firewalls to be deployed in
networks as external-facing perimeter firewalls (or commonly known as Internet-
facing firewalls), for rapid filtering of malicious packets in large volumes of traffic.

Packet-filters however, cannot recognise packet-series relationships [133]. For
instance, a DNS response is only valid if it matches a prior query. But, these
simple firewalls cannot distinguish a ‘spoofed’ DNS response from a legitimate
one. Hackers could leverage this weakness to attack and compromise systems
behind the firewall.

Check Point addressed the shortfall in 1994 by launching the first stateful fire-
wall: Firewall-1. Stateful firewalls extend packet-filtering firewalls and can also
dynamically-track packet-series relationships. To do so, these firewalls record the
history of accepted packets and current connection states to only allow anticipated
traffic [133]. By blocking spoof attacks, these firewalls offer a higher level of se-
curity but are more expensive and vulnerable to a new class of attacks, e.g., the
SYN DoS attack.

Cost of computing began to reduce significantly in the mid 1990s, increasing
the amount of processing conductible on a network firewall. So, between 1994
and 2004, firewall manufacturers began to incorporate additional features such as
Network Address Translation (NAT), Virtual Private Network (VPN), Quality of
Service (QoS) and Intrusion Prevention Systems (IPS) on their firewall offerings
[1]. These hybrid firewalls dominated the market in this era.

During this period, large-scale cyber attacks on Web servers that include the
PHF CGI exploit in 1996 [83], also led to the research and development of new
security models to protect Web applications. Consequently, the first Web Applica-
tion Firewall (WAF) known as Appshield was developed by Perfecto Software [1].
A WAF inspects Web – HTTP and HTTPS – traffic at the application layer to re-
move malicious code and objects embedded within [133].

The idea was generalised to Deep-Packet Inspection (DPI) firewalls. DPI fire-
walls are highly sophisticated firewalls that allow deep filtering into the applica-
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tion layer, offering more granular security, but they incur a high CPU and memory
cost. In addition to analysing the IP packet headers, these firewalls also inspect the
packet payload using signature or regular expression matching [133]. Performing
searches through the payload at wire speed for string patterns is computationally
expensive and the number of searches that can be carried out is limited by the
processing capabilities of the firewall hardware.

In fact, varying computational complexities exist for the different firewall traf-
fic filtering classes (e.g., static filtering has time complexity O(log N) [102] while
stateful filtering has time complexity O(NO(log log N)) [45] where N is the rule-
set length). Higher complexities can be mitigated by housing more computing
resources: e.g., powerful processors and denser memory, in a firewall. Progres-
sively decreasing computing costs have made this accommodation pragmatic. But
complex traffic filtering such as DPI can still reduce network performance signif-
icantly.

The concept of Next Generation Firewalls (NGFWs) was introduced by Gart-
ner in 2003 combining the capabilities of traditional firewalls, Intrusion Preven-
tion Systems (IPS) and deep-packet inspection [1]. A NGFW has the ability to
understand the application-layer traffic traversing through the firewall in detail,
allowing to mitigate attacks by blocking traffic that might exploit application pro-
tocol vulnerabilities [90].

NGFWs are capable of detecting application-layer threats with high precision,
wide coverage and low error rates [90]. Commercial NGFWs were first rolled-
out into the market by Palo Alto networks in 2008 [1]. Several other vendors
including SonicWALL, Cisco, Huawei and Juniper, soon followed.

In contrast to using disparate technologies for IDS, IPS and firewalling, NGFWs
don’t leave gaps in their protection offering for attackers to exploit. The consoli-
dation of these technologies into one system also reduces the operating costs and
administrative complexity required.

So far, we have described how firewall technology has evolved and the capabilities
they offer today. It is also worth understanding the security objectives of a firewall
in a SCADA-network context and so we discuss these objectives next.

2.2.2 Overall security objectives of a SCADA firewall

The primary objective of a firewall protecting a SCADA subnet, is to eliminate
direct connectivity between the SCADA network and the Internet [21, 117]. The
Internet is the major source of threats. Direct connectivity to the greater Internet
would encourage unsolicited inbound traffic to the SCADA network that could at
the least congest it and block critical commands from reaching control devices
such as PLCs.
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Secondary objectives of a SCADA firewall include the physical and logical
separation of SCADA traffic from enterprise traffic [21]. Enterprise networks
commonly connect directly to the Internet, hence this separation of traffic reduces
the exposure of a SCADA network to Internet-based attacks.

In addition, a SCADA firewall must restrict direct access from an enterprise
network to the SCADA network and disallow control of SCADA devices from
the enterprise network. Otherwise, a compromised host in the enterprise network
could be leveraged to launch an attack on the SCADA network.

A SCADA firewall also helps facilitate remote support of SCADA systems
(often performed by third-party vendors). Maintenance and troubleshooting of
SCADA systems via remote access mean the connection used must be secured
(e.g., encrypted) and authorised (e.g., using two-factor authentication) [21, 117].

A SCADA firewall also allows to restrict firewall management to a reserved
set of stations over a secure connection [21]. This is of highest importance be-
cause if the management of the firewall is compromised, the whole system is
compromised.

2.2.3 Firewall configuration

In order for a firewall to deliver the expected security outcome, it must be config-
ured with a policy that meets the business and security goals of an organisation,
prior to deployment. The components that constitute a firewall configuration is
often diverse [24, 30, 64], for instance, they include interface configurations such
as IP address and subnet masks, static routes that describe subnets and the gate-
ways they can be reached from, ACLs (or rulesets) and implicit rules that enable
firewall management services over and above ACLs.

Two example firewall configurations are shown in Listing 2.1 and Listing 2.2.
The configuration in Listing 2.1 is from a Cisco ASA 5505 firewall and the config-
uration in Listing 2.2 is from a Linux IP-Tables firewall. For ease of comparison,
the same security policy is implemented on both firewalls.

The configurations show how the firewall interfaces have been configured.
For instance, the Ethernet0/0 interface of the Cisco ASA firewall points to the
subnet 10.0.1/24 (Listing 2.1). The Cisco ASA also allows to assign a user-defined
name to its interfaces (e.g., Ethernet0/0 is named corp). These names enable easy
reference of the interfaces within the configuration.

Both configurations have access-control rules defined to permit traffic flow
through the firewalls. The Cisco ASA uses extended ACLs to hold these rules
[30]. These ACLs are then applied to the firewall interfaces using the Cisco com-
mand ‘access-group’ to achieve the desired outcome (e.g., access-list scada_in
is defined and applied inbound to the scada firewall interface in Listing 2.1).
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Listing 2.1: A Cisco ASA 5505 firewall configuration snippet from [30].
1 !

2 interface Ethernet0/0

3 speed 100

4 duplex full

5 nameif corp

6 security−level 60

7 ip address 10.0.1.1 255.255.255.0

8 ospf cost 10

9 !

10 interface Ethernet0/1

11 nameif scada

12 security−level 100

13 ip address 10.0.2.1 255.255.255.0

14 ospf cost 10

15 !

16
17 access−list scada in remark Allow ping

18 access−list scada in extended permit icmp any any

19 access−list scada in remark email

20 access−list scada in extended permit tcp host 10.0.2.4 host 10.0.1.7 eq

smtp

21 access−list scada in extended deny ip any any

22
23 access−list corp in remark enable HTTPS

24 access−list corp in extended permit tcp 10.0.1.1 255.255.255.0 host

10.0.2.8 eq https

25 access−list corp in extended deny ip any any

26
27 access−group scada in in interface scada

28 access−group corp in in interface corp

In contrast, the IP-Tables firewall uses 3 separate IP chains: INPUT, OUTPUT
and FORWARD, to hold the access-control rules [93]. These chains allow or deny
incoming, outgoing and pass-through traffic respectively.

A Cisco ASA extended ACL includes an explicit default rule: deny ip any
any, to block all unwanted traffic. For instance, the ACL corp_in defined in
Listing 2.1 permits HTTPS traffic from subnet 10.0.1/24 to host 10.0.2.8 and uses
this default rule to block all other traffic. However, to achieve the same effect, the
IP-Tables firewall employs 3 default rules (lines 26-28 in Listing 2.2).

By inspection, we can see that both firewall configurations contain a signif-
icant volume of minute detail such as IP addresses and port numbers. Each of
these must be configured correctly to achieve the expected security outcome.

The configurations also indicate the presence of vendor-specific intricacies, for
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Listing 2.2: A Linux IP-Tables firewall configuration snippet from [93].
1 .# interface configuration

2 DEVICE=eth0

3 BOOTPROTO=static

4 BROADCAST=10.0.1.255

5 HWADDR=00:13:72:3E:55:72

6 IPADDR=10.0.1.1

7 NETMASK=255.255.255.0

8 NETWORK=10.0.1.0

9 ONBOOT=yes

10 TYPE=Ethernet

11
12 DEVICE=eth1

13 BOOTPROTO=static

14 BROADCAST=10.0.2.255

15 HWADDR=EC:35:86:54:0E:B2

16 IPADDR=10.0.2.1

17 NETMASK=255.255.255.0

18 NETWORK=10.0.2.0

19 ONBOOT=yes

20 TYPE=Ethernet

21
22 .# rule configuration

23 −A FORWARD −i eth0 −p tcp −s 10.0.1.1/24 −d 10.0.2.8 −−dport 443 −m
state −−state NEW,ESTABLISHED −j ACCEPT

24 −A FORWARD −i eth1 −p icmp −−icmp−type 8 −j ACCEPT

25 −A FORWARD −i eth1 −p tcp −s 10.0.2.4 −d 10.0.1.7 −−dport 25 −m state

−−state NEW,ESTABLISHED −j ACCEPT

26 −P INPUT DROP

27 −P OUTPUT DROP

28 −P FORWARD DROP

instance, the Cisco ASA allows assigning security-levels to firewall interfaces to
define the level of trust bestowed on the network connected to that interface [30].
A security-level of 100 assigned to an interface defines the subnet attached to that
interface as highest trust while a level of 0 assigned defines the subnet as lowest
trust. In the absence of an ACL assigned to such an interface, certain traffic flows
are permitted by default from an interface with a high security level to one with a
lower security level. But, the feature is not available in IP-Tables firewalls.

We can also see how corresponding configuration components such as inter-
face configurations and ACLs have distinct syntax across the two vendors. Con-
figuring these require the use of proprietary and device specific platforms. Being
fluent in one platform does not guarantee fluency in the other. Firewall admin-
istrators therefore, require specialised training on each platform, which can be
expensive.
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As the above configuration snippets depict, there is a lack of common stan-
dards or languages for firewall policy specification. This shortfall contributes to
flawed firewall policies often being deployed to production networks [96,128]. In
the next section, we describe the common types of firewall errors and their causes.

2.2.4 Firewall errors
Surveys carried out in the past on firewall configuration of major corporations
revealed multiple, serious errors present in each [97, 128, 129]. A serious firewall
error (or misconfiguration) significantly increases the vulnerability of a network
to cyber attack.

Wool studied 74 real enterprise firewall configurations [128] and found 80%
of the firewalls were badly configured. Over 70% of the configurations he studied
allowed access to the firewall over insecure (i.e., unencrypted and poorly authen-
ticated) protocols such as Telnet. Over 60% allowed management of the firewall
via machines outside the perimeter of the network, without employing a VPN to
securely access the firewall from the enterprise network. These are grave errors
because if the management of the firewall is compromised, the whole system is
compromised.

He also found that over 60% of the configurations included rules that were
too broad and admitted more services than necessary. An example is a rule that
permits all TCP traffic between two hosts [128]. Almost half of the configurations
also allowed potentially unsafe protocols like DNS and FTP in imprudently. Thus,
traffic pertaining to these protocols were not destined to legitimate servers.

Wool further identified that over 50% of the configurations allowed insecure
NetBIOS protocols through the firewalls [128] These protocols are used by Mi-
crosoft Windows operating systems to facilitate file and printer sharing but are
often leveraged to carry out attacks on networks.

The firewall errors discussed above can create security holes that allow mali-
cious traffic to enter a protected network or block legitimate traffic and disrupt op-
erations. The errors can have devastating consequences, in particular in a SCADA
network. And there have been major incidents such as the hacking of traffic signs
in San Francisco, as a result.

2.2.5 Causes of misconfiguration
A key contributor to the firewall errors found in practice is the large amount of
minute details involved in the current approach to firewall configuration. We il-
lustrated earlier, using example configurations from a Cisco ASA firewall and an
IP-Tables firewall, how they often include network-centric IP addresses, port num-
bers etc. All of this low-level detail need to be configured precisely. Otherwise,
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the enforced security will be different from that intended or at worse it could open
a potentially dangerous security hole.

Firewall rulesets can also be lengthy, spanning hundreds of rules [96,128] and
need to be configured by hand using proprietary and device specific platforms.
We observed the variation in the configuration syntax and semantics across the
firewall vendors earlier. Firewall administrators require specialised training in
each platform to be fluent in them.

To add to these complexities, rules within an ACL can also interact. Referred
to as intra-ACL inconsistencies, these are caused by different rules having over-
lapping packet matching criteria. Depending on the extent of rule overlap, an
intra-ACL inconsistency can be a redundancy or a conflict [4]. Moreover, because
ACLs are often evaluated using a first-match criteria [30, 64, 93], these interac-
tions mean that the rule order matters. So, even if the correct rule is entered,
placing it in the wrong location in the ruleset, can render the wrong outcome. We
will describe intra-ACL inconsistencies in detail in Subsection 3.1.6.

The presence of network-centric intricacies in firewall policies imply a close
coupling between policy and the network. But networks change often occur in re-
sponse to new business needs, upgrades and service demands. So, current firewall
policies must also change as often with the network. This inability to maintain a
low firewall policy complexity, relative to the network, further contributes to the
firewall misconfigurations.

With the current approach to firewall configuration, administrators also cannot
construct a single high-level firewall policy (i.e., source of truth) for a network.
For instance, the potentially heterogeneous firewalls in a network engage vendor-
specific policy syntax and semantics which hinder maintaining a single concise
ruleset. Thus, administrators and security managers alike cannot reliably look for
who gets in and who doesn’t [56].

In SCADA networks, firewall misconfigurations may also stem due to cultural
differences; IT specialists usually configure the SCADA firewall(s), but lack the
knowledge of industrial engineering requirements to do so correctly. Lack of co-
operation between the IT and control teams can cause these specialists to configure
the SCADA firewall(s) with an IT mindset. The resulting firewall configurations
are unlikely to be compliant with SCADA best practices.

An important outcome of Wool’s study of enterprise firewall configurations
(discussed earlier) is that the use of later versions of firewall software did not cor-
relate to fewer errors [128]. Newer software versions were unable to assist users
to write more accurate firewall rulesets. What firewall vendors have concentrated
on is introducing new and impressive features to create systems with as much or
more complexity as the base firewall configurations.
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The problem is exacerbated by the lack of built-in tools to automatically detect
inconsistencies within firewall rulesets. These rulesets represent the policy of a
firewall, so we shall next survey the tools and methods available for firewall-policy
verification.

2.2.6 Firewall-policy verification
We stated earlier how inconsistencies such as conflicts and redundancies can oc-
cur in a firewall policy. Conflicts indicate an ill-defined policy and redundancies
imply an inefficient one. Various tools have therefore, been proposed to conduct
bottom-up analysis of firewall ACLs (or rulesets) to assist with debugging and
troubleshooting [6, 44, 77, 111, 127, 131].

Lumeta [127] and Fang [77] are firewall-analysis tools that allow users to
run queries against ACL rules to check firewall-configuration behaviour. Algo-
sec Firewall Analyzer is a commercial closed-source tool based on the Lumeta
and Fang engines. It allows administration of a large number of firewalls (up
to a thousand) [6]. FireMon [44] and Skybox Firewall Assurance [111] are two
other commercial firewall-maintenance tools that have audit capabilities. Skybox
also automates firewall-rule lifecycle management which helps keep firewall rule-
sets clean and optimised. Some non-commercial tools [4, 46] have also focused
on maintaining concise firewall configurations by detecting and removing ACL
redundancies and conflicts.

The ability to debug policy errors is highly desirable in a firewall configuration
platform. But, this debugging should support abstract queries, free of network-
centric intricacies. The related works above analyse ACLs which contain network
and vendor intricacies. So, the queries they support must change with ACLs even
when the policy intent remains unchanged.

Another approach [76] detects policy anomalies by grouping hosts whose
packets are treated identically by the firewall into equivalence classes. Doing
so, suggests hosts in distinct equivalence classes have different policies, when in
reality, they may not. For instance, hosts in the same security zone, in actuality,
have identical policies in the absence of firewalls separating them.

A tool has also been developed to help check consistency between the poli-
cies and implementations [16] built on the Role-Based Access Control (RBAC)
abstraction and the implementation encodes details of the physical system and
traffic control mechanisms. Rysavy et al. [104] have also suggested checking
ACLs against a security policy using Satisfiability Modulo Theory (SMT) veri-
fication. The policies are specified using the Security Policy Specification Lan-
guage (SPSL) which operate at a low IP flow-level. The checking is performed
on all possible flows, identified by source and destination IP addresses and port
numbers. A better alternative is to check consistency between high-level versions
of the specified and implemented firewall policies.
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Checking a policy for inconsistencies includes checking its syntactic correct-
ness. A syntactically correct policy must also be semantically correct for it to
be well designed. For instance, it may be necessary to check a security policy’s
semantics against industry-recommended practices: e.g., ANSI/ISA- 62443-1-1,
for compliance. Security best-practice compliance is critical in SCADA networks
where more restrictive practices are required to prevent catastrophic outcomes in-
cluding harm or serious injury of people, or even death!

But current bottom-up approaches used to check policy correctness allow pol-
icy differences to occur even when policy intent remains unchanged. And best-
practice compliance checks are only meaningful if we compare policy intent not
implementation. Otherwise comparing a SCADA security policy with a generic
ISA-recommended policy is impossible when either is inter-twined with imple-
mentation details.

A better and less tedious alternative is a top-down approach to check for pol-
icy inconsistencies. To do so, a single network-wide policy needs to be main-
tained, so that security administrators can easily determine who gets in and who
doesn’t [56]. These network-wide policies need to be free of minutiae, so changes
to the policy’s intent can be distinguished from changes to the network with clar-
ity. Current top-down solutions allow creation of network-wide policies [9,12,49]
and comprehensive checking of their syntactic correctness, but lack ability to de-
termine policy semantic correctness.

Current firewall policy verification approaches do not leverage network-wide
high-level firewall policies. The added complexity due to the presence of network
and vendor intricacies hinders verification of high-level goals such as no HTTP
traffic allowed inbound to SCADA network.

These verification approaches also often overlook checking that a firewall pol-
icy is compatible with the underlying network and its technology. This can lead
to an artificial sense of security. For instance, the target network topology may be
different to that perceived by a firewall-policy creator. The creator may consider
two zones to be distinct in the policy specification, but in the absence of one or
more firewalls enforcing a real separation between the zones, only a single zone
may actually exist.

Current verification approaches also do not verify the expected security out-
come of a firewall policy, prior to deployment. This capability is essential for
security administrators to locate policy oversights, such as when firewall man-
agement is disabled, and be confident that their policies only allow the expected
traffic services through their firewalls.
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2.3 Network auto-configuration
We have described so far, how the current manual and device-centric approach
to firewall configuration result in the serious errors found in the majority of the
firewalls studied. This configuration approach is analogous to the design of circuit
boards in the 1980s, a slow and error-prone manual process that required the oper-
ator to be a trained expert. But, the process has since been revolutionised through
automation and circuit boards are now designed accurately and reliably by soft-
ware. Similarly, to overcome the complexities of current firewall configuration, a
sensible choice is to automate.

Auto-configurators in general, succeed in a number of critical tasks for im-
proving network reliability and reducing management costs. They reduce some
of the repetitive (yet critical) tasks in management, and ensure that ‘fat fingering’
does not cause unnecessary errors. Auto-configuration has been successfully used
in many aspects of networking including ACL-rule placement [118], network-
address assignment [37], routing [82, 99] and emulated-network generation [87].

The basic idea behind network auto-configuration is to use a Network Inven-
tory Database (NIDB) and a set of rules (i.e., policy) to generate device configura-
tions that are then pushed into the devices of a working network [15]. Building a
system to achieve this functionality, however, requires tackling several challenges.

For instance, how should we describe policy in network auto-configuration?
We could use formal methods involving language design or a simple template-
based approach [15]. With the language design approach, current practices resem-
ble using Assembler. Thus, we need a high-level policy language and a compiler
to create network configurations from more easily written code. But, taking the
route of language design would not solve real problems quickly because often it
requires operators (who are perennially busy, and pre-occupied with firefighting)
to learn an entirely new language.

On the other hand, using templates is a more practical short-term solution.
Templates represent parameterised configurations and the parameter values are
assigned at run time from the NIDB [15]. This approach seems to have been
more successful (to date) in real deployments. For instance, Chen et al. stated in
2007 [26] that ‘The state of the art in network configuration management tends
to be template-driven and device-centric.’ But, the device-centric (i.e., bottom-
up) nature of template-driven design prohibits associating high-level goals with
specific templates. A language based approach here would present stronger long-
term potential.

Ideally, we need to strike a balance between the two imperatives: i.e., adopt a
hybrid that uses language at the high-level, but a template-driven implementation
of policies to provide flexible and extensible, multi-vendor implementations. By
doing so, we can obtain a long-term solution to high-level abstraction of network
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policies, and a short-term solution that helps operators without requiring them to
learn an entirely new language. This approach is highly desirable for developing a
firewall auto-configuration system that can be fast deployed to SCADA networks.

Given the need for a firewall-policy language at the high-level, we describe
the current state of these languages next.

2.4 Firewall-policy languages
Business and security goals are often described using natural language. These
goals are often ambiguous [51, 73] and require human-translation to a machine
interpretable technical specification. Thus, policy languages have been developed
for various disciplines; some to suit specific domains like network- or security-
management and others for general purpose: e.g., Ponder [125]. Languages for
network management such as Merlin and NetKAT help allocate resources such
as bandwidth [9, 115]. Security-management languages include firewall-policy
languages such as Firmato that assist with access-control of network traffic to
enforce security [12].

Firewall-policy languages can be device-specific (i.e., low-level) or abstract
policy from the network (i.e., high-level). Low-level languages such as the Cisco
CLI are not user friendly: administrators cannot specify high-level goals such as
no single point of failure, using them. These languages are often tightly coupled
with the underlying network [30]. Using these low-level languages is similar to
programming with Assembler in the 1970s, where programmers need to specify,
for instance, hardware addresses in order to communicate with devices. Errors are
a common occurrence in Assembler programs [40].

High-level firewall-policy languages such as Firmato, Filtering Postures, FLIP
or Cisco Secure Policy Manager try to overcome the shortfall, by capturing policy
intent, which allows to specify abstract goals [12,49,54,132]. The high-level poli-
cies can then be mapped to device-level filtering rules. High-level languages are
analogous to present-day programming languages used by software developers.
They support features such as modularisation and other constructs that automate
common tasks. These languages also hand off many subtasks to the operating
system or their interpreter (for instance memory management) and avoid wasted
programming time in repetitive and error-prone tasks.

High-level policy languages may try to abstract policy from the network, but
often, intricacies such as hostnames are still required. For example, Firmato [12]
decouples security policies from network firewalls and increases language mod-
ularity and reusability. But, in order to refine the policy down to device-level
filtering rules, input of host IP addresses in-policy is still required.

Cisco has also introduced security policy management tools (e.g., VNMC for
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VSG policy management) to cater for complexities introduced in network virtu-
alisation [34]. For scalability, the tools allow operating systems (or VMs) to be
allocated to zones and policies to be defined per zone. But, each VM still needs
to be defined using low-level terms like hostnames.

SDN programming languages have been proposed [71, 92, 115] to derive net-
work configurations from high-level policy, but they remain relatively unrealistic
for SCADA networks, where TCP is still a recent innovation. And recent case
studies [97] show that power plants are highly exposed to cyber attack. SCADA
networks need a solution that works now, using off-the-shelf technology.

Current firewall-policy languages do not propose a high-level description that
intuitively decouples policy from topology. Often, the network topology needs to
be explicitly mapped to policy through the specification per host/subnet basis [12].
Doing so, hinders description of firewall policies using high-level requirements
independent of vendor and network intricacies.

These policy languages also lack built-in automated verification capabilities.
So, for instance, it is difficult to validate a specified policy is compatible with the
underlying network and its technology. Existing firewall-policy languages also
do not check the expected security outcome prior to deployment. These important
features are required in a policy specification language to allow firewall configura-
tion to become a commodity skill rather than a specialisation. The features would
allow business managers and plant engineers alike to manage their SCADA fire-
walls. In this thesis we propose such a solution: ForestFirewalls.

Recommended Firewall architectures: The best practices also recommend fire-
wall architectures that employ three-zone systems for secure segregation of SCADA
networks [21, 117]. An example architecture is a firewall with Demilitarised
Zones (DMZs) which uses a three or more port firewall (Figure 2.3(a)) to enable
a perimeter network (or DMZ) between SCADA and enterprise networks. Shared
servers in the likes of data historians are located in the DMZ. The presence of a
DMZ prohibits direct communication between the SCADA network and the en-
terprise network, but regular patching and/or updating of the shared servers is still
required to reduce their vulnerability to cyber attack.

Another recommended architecture is paired-firewalls (i.e., two serial fire-
walls) with a DMZ between them (Figure 2.3(b)) [21]. One firewall blocks ar-
bitrary traffic inbound to the SCADA network while the other firewall blocks
harmful traffic from a compromised server in the DMZ.

In recommending these architectures, management complexity and scalability
are also considered, supplementary to their security capabilities. Both the above
firewall designs offer high security and scalability and have moderate manage-
ment complexity [21]. We will see in Chapter 3 that these two architectures are
commonly deployed in practice to secure SCADA networks as a result.
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(a) Single firewall with a DMZ that hosts shared en-
terprise or SCADA servers (e.g., Historian).

(b) Paired firewalls with a DMZ that hosts shared servers.

Figure 2.3: Example best-practice firewall architectures adapted from [21].

Firewall-policy best practices: General firewall-policy best practices for SCADA
networks include protocol, traffic-flow and source/destination recommendations
[21, 117]. Recommended protocols are restricted to routable protocols (e.g., TCP,
UDP) for obvious reasons. Use of ‘disjoint’ protocols are also encouraged, so,
protocols allowed in the SCADA network should be disallowed in the enterprise
network and vice versa [21]. Doing so, reduces the risk of malware propagating
into the SCADA network by requiring it to deploy multiple exploits over different
protocols in order to succeed.

The best practices also prohibit direct traffic flow between the SCADA net-
work and the Internet. The guidelines further recommend terminating traffic in
the DMZs and preventing direct traffic flow between enterprise and SCADA net-
works [21]. Doing so reduces the risk of a successful cyber attack on the SCADA
network from the less-secure enterprise network.

The source/destination recommendations in the best practices state that all
‘permit’ rules need to be IP address or port specific [21]. Adhering to them,
prevents the use of inherently broad rules that apply for instance, to ‘any’ source
or destination address.

These best-practice guidelines help define the allowed traffic services in an in-
dustrial control environment with clarity and accuracy. However, they do not dis-
tinguish high-level policy from low-level firewall rules. For example the recom-
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Table 2.2: SCADA guidelines for service specific rule-sets from [21].

Service Inbound to SCADA Outbound from SCADA
DNS Block all requests Allow requests to DMZ on a

case by case basis
HTTP Block all connections (use HTTPS

instead), ideally block all HTTP
traffic but if critical configure
HTTP proxy on firewall to block
scripts and Java applications

Use HTTPS instead or HTTP
proxy to screen traffic

FTP Block all traffic unless secured with
encrypted tunnel and two-factor au-
thentication

Allow all traffic

Telnet Block commands from enterprise
network unless over secure tunnel

Allow traffic over encrypted
tunnel only

SMTP Block all traffic Allow all traffic
SNMP Block all traffic unless over (sepa-

rate) secure management network
Block all traffic unless over
secure network

DCOM Allow traffic only from DMZ Allow traffic only to DMZ
Industrial
protocols

Allow traffic only from DMZ Allow traffic only to DMZ

mendation: ‘all permits rules need to be IP address/Port specific’, applies within a
firewall implementation context but not in a high-level policy context. A clear sep-
aration would have otherwise outlined unambiguous goals for both management
level policy makers and network engineers.

A summary of service-specific firewall policy best practices adapted from
[21], are shown in Table 2.2. These guidelines are however, specific to a sim-
ple security topology involving three zones: SCADA, Enterprise and DMZ. In
practice many others can exist.

For example, the best practices specify disabling HTTP inbound to the SCADA
zone because the protocol is known to carry worms and attacks across networks.
If absolutely necessary, they recommend using HTTPS as a secure alternative.

Similarly, inbound and outbound traffic restrictions apply to many protocols
including DNS and FTP. DNS queries should not be allowed to cross the SCADA
firewall as the protocol is unsafe and is commonly used to carry out Distributed
DoS (DDoS) attacks [66]. Industry therefore, recommends the use of a local DNS
or host files instead of an external DNS server in the SCADA zone [21].

FTP is another unsecured protocol that sends all session data including user
login information, un-encrypted across the network [8]. FTP-based communica-
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tion is therefore, vulnerable to address-spoofing attacks that can be leveraged by
hackers to steal sensitive files from an internal server.

The cyber-security standards above also suggest several security-policy abstrac-
tions to describe firewall policies. These abstractions provide the foundations for
a high-level firewall policy description for auto-configuration. Hence, we discuss
these abstractions in detail next.

2.4.1 Security abstractions

Role Based Access Control (RBAC) is a security abstraction commonly used in
industry to decouple policy from the underlying enforcement mechanism. The
abstraction allows assigning permissions to users via roles. A role summarises
users that will share a job function [43].

But, with firewall policies our aim is to assign permissions (i.e., services) to IP
addresses (i.e., hosts) in a network consisting of heterogenous devices. Therefore,
some extensions are required to apply the RBAC abstraction to network security.
For instance, assigning a role to a host is insufficient, permission must be given to
a pair of hosts (i.e., source and destination) instead [12].

The RBAC model is also user-centric and does not consider, for instance,
the relationship between the user (traffic source) and the resource (traffic desti-
nation). The Attribute Based Access Control (ABAC) abstraction aims to address
this shortfall by using attributes (or data fields) associated with a user, resource or
action to help determine if some user can access a particular resource in a given
way [57]. But as with RBAC, extensions are required to apply the generic ABAC
model usefully to network security. For instance, firewalls often employ a first-
match strategy to resolve rule-conflicts [30, 64, 93]. So, an ABAC-based policy
language would need to support such conflict-resolution mechanisms.

A key drawback with both RBAC and ABAC abstractions are, they do not intu-
itively map policy to network topology. So, a firewall-policy language built on ei-
ther abstraction would require intricacies like IP addresses to be input through the
policy specification when implementing policy on a network instance [12, 124].
Explicit specification of such minutiae in-policy prohibits concise description of
policies and increases policy length. For instance, XACML is an XML based
security-policy language built on the ABAC model [81]. Even simple XACML
access-control policies can span hundreds of lines of code or more [51].

RBAC and ABAC models may appear to offer more flexibility but the in-
policy network intricacies and the syntax and semantics of the underlying policy
structure used (e.g., XML) often makes these policies human in-comprehensible
[78]. An example is XACML where policy authors find it difficult to know with
precision, if the firewall policy blocks potentially-unsafe HTTP traffic from enter-
ing a protected SCADA Zone by simple inspection of the policy.
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In a useful high-level policy specification, the underlying abstraction must
intuitively decouple policy from the network implementation, separating the what
from the how. We describe an abstraction suitable to achieving this goal in detail
below.

Zone-Conduit model

Lack of internal network segmentation is a significant contributor to the quick
spread of security threats and attacks in SCADA networks [19, 59, 117]. The
ANSI/ISA standards introduce the concepts of zones and conduits as a way of
segmenting and isolating the various sub-systems in a control system [59]. The
Zone-Conduit model is a very useful starting point for a high-level description of
security policy, and so we describe it in detail here.

A zone is a logical or physical grouping of an organisation’s systems with sim-
ilar security requirements based on criticality and consequence [59]. By grouping
systems in this manner, a single security policy can be defined for all members of
a zone. For example, three security zones can be defined to accommodate low,
medium and high-risk systems, with each device assigned to its respective zone
based on their security level needed. A low-risk system can be accommodated
within a medium or high security zone without compromising security, but not
vice versa.

A single zone-policy implies that selected subsystems in a zone, such as a
server, should not have their own separate policies (i.e., no exceptions). Allowing
exceptions would impart a false sense of security to those systems. These systems
are only as secure as the zone itself, in the absence of any firewalls enforcing a
real separation [59]. The restriction also implies that the resulting security policies
should be independent of network intricacies such as IP addresses and hostnames.

A conduit provides the secure communication path between two zones, en-
forcing the policy between them [59]. Security mitigation mechanisms (e.g., fire-
walls) are implemented within a conduit. A conduit could consist of multiple
links and firewalls, but is logically a single connector. Conduits abstract how a
policy is enforced from what is enforced. So, the resulting security policies are
also independent of vendor and device intricacies.

The Zone-Conduit model decouples policy from topology in an intuitive man-
ner, and allows a user to specify policies at a zone-level (i.e., high-level), making
them concise and easily human comprehensible. Figure 2.4 shows two typical
zones in a SCADA network; the SCADA-Zone and the Corporate-Zone, linked by
a conduit.

Zone and conduit concepts are intended as a platform for high-level security
policy description. Before using these concepts in policy specification for fire-
walls, it is best to evaluate their usefulness. In particular, how well they cater for
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					SCADA	
						Zone

		Corporate	
					ZoneConduit

Figure 2.4: Example Zone-Conduit model, adapted from [19].

security architectures used in practice in real networks (e.g., back-to-back fire-
walls). So, in the next chapter we will employ case studies of real-world SCADA
networks to identify any missing pieces in the standard that hinder achieving this
objective. We can then propose solutions to overcome the shortfalls and ensure
the refined standard can meet policy specification requirements found in practice.



Chapter 3

Case Studies of SCADA Firewall
Configurations

In the previous chapter, we described how a high-level security policy description
is the starting point for firewall auto-configuration. The ANSI/ISA Zone-Conduit
concepts provide a basis for developing such a policy description, but, before us-
ing these concepts in automation, it is prudent to determine how suitable they are
for describing real-world SCADA firewall policies. In this chapter, we describe
our approach to evaluating the usefulness of these concepts in the high-level spec-
ification of firewall policies through a series of real SCADA case studies.

An end goal of ours is to build a top-down firewall policy description for
SCADA firewalls. A pre-requisite to achieving this goal is to employ a bottom-up
approach that parses real SCADA firewall configurations to identify the missing
pieces of the Zone-Conduit model. These case studies also help audit the firewall
configurations and evaluate

• how well real-world SCADA firewalls are configured, e.g., are they compli-
ant with industry best practices in [21, 117]?

• how efficient real-world SCADA firewall configurations are, e.g., do they
exclude redundant or obsolete rules?

Related past works have conducted bottom-up analysis of firewall rulesets (i.e.,
ACLs) to assist with debugging and troubleshooting [4, 7, 25, 46, 76, 77, 127]. For
instance, Chen et al. have proposed an automated method to detect firewall mis-
configurations [25]. The solution first translates ACLs into desired filtering ac-
tions for a set of test packets. These test packets are then used to detect and
diagnose misconfigurations.

Another approach [76] detects policy anomalies by grouping hosts whose
packets are treated identically by the firewall into equivalence classes. Doing so,
can show hosts in distinct equivalence classes having different policies, when in

29
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reality, they should not. For instance, hosts in the same zone, in actuality, have the
same policy in the absence of firewalls separating them. We address this shortfall
by identifying the disjoint zones in the network (i.e., zones separated by firewalls).
We then look for hosts within a single zone that have different policies.

In Chapter 2, we described several commercial firewall analysis and audit
tools: Lumeta [127], Fang [77], Algosec Firewall Analyzer [7], FireMon [44]
and Skybox Firewall Assurance [111]. These tools also analyse ACLs to check
firewall configuration behaviour and maintain clean and optimised ACLs. Some
non-commercial tools [4, 46] have also focused on maintaining concise firewall
configurations by detecting and removing ACL redundancies and conflicts.

Past works have also analysed firewall rulesets to help with policy design and
check correct policy implementation [16]. The access-control policies supported
by this tool are built on the RBAC abstraction. The implementation encodes de-
tails of the physical system and traffic control mechanisms. The tool concentrates
on checking consistency between the policies and implementations and does not
deal with auto-configuration.

Rysavy et al. [104] have likewise proposed the verification of ACLs against a
security policy using Satisfiability Modulo Theory (SMT). The policies are spec-
ified using the Security Policy Specification Language (SPSL), which operate at
the low IP flow-level. The checking is performed on all possible flows, identified
by source and destination IP addresses and port numbers. In contrast, our aim is
high-level policy specification, in terms of zones, not IP addresses.

To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first to attempt to identify
high-level inconsistencies over multiple firewalls on a whole network. We build
our firewall policy description on the ANSI/ISA Zone-Conduit abstraction. The
model decouples network topology and security policy, so, the reduced policy
complexity allows these policies to be understood by humans with ease.

The related works described above also target non-SCADA domains in gen-
eral. But, the observations made through parsing firewall configurations (e.g.,
misconfigurations) in these domains also occur in SCADA environments. For in-
stance, Wool analysed 74 real Enterprise firewall configurations [128, 129] and
found 80% of the firewalls contained serious misconfigurations. He found over
70% of the configurations allowed access to the firewall over insecure (i.e., un-
encrypted and poorly authenticated) protocols such as Telnet. Over 60% of the
configurations included rules that were too broad and admitted far too many ser-
vices than necessary. An example is a rule that permits all TCP traffic between
two hosts.

Serious firewall misconfigurations also occur in mission-critical SCADA net-
works. In particular, our case studies reveal how incorrect use of firewall security
features such as Cisco security levels (described in detail in Subsection 3.1.2) and
NAT-control lead to a broad range of services being enabled by accident. Our case
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studies also uncover the use of outdated firewall software in production SCADA
environments. Such software contains publicly listed security vulnerabilities that
make these firewalls (and the SCADA plants) easy targets for cyber attackers.

Our analysis of the firewall configurations is within a technical context of what
the firewalls are supposed to do, how the networks around them are organised, and
how the actual configurations deviate from the intent of the designers. This type
of analysis is rare in the published literature, particularly in a SCADA network
context, because it is rare outside of the SCADA domain to have standards to
compare implementations against, or to have access to discuss policies with their
designer due to the sensitivity of the data.

3.1 Methodology
Firewall configurations are long and complex. For example, the configurations
we discuss have an average length of 769 lines each. So, we need to automate
our analysis. Existing tools such as Fang [77] or Lumeta [127] do not support
Zone-Conduit based high-level policies. So, we built an automated Parser: FireP,
to parse our configurations using Zone-Conduit concepts.

It is worth describing FireP in detail here because it explains the use of Zone-
Conduit concepts in the analysis of practical networks. The Parser is depicted in
Figure 3.1. The details are described below:

Firewall Config: The input firewall configuration text-files containing interface
configurations, static routes and ACLs. Multiple files can be input to build a
network picture.
Interface and Route Processing: The processing of firewall interface configura-
tions and static routes. This extracts interface names, subnet IP addresses, security
levels, additional network and gateway IP addresses.
Rule Processing: The processing of ACLs assigned to firewall interfaces and any
implicit rules. Implicit rules enable services through the firewall over and above
ACLs. More details are discussed in Subsection 3.1.2.
Conduit definition: The definition of conduits that inter-connect the security
zones in the SCADA network. Details are covered in Subsection 3.1.3.
Zone-Conduit Model: The abstract topology output of the SCADA network.
Interaction Filtering & Synthesis: The filtering of ACL rule interactions and
synthesis with implicit rules. Details of this stage are covered in Subsection 3.1.6.
Service-flow views: The output traffic-flow views for the firewall. A service-flow
view describes an enabled protocol through the firewalls between zones.

FireP can currently use the following firewall configurations as input: Cisco Adap-
tive Security Appliance (ASA), Cisco Private Internet eXchange (PIX), Cisco
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Figure 3.1: Firewall configuration parsing process.

IOS (IOS) or Cisco Firewall Services Module (FWSM). The focus on Cisco arose
because these were the devices used in the real SCADA networks we studied,
reflecting Cisco’s dominance in the market [116]. However, note that there are
substantial differences in the configurations across this range of devices. We de-
scribe the parsing process and the outputs generated in detail below.

3.1.1 Zone Construction

FireP constructs zones by analysing the interfaces and subnets defined in the fire-
wall configurations. It first assumes that each firewall interface connects to a
disjoint zone, and looks for indications that these potential zones should merge.
For instance, if the assumed disjoint zones actually formed a single zone, traffic
flow from each of these zones to a third zone must be equally controlled by the
ACLs on the firewall interfaces connected to these zones. In the absence of any
such evidence in the ACLs, we can deduce our original assumption holds and the
zones must be disjoint. The original Zone-Firewall model is updated to reflect any
merged zones identified.

The Parser also processes static routes; these contain IP address details of next-
hop gateways and networks reachable via them. We extend the Zone-Firewall
model by identifying and including these additional networks and gateways.
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3.1.2 Implicit Rules

In a Cisco firewall, traffic flows can be enabled explicitly through ACLs or implic-
itly via several methods. One available method in ASA, PIX and FWSM firewalls
is to assign security levels to the firewall interfaces [30]. An interface security
level (from 0 to 100) is defined as a level of trust bestowed on the network con-
nected to that firewall interface. In the absence of an ACL assigned to such an
interface, certain traffic flows are permitted by default from an interface with a
high security level to one with a lower security level [30].

A zone with its firewall interface assigned a security level of 100 is classified
as a highest-trust zone [30]. Such a zone cannot be accessed by a lower-trust zone
by default. Likewise a zone with its firewall interface assigned a security level of 0
is classified as a lowest-trust zone and is accessible by any zone with its interface
assigned a security level greater than zero.

Cisco also facilitates the flow of traffic between firewall interfaces with the
same security levels assigned. This flow is enabled via a special Cisco CLI com-
mand. Using the command, two zones with equal trust levels can access each
other by default.

Special configuration commands with higher precedence than interface-assigned
ACLs can also enable services implicitly in Cisco firewalls. For example, these
commands can enable SSH or HTTP firewall management traffic into the firewall
interfaces [30]. In Subsection 3.1.4, we discuss in detail how we use zones to
accomodate this firewall management traffic.

Implicit rules provide quick and easy alternatives to ACLs in enabling services
through the firewall. They may not map to clear policies but are convenient. How-
ever, auto-configuration relies on clear security policies to permit traffic through a
firewall. Implicit rules may aim to provide this, but we will see that they confuse
the situation in practice.

Implicit rules are a feature of some of Cisco’s routers and firewalls. Such
implicit commands are absent, for instance, in Check Point firewalls such as
NGX [24]. We aim to develop a policy description that is firewall-vendor indepen-
dent. However, due to Cisco’s dominance [116] as a security appliance vendor in
SCADA and enterprise environments, the networks we had access to used Cisco
firewalls.

3.1.3 Zone-Conduit Model

FireP builds the Zone-Conduit model using firewall-only paths to define conduits.
For instance, we can define a single conduit between two zones with a single-
firewall path between them. This case is almost trivial, but the question of how to
map a network to zones and conduits has more complex cases.
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(a) Zone-Firewall model for two
zones separated by parallel firewalls.

(b) Zone-Conduit model.

Figure 3.2: Parallel-firewall Conduit definition.

(a) Zone-Firewall model for two zones sepa-
rated by serial firewalls.

(b) Zone-Conduit model.

Figure 3.3: Serial-firewall Conduit definitions.

When two zones are connected by parallel links, the ANSI/ ISA standard al-
lows them to be modelled as multiple conduits. But, multiple conduits imply
multiple policies could exist between these zones, when only one is possible from
the strict interpretation of a zone. So, we define a single conduit to implement the
single policy relationship (e.g., C2 in Figure 3.2). The resultant conduit policy
pR = pQ∪T , where Q,T are the packet sets allowed by the policies (or ACLs)
of parallel firewalls FW1, FW2. Auto-configuration is simplified by this single-
conduit representation, since any policy between the two zones is enforced by all
firewalls creating conduit C2.

Firewall paths can also include firewalls in series (Figure 3.3(a)). This ‘back-
to-back’ firewall architecture is one of the industry recommended security archi-
tectures [21] where defence-in-depth is achieved by using different vendors’ de-
vices. The ANSI/ISA guidelines lack clarity on how to define zones and conduits
for precisely capturing the distinct policy requirements of these serial firewalls
(for instance, FW2 may have logging enabled while FW1 may not).

A single conduit containing both firewalls exists, if we dismiss the inter-
firewall link. But, for automation, a single conduit hinders precise configuration
of the distinct firewalls.

We treat this connecting link as a separate zone, to overcome the specification
shortfall. It is referred to as an Abstract-Zone in the absence of any real network
devices within it (Figure 3.3(b)). The approach creates two separate conduits (C1,
C2), containing a firewall each.

A conduit may also inter-connect more than two zones [59]. ANSI/ISA guide-
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(a) Zone-Firewall model for three zones sepa-
rated by a firewall.

(b) Hyper-graph Zone-
Conduit model.

Z2

Z1 Z3

C2

C4

C3

(c) Simple-graph Zone-
Conduit model.

Figure 3.4: Conduit-definition alternatives.

lines are unclear on appropriate conduit definitions in such circumstance. As a
consequence, the example Zone-Firewall model in Figure 3.4(a), could be mod-
elled using a hyper-graph (Figure 3.4(b)). In this model, the firewall (FW) is lo-
cated inside the hyper-edge conduit C1 which has one-to-many zone-communication
paths. This complex conduit can implement multiple security policies; between
Z1 and Z2, Z2 and Z3 and Z3 and Z1. Accommodating this complexity means
the conduit must track the participating zones per policy. There is also no clear
mapping of the ACL rules enforcing each policy to the firewall interfaces. Hence,
the hyper-graph conduit model hinders auto-configuration.

To simplify the complexities of hyper-edge conduits, we propose a Zone-
Conduit model that consists of only one-to-one zone-communication paths (Fig-
ure 3.4(c)). Each conduit now implements a single security policy between two
zones. The simple design also requires each conduit to only contain the firewall
interfaces attached to its connecting zones (e.g., C2 contains e0/0 and e0/1). A
conduit path now reveals the exact firewall interfaces and their layout with respect
to the connecting zones, enabling easy placement of required ACL rules. The
choice of simple-edge conduits, allows us to enforce a strict 1:1 mapping between
conduits and policies.
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(a) Firewall interfaces in zones. (b) Firewall shared by zones.

(c) Dedicated Firewall-Zone.

Figure 3.5: Firewall-Zone alternatives for two subnets S1 & S2 separated by a
firewall.

This logical method of conduit-definition can lead to multiple conduits sharing
the same firewall (e.g., C2, C3, C4 share FW in Figure 3.4(c)).

In summary, a single conduit need not always map to a single firewall. In fact
one-to-many and many-to-one mappings between conduits and firewalls are more
useful for high-level security specification. However, for the mapping between
conduits and policies, it is more beneficial if a conduit always implements a single
relationship between only two zones. This restriction produces a unique (i.e.,
canonical) interpretation that is compounded across implementations. Allowing
multiple relationships otherwise, can also lead to specification of policies that
breach the restrictions implied by a zone: i.e., single zone policy.

3.1.4 Firewall Management Access Control
Firewalls need to have secure, authorised network management access to them-
selves, supplementary to offering mitigation capabilities to zones. The ANSI/ISA
standard lack clear direction on how Zone-Conduit concepts should be used to
capture firewall management traffic requirements. This is a critical shortfall, be-
cause if management of the firewall is compromised, the entire system is compro-
mised.

There are several possible ways to address the issue, as illustrated in Fig-
ure 3.5.
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Figure 3.6: Logical firewall architecture adapted from [32], depicting the Firewall-
Zone Management-data interface.

Firewall Partially Included in Zones: With this approach, each firewall interface
belongs to the zone directly connected to that interface (Figure 3.5(a)). It implies
that all-IP traffic to the firewall from zones Z1 and Z2 is allowed.

While simple, this approach has obvious problems. The design prevents re-
striction of firewall access by its connected zones; e.g., disallowing HTTP access
to the firewall by zone Z1 would be impossible with this type of a model.
Firewall Shared Between Zones: This model assigns a firewall interface to all
connected zones (Figure 3.5(b)), also implying removal of any traffic restriction
between hosts and subnets within each zone and the firewall by default. The
outcome is similar to that of Figure 3.5(a), preventing placement of a required
policy between a zone and the firewall.
Firewall in its Own Zone: Here, we exclude the firewall from belonging to any
existing zone and place it in a new security zone on its own. This may seem more
complex but it represents the real situation well. This new Firewall-Zone (FWZ)
is connected to the firewall (Figure 3.5(c)) via the Management-Data Interface
(MDI). The MDI is a logical interface that provides traffic packets to the firewall’s
control and management plane (Figure 3.6) from the data path [32]. This control
plane is responsible for processing the firewall bound management traffic, while
the data path handles the traffic forwarded through the firewall.

The Firewall-Zone allows restrictions to be placed on the firewall to regulate
its management traffic. The model depicts the firewall’s dual role precisely, and
allows imposition of restrictions such as disallowing HTTP access to the firewall
by zone Z1 (e.g., by placing ACL rules on interface e0/0).

Our introduction of a dedicated Firewall-Zone simplifies management policy
specification. It allows firewall-management and non-management traffic to be
considered equally, but to be specified separately. This clean approach can fur-
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Figure 3.7: Carrier-Zone interconnecting geographically dispersed sites.

ther restrict the management-traffic type allowed, e.g., block Telnet, as per best
practices. Of course additional security mechanisms (e.g., password access) are
required, but these are outside the current scope of this analysis and thesis.

3.1.5 Carrier Network Abstraction
Real networks often utilise a Carrier Network (CN) provided by a telecommu-
nication service provider to interconnect geographically dispersed sites. This
is prevalent in SCADA networks which control distributed field-site equipment
from a centralised control centre over, for example, a leased line Wide Area Net-
work (WAN).

The traffic relayed via the CN is controlled by the security policies between
the zones within the two interconnecting sites (Figure 3.7). We model the inter-
connectivity provided by a CN via a Carrier-Zone as shown in Figure 3.7. This
zone provides connectivity, facilitates security policy specification between the
sites and abstracts-away the underlying implementation details.

3.1.6 Service-flow Views
A service-flow view is a directed-graph of zones that can initiate and/or accept
that service protocol. The Parser generates these for the protocols; IP, TCP, UDP
and ICMP etc., broken down by port and zone as applicable. The output views are
graphical representations using GraphML [48], viewable using tools that support
the format such as yEd [130].

We generate the explicit service-flow views by processing the firewall ACLs.
In doing so, intra-ACL and inter-ACL interactions that stem from rule-overlaps
need to be considered.
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Algorithm 1 Process intra-ACL interactions.
input: An ACL consisting of potentially interacting rules.
output: A rule-set containing intra-ACL interaction free rules.

Step
1. For each rule in input ACL, find all rules that precede and

overlap it. Two ACL rules r1, r2 overlap if every field in r1
forms either a subset, superset or is equal to the corresponding
field in r2, i.e., ∀i;r1[i]⊗ r2[i] where ⊗ ∈ {⊂,⊃,=} and
i ∈ {source ip,source port,dest ip,dest port, protocol}.

2. Derive the net effect of each rule in ACL (e.g., r1), and its
preceding and overlapping rules (e.g., r2) as:

(i) NULL; if r1 is shadowed by r2 (i.e., ∀i;r1[i]⊂ r2[i]).
(ii) (r1-r2); if r1 is a generalisation of r2,

(i.e., ∀i;r1[i]⊃ r2[i]).
(iii) r1 \r2; if rules partially overlap.
(iv) any of (i)-(iii) above; if rules conflict (i.e., rules overlap

but their actions mismatch), so, update r2’s action to r1’s
and use Step 2 recursively to determine net effect.

3. Build a new rule-set consisting of the net rules.

The outcome of a pair of interacting rules depends on several factors: the rule
order, the level of overlap (i.e., partial, full overlap or subset) and the rule actions.
Depending on the extent of rule overlap, an intra-ACL interaction can be any of
the following.

Definition 1 (Intra-ACL interaction). An intra-ACL interaction is a generalisa-
tion, a shadowed-rule, a partial-overlap or a conflict [2]. A generalisation occurs
when a subset of the packets matched to a rule has been excluded by one or more
preceding rules with an identical action. A shadowed-rule is the opposite; all
packets applicable to such a rule have already been matched by a preceding rule
with an identical action. A partial-overlap occurs when the set of packets matched
to a rule intersect in part with a preceding rule with a similar action. In a conflict,
the current rule intersects with preceding rules but specifies a different action.

Algorithm 1 describes how we process the rule overlaps within an ACL to de-
rive an intra-ACL interaction free version (ACL V1) of each ACL. The algorithm
has time complexity O(n2) where n is the number of ACL rules.

Secondarily, FireP also accounts for the inter-ACL interactions that alter an
ACL rule’s intended behaviour. Inter-ACL interactions can occur between ACLs
that are assigned on different interfaces of the same firewall or between ACLs that
are assigned on different firewalls. FireP analyses potential inter-ACL interactions
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Algorithm 2 Process inter-ACL interactions.
input: An ACL that can interact with other ACLs

in the network, a list of all network ACLs and
the Zone-Firewall model of the network.

output: A rule-set containing inter-ACL interaction free rules.

Step
1. Find all ACLs that interact with provided ACL by:

(i) considering each ACL rule’s source, destination zones
and identifying all elementary paths from source to
destination in the Zone-Firewall model.
These paths should exclude Firewall-Zones.

(ii) locating the network ACLs that lie in each
elementary path found.

2. Compute the net effect of provided ACL and each interacting
ACL by deriving rule-wise net effect.
So, rule r1 of input ACL and r2 of interacting ACL
will render r1’s net effect as:

(i) r1; if r1 is shadowed by r2; or r1, r2 do not overlap; or
r1 is a generalisation of r2 and both are deny rules; or
r1 and r2 partially overlap and both are deny rules.

(ii) r1-r2; if r1 is a generalisation of r2 and both
are not deny rules.

(iii) r1-(intersection of r1 and r2); if r1 and r2 partially
overlap and both are not deny rules.

(iv) NULL; if r1 and r2 conflict and both are deny rules
and r1 is shadowed by r2.

(v) any of (i)-(iii) above; if r1 and r2 conflict.
So, update r2’s action to r1’s and use Step 2 recursively
to determine net effect.

3. Build a new rule-set consisting of the net rules.

of each ACL V1 using Algorithm 2, to derive a second version (ACL V2) that
now reflects the net-effect of all rule interactions possible for a given network. The
time complexity of Algorithm 2 is O(pnm+ pn2) where n is the average number
of rules in an ACL, m is the average number of valid paths between a zone pair in
the Zone-Firewall model and p is the number of ACLs in the network.

The Parser generates explicit service-flow views depicting the overall services
enabled by each ACL using the net ACL effect (ACL V2).

FireP also processes implicit rules based on interface security levels and builds
an implicit service-flow view. This service-flow view describes IP-level traffic
flow enabled implicitly between zones. Special Cisco configuration commands
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that permit firewall management traffic above ACLs are also parsed by FireP and
corresponding service-flow views are created.

The Parser combines the implicit and explicit service flow views above to de-
rive the high-level security policy implemented in the network. This automated
capability makes the task of redefining existing policy at a high-level easier. This
task is often seen as requiring a larger effort than just analysing the deployed rule-
sets [3] because ruleset analysis tools are often standalone and cannot determine
anomalies in distributed firewalls. FireP also generates results that we can use to
test firewall configurations are correct and efficient.

3.1.7 VLAN Considerations
Commercial firewalls (e.g., Cisco ASA 5500 series) can also support VLANs for
managing broadcast traffic [30]. However, the type of segregation VLANs offer
is only logical: there is no physical separation between each VLAN. A purely
logical segregation between a SCADA and a enterprise network is inadequate
and should be avoided [21]. For example, a DoS attack on a VLAN-separated
enterprise network can render the SCADA network inoperable, as the (shared)
physical network becomes saturated with malicious traffic, the SCADA networks
is also effected.

VLANs also operate at the Ethernet layer and have no understanding of the
traffic ‘state’. VLAN tags can be spoofed with ease and there are many hacking
tools [101, 106] designed to bypass their security. IT experts have warned on the
dangers of using VLANs for security [69,106]. FireP handles them but generates
warnings to make the user aware of the fact.

In summary, FireP serves multiple purposes; (i) it functions as an operational tool,
allowing users to check a network’s segregation strategy and the high-level policy
deployed; and (ii) it also serves as a research tool, allowing users to conduct fire-
wall configuration case studies; and (iii) it can also be used as an automated high-
level policy generator, useful for redefining existing policy deployed in a network.
We use it in the case studies below to analyse seven real security architectures.

3.2 A series of case studies
Obtaining real firewall configurations from working SCADA networks is difficult
due to the sensitive nature of the data. We were able to obtain such configurations
from seven SCADA networks. A high-level summary of these Systems Under
Consideration (SUCs) is provided in Table 3.1. We describe each SUC in de-
tail here and order their discussion based on the number of security best-practice
breaches found, from highest to lowest.
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Table 3.1: High-level summary of the SUCs (* backup firewall, ** does not include system-generated zones such as Firewall-
Zones and Abstract-Zones, *** conventional format, LoC - Lines of Code).

SUC Configuration
date

Firewall type Firewalls Gateways Zones∗∗ Average
LoC

per firewall

ACLs Average rules
per ACL∗∗∗

1 Sep 2011 Cisco IOS 2 1 2 1360 10 237
2 Aug 2011 Cisco ASA 1(2)∗ 5 11 432 12 16
3 Oct 2011 Cisco PIX 2 2 5 125 8 6
4 Mar 2011 Cisco ASA 1 2 4 819 3 80
5 Apr 2015 Cisco ASA 1(2)∗ 2 12 853 12 677
6 Apr 2015 Cisco ASA 1(2)∗ 3 13 900 8 1034
7 Jul 2015 Cisco ASA, Cisco FWSM 2(4)∗ 4 11 860 13 724
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Due to security concerns and non-disclosure agreements, a modified version
of each real SCADA network is presented for discussion. Effort has been taken to
ensure that the security strategies and underlying issues uncovered remain intact.
However, details such as IP addresses are anonymised.

3.2.1 SUC 7
We start with System Under Consideration (SUC) 7 because it contained the high-
est number of security best-practice breaches.

The Network in Detail

The SUC used a Cisco Adaptive Security Appliances (ASA) 5500 series firewall
and a Cisco Catalyst 6500 switch that included an integrated Firewall Services
Module (FWSM). The FWSM treats VLANs on the switch as separate firewall
ports [28]. The configurations of both devices were extracted in July 2015.

The Cisco FWSM (FW1) consisted of 917 LoC with eight ACLs that averaged
1075 conventional rules each. The Cisco ASA firewall (FW2) consisted of 804
Lines of Code (LoC) with nine ACLs averaging 412 conventional rules each. A
conventional rule does not group protocols and ports. In contrast, Cisco object-
groups classify devices, protocols and ports into groups. These groups can be very
useful in practice given the potentially lengthy conventional ACLs. For example,
the ACLs studied in the SUC contained on average 724 conventional rules each,
as opposed to 18 object-group based rules.

The SUC is shown in Figure 3.8. Firewall FW1 uses VLANs to separate
SCADA1 network traffic from enterprise-network traffic. Firewall FW2 physi-
cally separates SCADA2 network traffic from enterprise-network traffic.

FW2 has an active/standby fail-over configuration enabled via a dedicated Eth-
ernet link. So, an identical standby firewall could take over the functionality of the
primary unit on failure [30]. The primary unit automatically replicates its config-
uration to the standby unit once special configuration commands are issued [30].
Hence, the auxiliary unit mirrors the primary unit’s configuration. The standby
unit is also accessed only via the primary unit, so both are managed as one using
a single Firewall-Zone. The Catalyst 6500 switch had built-in redundancy.

FW1 has four virtual interfaces operational, each pointing to the subnets be-
low. All subnets except β-DMZ were configured to host up to 254 hosts. β-DMZ
accommodated up to six hosts.
The α-Demilitarised-Zone (α-DMZ): Accommodates shared servers that receive
updates from the SCADA1 network. The DMZ also facilitates file transfer and
file sharing with enterprise-network hosts (reachable via β-DMZ gateway).
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Figure 3.8: SUC 7.
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The β-Demilitarised-Zone (β-DMZ): Hosts shared servers that can be accessed
by γ-DMZ and enables access to the shared servers in α-DMZ.
The γ-Demilitarised-Zone (γ-DMZ): Accommodates Web servers that can be ac-
cessed by enterprise-network hosts.
The SCADA network1 (SCADA1): The utility distribution control centre that
communicates with the SCADA2 network.

FW2 has seven physical interfaces, each pointing to a subnet described below.
All subnets were configured to host up to 254 hosts.

The remote access network (RA): Allows enterprise-network users (reachable via
Carrier network gateway) to remotely login to RA using SSH and two-factor au-
thentication. Also facilitates remote access of SCADA by RA users.
The δ-Demilitarised-Zone (δ-DMZ): Accommodates shared servers that have file
transfer and sharing enabled with enterprise-network hosts. The servers also have
RDP-based remote access enabled to the SCADA2 network. The DMZ also al-
lows its hosts to be accessed by SCADA1 and λ-DMZ.
The λ-Demilitarised-Zone (λ-DMZ): Facilitates file transfer, sharing and RDP-
based remote access of its shared servers by enterprise-network users. Also en-
ables SNMP alerts from the enterprise-network to the DMZ hosted SNMP server.
The DMZ’s shared servers can also be accessed from SCADA1 and δ-DMZ.
The κ-Demilitarised-Zone (κ-DMZ): Enables FTP-based file transfer and SSH-
based remote login from enterprise-network users. The shared servers in this
DMZ can also be accessed from SCADA1 and RA.
The SCADA network2 (SCADA2): Enables networked access to utility-performance
infrastructure such as condition monitoring equipment.
The Carrier network (Carrier): The third-party operated wide-area network
that links SCADA2 to SCADA1 and the Enterprise network.
The wireless network (Wireless): Facilitates FTP-based file transfer and SSH-
based remote login from enterprise-network users. The wireless hosts can also be
accessed from λ-DMZ, κ-DMZ and RA.

Varying security levels (from 0 to 100) are assigned to each firewall interface
(Figure 3.8). With a security level of 100 assigned RA is classified as the highest-
trust zone. Doing so, prevents the zone from being accessed by a lower trust
zone by default. Carrier is classified as the lowest-trust zone in the group with a
security level of 0 assigned to its firewall interface.

Traffic flow from a high-security interface to a low-security interface is per-
mitted by default [30]. So, for instance, RA is allowed to access all other zones by
default. In addition, same-security level traffic is permitted between firewall inter-
faces. So, for instance, SCADA2 and wireless can access each other by default.

The firewall uses Cisco extended ACLs [30] with object-group based rules. Of
the nine ACLs defined in FW2’s configuration, only seven were in use. Two ACLs
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were defined as ‘test’ rulesets and not assigned to any of FW2’s interfaces. These
seven used ACLs were assigned inbound on FW2’s interfaces. All four ACLs
defined in FW1 configuration were used and each was assigned to an interface.
The ACLs override, the default security-level based filtering behaviour [30].

In FW2’s configuration, RA has an ACL, ra_access_in assigned inbound to
its interface. The ACL plays an important role because it restricts traffic from RA
to SCADA2. Without this ACL, all-IP traffic flow is enabled instead, due to the
security levels assigned.

ACLs are also assigned on the λ-DMZ, κ-DMZ and δ-DMZ interfaces of FW2 to
restrict access to and from their shared servers. For instance, δ dmz access in
is assigned inbound on δ-DMZ’s firewall interface and enables RDP traffic from
δ-DMZ to SCADA2.

In FW1’s configuration, β-DMZ has an ACL, β dmz in assigned inbound on
its firewall interface. The ACL restricts traffic from β-DMZ to SCADA1 and α-DMZ.
Similar ACLs are assigned on the firewall interfaces of α-DMZ, β-DMZ and γ-DMZ
to restrict access to and from their shared servers.

Static routing was used rather than dynamic routing protocols such as OSPF
or EIGRP. This is common in such networks where network reliability is achieved
via redundancy in layer-2 switching [109].

Results and Best Practice Implications

Figure 3.9(a) shows the Zone-Firewall model of the SUC generated by parsing the
configuration data. Figure 3.9(b) shows the corresponding Zone-Conduit model.
It includes a Carrier-Zone and multiple Firewall-Zones (FWZs).

In generating the models, we uncovered four gateways (GW1-GW4). Their
configurations were unavailable, so we assume here the conservative security op-
tion: each gateway enforces a security policy and hence behaves as a firewall.

As a consequence, our assumption yields two additional zones attached to a
gateway: one is the Firewall-Zone that represents the control plane of the gateway,
the other zone encompasses all subnets reachable via the gateway (as per the static
routes). We group these subnets to a single zone because without actual gateway
configurations, precise identification of the disjoint zones the subnets may create,
is impossible.

We can compare this network security model against industry recommended
SCADA firewall architectures in [21], [117]. The model falls into the category
of ‘paired firewalls between the SCADA network and the Enterprise network’
[21]. The model also complies with the critical requirement that the SCADA-
Zone should not be directly connected to the Internet-Zone (reachable only via
gateway G3). Direct communication between these two zones was also disabled
as per the best practices.
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(a) Zone-Firewall model including gateways.

(b) Zone-Conduit model of (a).

Figure 3.9: Security models of SUC 7.
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HTTPS was enabled inbound to both SCADA1 and SCADA2 from Corp. Doing
so, adhered to industry best practices in [21] as the protocol is deemed safe, and
is recommended to carry Web traffic to and from a SCADA-Zone.

Security Violations: We identified multiple serious violations of the SCADA best
practices. The most significant was the use of VLANs to separate SCADA traffic
from enterprise-network traffic. Industry recommends physically separating the
two types of traffic to prevent for instance, a DoS attack aimed at the Enterprise-
Zone from rendering the SCADA-Zone non functional.

The firewall configurations also enabled FW1 and FW2 to be managed from
Corp over Telnet, HTTP and SSH. The Telnet protocol lacks support for message
encryption and strong authentication and hence industry recommends against us-
ing it for firewall management [21]. But moreover, industry recommends against
managing a SCADA firewall from a less-trusted Enterprise-Zone because a com-
promise in the latter could compromise the management of this firewall.

Service flow views in Figure 3.10 depict how direct traffic transition was also
explicitly enabled between less-trusted Corp and the two SCADA-Zones. Doing
so, increases the vulnerability of the SCADA-Zones to cyber attack [21, 117].

For instance, SMB based file sharing was enabled between Corp and the two
SCADA-Zones (Figure 3.10(a)). Industry recommends against allowing the pro-
tocol across a SCADA firewall because it is often used to carry out attacks on
networks [117].

In addition, unsafe HTTP, NTP and Telnet traffic was explicitly enabled in-
bound to both SCADA-Zones from Corp. These protocols are known to transport
worms and attacks into networks, so enabling them also exposed the SCADA-
Zones. The problem was exacerbated by all-IP traffic explicitly allowed inbound
to SCADA2 from λ-DMZ. Enabling such a broad range of protocols meant a large
number of unsafe protocols were admitted in to the protected SCADA-Zone. This
illustrates the danger of implicit allow rules.

The service flows that stem from the security-levels assigned to the firewall
interfaces are depicted in Figure 3.11. It shows that all-IP traffic flow from κ-DMZ,
λ-DMZ, RA and Wireless to SCADA2 is allowed. The implicit rules contradict with
industry guidelines in [21] which recommend terminating traffic at the DMZs and
only enabling safe protocols inbound to a SCADA-Zone.

The implicit rules could also have made SCADA2 more vulnerable, by increas-
ing the complexity of the configuration. The ACLs assigned on the firewall in-
terfaces override the security-levels. However, incorrect security-levels lead to a
confusing issue of precedence of rules. So, consistent security levels must be as-
signed to comply with industry best practices; the interface of κ-DMZ should have
been assigned a lower trust level than the interface of SCADA2 interface and not
vice versa. By assigning correct security levels, we also enforce defence-in-depth.
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(a) SMB traffic flow.

(b) HTTP traffic flow.

Figure 3.10: Explicit service-flow views of SMB and HTTP traffic for SUC 7.

For instance, if the ACLs on the interfaces of SCADA2 and κ-DMZ were acciden-
tally removed, correct security levels would continue to protect the SCADA-Zone
by only allowing IP traffic flow to be initiated only from the more trusted SCADA2
interface to κ-DMZ interface.

Security-levels provide quick and easy access between firewall interfaces. But,
as the case study shows, their default behaviour of enabling all-IP traffic flow from
a high-security firewall interface to one with a lower security level, can easily
expose a SCADA-Zone if assigned incorrectly. Hence, the need for ACLs to
specify more granular traffic restrictions. However, as observed in the SUC, the
defined security-levels and the ACLs can interact in complex ways and conflict
one another, leaving a network vulnerable. We see that (i) allowing implicit rules
that don’t map to a clear high-level policy; and (ii) enabling security features that
interact in complex ways, only promote network-security that is broken-by-design.

The firewall software version in FW1 (FWSM 2.3) was also over eight years
old at the time its configuration was extracted. Many publicly listed security vul-
nerabilities were available for this software version since its release. For instance,
FWSM 2.3 allows Access Control Entries (ACEs) in an ACL to be improperly
evaluated, enabling remote authenticated users to bypass the protections intended
by ACLs [35]. Some of these listed vulnerabilities were not applicable to the
firewall’s configuration context. But, enabling a restricted set of firewall func-
tionality is a poor excuse for not upgrading/patching firewall software in a regular
manner. Firewall configurations evolve with time, hence vulnerabilities that were
inapplicable at first could eventually expose a network to cyber threats.
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Figure 3.11: Implicit service-flow view of IP traffic for SUC 7.

Even worse, the decade-old Cisco FWSM was out of vendor support, but used
in a production SCADA environment. Regular patching and upgrading of systems
is less practical on the SCADA side of networks as discussed earlier, but that
doubles the need to have up-to-date firewalls protecting the SCADA network.

ACL-rule comments were present in the SUC’s firewall configurations, but,
these comments lacked clarity on the purpose or requirement of the rules. This is
not usually listed as a configuration error, but here we highlight the issue as it is
common and leads to long-term maintenance problems.

FireP also identified ACL rules with invalid source and/or destination IP ad-
dresses. In some cases the order of the addresses was wrong while in others they
were simply invalid. There were eight such occurrences.

In addition, the Parser also found 31 ACL rules that were either assigned to
the incorrect firewall, firewall interface or direction. An incorrect-firewall error
implies that the desired traffic filtering could not be achieved by placing the ACL
rule in any of that firewall’s interfaces. An incorrect-interface error implies that
the desired traffic filtering could not be achieved by assigning the rule inbound or
outbound of that firewall-interface. Incorrect-direction errors comprise of ACL
rules that are assigned to the correct firewall and firewall-interface, but in the
wrong direction (e.g., outbound instead of inbound).

The ACL rules in both the above circumstances wasted configuration space.
But more importantly, a security administrator reading the lengthy firewall con-
figurations wouldn’t easily understand that these rules were not enforcing their
intended policy in any way. This appearance of security is particularly dangerous
as it permits behaviour that would be more carefully scrutinised in an insecure
domain.
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Configuration inefficiencies: Several other occurrences of configuration space
wastage were also detected by FireP. For instance, it found two unused ACLs
in FW2 configuration that wasted 15 lines. There were also three redundant
object-groups with identical semantics defined using different names, violating
the single-source of truth doctrine.

The Parser also detected 34 intra-ACL interactions through rule processing.
These interactions comprised of 12 shadowed rules and 22 generalisations. These
shadowed rules further contributed to the appearance of firewall security, poten-
tially misleading administrators on the enforcement of their intended policies.

There were also 89 inter-ACL interactions involving the ACLs. Most of these
were shadowed-rules caused by identical rules in distinct ACLs, collectively en-
abling traffic flow between zones. These intra- and inter-ACL interactions hin-
dered maintaining concise firewall configurations.

3.2.2 SUC 1

This SUC was the first dataset we examined. The data was extracted in September
2011.

The Network in Detail

SUC 1 used two Cisco IOS routers (running IOS ver 12.2 and 12.3) to physically
separate the Enterprise and SCADA networks. Both routers had ACLs configured.
One router (R1) used 1150 Lines of Code (LoC) with 5 ACLs averaging 184
conventional rules each. The other router (R2) consisted of 1571 LoC with 5
ACLs averaging 290 rules each. Once ACLs are enabled, the routers behave as
firewalls.

The SUC is shown in Figure 3.12 that shows the firewalls/routers employed
in a serial configuration. There were no network devices connected to the subnet
between the firewalls. R1 connected to the Enterprise network while R2 connected
to the SCADA network.

R1 has two physical interfaces operational, pointing to the Corp and LAN sub-
nets. R2 also has 2 interfaces active, pointing to SCADA and LAN subnets. Corp
could accommodate up to 2046 hosts and SCADA accommodated up to 65534
hosts. The subnets are summarised below.

The Enterprise network (Corp): Allows business application and Internet access.
Local Area network (LAN): Enables connectivity between R1 and R2.
The SCADA network (SCADA): Enables networked access to plant equipment.

Cisco standard and extended ACLs were used. All five ACLs defined in R1
were in use while only three of the five ACLs defined in R2 were in use.
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Figure 3.12: SUC 1.

An extended ACL, corp_access_in, is assigned inbound on Corp’s firewall
interface. The ACL enables traffic flow from Corp to SCADA. For instance, it
permits FTP-based file transfer from Corp users to SCADA hosted servers.

There are has two extended ACLs, lan1_access_in and lan2_ access_in
assigned inbound on the lan1 and lan2 interfaces respectively. The first ACL
permits traffic initiated from SCADA to Corp. For instance, it allows all ICMP
messaging between the two subnets. The ACL also allows SMTP and DNS traffic
initiated from selected SCADA hosts to the Corp hosted management and monitor-
ing stations. In addition, the SCADA hosts can perform file transfer using FTP with
Corp servers. lan2_access_in overlaps with corp_access_in to collectively
enable traffic flow between Corp and SCADA.

R1 has three additional standard ACLs defined, acl_time_sync, acl_snmp
and acl_vty1. The first ACL restricts NTP based time synchronisations to known
NTP servers in Corp. SNMP-based alert exchanges are restricted by acl_snmp to
a known SNMP server located in Corp. The ACL acl_vty1 restricts SSH-based
remote access of R1 to selected hosts in Corp and off gateway GW. This ACL also
limits Telnet-based remote access of R1, to R2 only. Once remotely logged in, the
ACL disallowed remoting out to other devices.

There is also an extended ACL, scada_access_in assigned inbound on the
SCADA’s firewall interface. The ACL overlaps with lan1_access_in to collec-
tively enable traffic flow between SCADA and Corp.

R2 uses a standard ACL, acl_vty2 that restricts Telnet and SSH based re-
mote access of R2, to selected hosts in SCADA and Corp as well as the Enterprise-
network gateway and R1.

EIGRP routing was enabled on both firewalls. A default route was also present
in each of the configurations, revealing a gateway located off Corp. It also in-
formed us that R1 acted as the gateway for R2.

The configuration also revealed that a remote Syslog server located in Corp
was used to store local firewall log messages. Both firewalls used the ip inspect
name command for automated build of state-tables to allow return traffic to bypass
the ACLs as necessary [33].

SNMP messages from the routers were sent to a Network Monitoring Server
(NMS) in Corp on authentication, link-up and link-down events.
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Results and Best Practice Implications

The Zone-Firewall model generated by parsing the configuration data is shown in
Figure 3.13(a). In generating the model, we uncovered a gateway (GW), and again
we assume here the conservative security option: each gateway enforces a security
policy and hence behaves as a firewall (their configurations were unavailable).

The Zone-Firewall model falls into the category of ‘paired-firewalls incorpo-
rating an empty demilitarised zone’ (i.e., our Abstract-Zone). As per industry rec-
ommendations, the Internet-Zone is not directly connected to the SCADA-Zone.

Figure 3.13(b) shows the corresponding Zone-Conduit model. It includes the
Firewall-Zones (FWZ1, FWZ2) and an Abstract-Zone (AZ), to capture the individual
policy requirements of the serial firewalls.

An example explicit service-flow view of SSH traffic is shown in Figure 3.14(a).
We checked these permitted services against the industry best practices in [21].
SSH is considered a secure protocol, so, traffic can be allowed both inbound and/or
outbound from the SCADA-Zone [21]. Figure 3.14(a) complies with this require-
ment. Figure 3.14(b) shows the explicit rules to allow devices in AZ to manage
FWZ2 but not FWZ1. This reasserts the distinct policy requirements of the serial
firewalls, showcasing the need for an Abstract-Zone to separate these firewalls to
accommodate such policy specification.

Figure 3.14(b) describes the service-flow view for implicitly enabled Telnet
firewall management traffic. It shows that Firewall R2 can be managed using
Telnet from both Corp and SCADA.
Security Violations: We found several significant violations of the industry stan-
dards. For one, direct communication was enabled between the SCADA-Zone
and the Internet-Zone (Figures 3.15(a) and 3.15(b)). The best-practices recom-
mend against doing so, for obvious reasons. For another, insecure DNS, HTTP,
SMTP and FTP protocols were enabled inbound to SCADA. HTTP for example,
can potentially transport many attacks and worms in to the SCADA-Zone [21].
These protocols were restricted to particular hosts but due to the lack of a real
separation using firewalls between these hosts and the rest of the zone, these were
only perceived exceptions; a compromise of one host could compromise the entire
zone.

The explicit service flow views in Figure 3.15 show that direct traffic is en-
abled between SCADA and the less-trusted Corp. Doing so, exposes the SCADA-
Zone and is hence discouraged [21, 117].

All-IP traffic was also explicitly enabled between SCADA and Corp through
ACL rules. Such broad rules admit far too many services than necessary, and
further increased the vulnerability of the SCADA-Zone [21].
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(a) Zone-Firewall model including gateways. (b) Zone-Conduit model of (a).

Figure 3.13: Security models of SUC 1.
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(a) SSH (explicit).

SCADA

AZ

FWZ2

Corp
FWZ1

FWZ3

(b) Telnet (implicit).

Figure 3.14: Service-flow views of SSH and Telnet traffic for SUC 1.

(a) DNS. (b) HTTP.

(c) FTP.

Figure 3.15: Explicit service-flow views of DNS, HTTP and FTP for SUC 1.

The firewall configurations also enabled firewall management over insecure
Telnet which lacks support for message encryption and strong authentication and
its use in firewall management is discouraged [21]. Moreover, R2 could be man-
aged from Corp. Managing a SCADA firewall from a less-trusted Enterprise-Zone
is not recommended because a compromise in the Enterprise-Zone could compro-
mise the management of the SCADA firewall [21].

TFTP was also allowed from the Firewall-Zones to hosts off the Corp gateway.
TFTP does not require user login prior to file transfer and industry recommends
[21] avoiding its use altogether.

EIGRP configuration also deviated from the Cisco guidelines. Instead of
enabling EIGRP hello multicasts between neighbours, broad IP-level multicasts
were enabled between neighbours. To accommodate unicast EIGRP acknowledg-
ments (responses), similar broad rules were used.

The SUC did not have fail-over firewalls configured. This lack of redundancy
of critical infrastructure components in a real-world SCADA plant was alarming.

Our Parser identified ACL rules with invalid source and/or destination IP ad-
dresses. There were 70 occurrences of this type. FireP also found 47 ACL rules
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Table 3.2: Inter-ACL interactions summary for SUC 1.

ACL1 ACL2 Interaction type Interaction count
scada_access_in lan1_access_in shadow 229
corp_access_in lan2_access_in shadow 533
corp_access_in lan2_access_in generalisation 3

that were either assigned to the incorrect firewall, firewall interface or direction.
All of these ACL rules wasted configuration space, but most importantly, none ac-
tually enforced their intended policies. The close coupling between the ACL rules
and network-implementation, render the configurations human incomprehensible.
Hence, an administrator cannot simply locate these errors by inspection.
Configuration Inefficiencies: We also found ACLs copied between the firewalls
but left-in unused, wasting hundreds of lines in the configuration files. Additional
copies were also made of these ACLs, renamed and modified to cater for the
distinct policy requirements of the serial firewalls. This configuration approach
is itself inefficient, but accentuates the overlapping nature of the security policies
enforced by a serial firewall configuration.

There were 167 intra-ACL interactions involving the four ACLs assigned to
the firewall interfaces. These consisted of seven generalisations, 146 shadowed-
rules, 12 partial-overlaps and two conflicts. The intended policy of these shadowed-
rules and conflicts were not enforced. But, this appearance of security is difficult
for a human to scrutinise by simply reading the configurations.

FireP also identified 765 inter-ACL interactions involving these four ACLs,
as summarised in Table 3.2. These interactions contained 762 shadowed-rules
and three generalisations. The shadowed rules included different rules, which
indicated the potentially distinct nature of serial-firewall policies. These inter-
and intra-ACL interactions contributed to expansive firewall configurations.

FireP also identified ACL rules that attempted to explicitly block directed
broadcasts from propagating between the firewalls. These rules were redundant
as routers blocked these broadcasts by default.

3.2.3 SUC 2
This SUC was the first dataset that we analysed that used VLANs with 802.1Q
trunking. The data was extracted in August 2011.

The Network in Detail

The SUC employs a single Cisco ASA 5510 firewall (Figure 3.16). The configu-
ration consisted of 432 lines with 12 ACLs averaging 16 conventional rules each.
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Figure 3.16: SUC 2.

The firewall physically separates the enterprise network from α-WAN; the en-
try point to the SCADA network. There is also an active/standby fail-over unit
configured as a backup firewall.

The primary firewall has four physical interfaces operational; two of these
were divided into sub-interfaces supporting five VLANs. These interfaces each
pointed to the subnets described below. All subnets were configured to accomo-
date up to 254 hosts.
The enterprise network (Corp): Provides access to business applications and the
Internet. Corp accommodates NTP servers, a TFTP server, an Email server and
several RDP clients.
The α-WAN: High security WAN enabling access to the SCADA network.
The β-WAN: Medium security WAN enabling data updates to the β-DMZs.
The γ-WAN: Low security WAN enabling data updates to the γ-DMZ.
The Old-WAN: High security WAN enabling secure access to the α-DMZs.
The α-Demilitarised-Zone1 (α-DMZ1): High security DMZ that receives updates
from the SCADA network and α-DMZ2. The DMZ facilitates inbound access
from Corp and other DMZs. α-DMZ1 hosts Web servers, a Network Monitoring
Station (NMS) and a timeserver.
The α-Demilitarised-Zone2 (α-DMZ2): High security DMZ responsible for re-
ceiving updates from the SCADA network, which sends syslog messages and
alerts to the α-DMZ1. This DMZ hosts a data historian.
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The β-Demilitarised-Zone1 (β-DMZ1): Medium security DMZ that periodically
synchronises data with the NMS in α-DMZ1. It also shares updates with the enter-
prise network and β-DMZ2. This DMZ hosts Web, RDP and SNMP servers.
The β-Demilitarised Zone2 (β-DMZ2): Medium security DMZ that allows RDP
clients in the enterprise network to access its servers.
The γ-Demilitarised-Zone (γ-DMZ): Low security DMZ that periodically syn-
chronises data with the NMS in α-DMZ1. It also shares updates with the enterprise
network. The DMZ hosts Web, RDP and SNMP servers.
IT Management Network (MZ): Hosts multiple management workstations that

allow network-device management via Telnet.
Varying security levels (from 0 to 100) were assigned to each firewall inter-

face (Figure 3.16). With a security-level of 95 assigned, Corp is classified as the
highest-trust zone. This classification prevents the zone from being accessed by a
lower-trust zone by default (i.e., without the use of ACLs).

The five zones: Old-WAN, Management, α-DMZ1, α-DMZ2 and α-WAN are clas-
sified as second highest-trust zones with each assigned a security-level of 90.
β-WAN, β-DMZ1 and β-DMZ2 are classified as third highest-trust zones with each
assigned a security level of 70. With a security-level of 50 assigned, γ-DMZ and
γ-WAN are classified as the lowest-trust zones in the group.

Traffic flow from a high-security interface to a low-security interface is per-
mitted by default [30]. So, for instance, Corp is allowed to access all other zones
by default. In addition, same-security level traffic is permitted between firewall
interfaces, via a special Cisco CLI command. So, for instance, γ-DMZ and γ-WAN
can access each other by default.

The firewall uses Cisco extended ACLs with conventional rules. Of the 12
ACLs defined in the configuration, only 10 were in use. Eight of these ACLs were
assigned inbound to the interfaces of the following zones: Corp, α-DMZ1, β-DMZ1,
γ-DMZ, α-DMZ2, β-DMZ2, α-WAN and MZ. Two ACLs were assigned outbound on
the interfaces of α-DMZ1 and β-DMZ2. Once assigned to firewall interfaces, the
default security-level based filtering behaviour is overridden by the ACLs [30].

There is an extended ACL, acl_corp_in assigned inbound on Corp’s firewall
interface. The ACL plays an important role as it restricts outbound traffic from
Corp to SCADA and α-DMZ1. Without this ACL, all-IP traffic is enabled outbound
from the Zone due to the security-levels assigned.

There is also an ACL, acl α wan in assigned inbound on α-WAN’s firewall
interface. The ACL restricts traffic from α-WAN to α-DMZ1, α-DMZ2 and Old-WAN
based VPN clients.

Similar ACLs are assigned on the firewall interfaces of the high, medium and
low security DMZs to restrict access to and from their shared servers.

The firewall utilised NAT on all traffic traversing a high-security (i.e., inside)
interface to a low-security (i.e., outside) interface. Thus, traffic that did not match
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a specified NAT rule was blocked by the firewall [30]. NAT-exemptions were
used to exclude certain traffic from having to undergo NAT. These exemptions
were provided via ACLs.

Interfaces at the same security level and traffic traversing from outside to in-
side interfaces were not required to use NAT to communicate, since dynamic-NAT
or Port Address Translation (PAT) was not configured on any of the interfaces.

The stateful nature of the Cisco ASA firewall permitted all legitimate return
traffic.

The firewall also had an active/standby fail-over configuration enabled via a
dedicated Ethernet link. The standby unit is also accessed only via the primary
unit, so both are managed as one using a single Firewall-Zone.

Basic threat detection was also enabled on the firewall. This captured ACL
statistics, packet denial rates and connection limit exceeds. This threat data was
reported to a remote Syslog server located in Corp which had info-level traps
enabled. SNMP messages from the firewall were also sent to a NMS on authenti-
cation, link-up and link-down events.

The configurations also enabled FW1 to be managed from Corp via Telnet.
Also, only static routes were in use.

Results and Best Practice Implications

Figure 3.17 shows the Zone-Firewall model generated by parsing the configura-
tion data. In generating the model, we uncovered five gateways (GW1-GW5). The
Zone-Firewall model falls into the category of a ‘single firewall employing demil-
itarised zones’ as per [21]. The model complies with the critical requirement that
the SCADA-Zone should not be directly connected to the Internet-Zone (reach-
able only via gateway GW2). Figure 3.18 shows the corresponding Zone-Conduit
model including Firewall-Zones (FWZs).
Security Violations: The SUC employed less-secure VLANs to separate Enterprise-
network traffic from SCADA-network traffic. Industry recommends against such
virtual segregation of traffic for reasons already described.

Also, direct communication between the SCADA-Zone and the Internet-Zone
was explicitly enabled. Industry strictly recommends against this. In addition, all-
TCP traffic was explicitly enabled inbound to the SCADA-Zone from UZ5 (Figure
3.19(c)). Such a broad rule allowed entry of unsafe FTP, HTTP and Telnet proto-
cols to the SCADA-Zone. All-IP traffic was also (explicitly) enabled inbound to
the SCADA-Zone from α-DMZ1, with similar adverse effects.
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Figure 3.17: Zone-Firewall model including gateways of SUC 2.
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Figure 3.18: Zone-Conduit model of SUC 2.
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(a) Generic IP (implicit). (b) Telnet (implicit).

(c) Generic TCP (explicit).

Figure 3.19: Service-flow views of generic IP, Telnet and generic TCP traffic.

Security levels must be assigned to comply with best practices. So, Corp’s
interface should have been assigned a lower trust level than α-WAN’s interface and
not vice versa. Doing so, also enforces defence-in-depth. For instance, if the
ACLs on the interfaces of α-WAN and Corp were removed by accident, correct se-
curity levels would have continued to protect the SCADA-Zone by only allowing
IP traffic flow to be initiated from the more trusted α-WAN to Corp.

In fact, the service flows that stem from the security-levels assigned to the
firewall interfaces are depicted in Figure 3.19(a). They show that all-IP traffic
flow from Corp to α-WAN is allowed and α-WAN provides access to SCADA.

HTTPS was also enabled between MZ, FWZ1 and α-DMZ1, but excluded from
the SCADA-Zone. This safe protocol is encouraged by [21] to carry Web traffic
to and from the SCADA-Zone, but was not used.
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Table 3.3: Inter-ACL interactions summary for SUC 2

ACL1 ACL2 Interaction Count
acl β dmz1 in acl α dmz1 out shadow 1
acl α wan in acl α dmz1 out generalisation 12
acl α wan in acl α dmz1 out shadow 4
acl γ dmz in acl α dmz1 out shadow 1

The firewall configurations also enabled firewall management over insecure
Telnet (Figure 3.19(b)) which lacks support for message encryption and strong
authentication.

NAT-control was also incorrectly used. The feature ensures traffic flows have
their private IP addresses translated to public ones when traversing from a high-
security (i.e., inside) firewall interface to a low-security (i.e., outside) interface
[30]. Given there were no explicit address translations (i.e., through dynamic
NAT or PAT) but only a few NAT-exemptions; the feature was misused to achieve
a secondary effect: traffic filtering. Doing so, may be convenient, but these sec-
ondary effects do not construct robust security defences. Industry recommends
using ACLs instead of NAT-control for reliable traffic filtering [30].

There were 14 ACL rules with invalid source and destination IP addresses,
wasting configuration space. There were also 10 ACL rules that were either as-
signed to the incorrect firewall, firewall interface or direction, wasting further con-
figuration space.

But most importantly, none of these ACL rules actually enforced their intended
policies. So, they only contributed to the appearance of firewall security. Lack of
human comprehensibility in the lengthy firewall configuration prevents an admin-
istrator from easily scrutinising this absence of security.

Configuration inefficiencies: The Parser also found two intra-ACL interactions
within acl α DMZ1 out. These were generalisations that consisted of a specific
narrow rule in the ACL with an overlapping, broad rule further down the list.

There were also 18 inter-ACL interactions involving four ACLs, as summarised
in Table 3.3. These consisted of 12 generalisations and six shadowed-rules. These
inter- and intra-ACL interactions hindered maintaining a concise and hence clear
firewall configuration.

3.2.4 SUC 3

The dataset we examined in this SUC was extracted in October 2011.
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The Network in Detail

The SUC used two Cisco PIX version 7.2 firewalls. One firewall (FW1) con-
sisted of 131 Lines of Code (LoC) with four ACLs averaging seven conventional
rules each. The other firewall (FW2) consisted of 120 LoC with four ACLs that
averaged four conventional rules each.

Figure 3.20 depicts how the Cisco PIX firewalls are deployed in the SUC. Fire-
wall FW1 physically separates the SCADA network from the Enterprise network
while FW2 facilitates a backup Disaster Recovery (DR) site.

FW1 has three physical interfaces operational, each pointing to the subnets
below. All subnets except the DMZs were configured to host up to 254 hosts.
Each DMZ accommodated up to 62 hosts.

The Enterprise network (Corp): Allows business application and Internet access.
The SCADA network (SCADA): Enables networked access to plant equipment.
Demilitarised Zone1 (DMZ1): Low-security DMZ that hosts a data historian and
a Webserver for receiving updates from the SCADA network.

FW2 has two physical interfaces operational, each points to the subnets below

The Demilitarised Zone2 (DMZ2): Low-security DMZ that hosts a backup data
historian and a Webserver.
The Disaster-Recovery SCADA network (DR-SCADA): Backup SCADA network
that hosts auxiliary SCADA servers.

Varying security levels (from 0 to 100) are assigned to each firewall interface
(Figure 3.20). With a security level of 100 assigned SCADA and DR-SCADA are
classified as the highest-trust zones. These zones cannot be accessed by a lower-
trust zone by default. Corp, DMZ1 and DMZ2 are classified as the lowest-trust zones
in the group with a security level of 0 assigned to their firewall interfaces. All-IP
traffic flow is enabled between these zones by default by a special Cisco command.

The firewalls use Cisco extended ACLs. There is an ACL, corp_access_in
assigned inbound on Corp’s firewall interface. It enables enterprise-user access to
the DMZ1 hosted Web server.

Two ACLs: dmz1_access_in and dmz1_access_out are assigned inbound
and outbound (respectively) on the firewall interface of DMZ1. The first ACL en-
ables the DMZ1 hosted data historian to access the SCADA hosted servers. The
second allows all-TCP traffic flow from SCADA to DMZ1.

An ACL, scada_access_in is assigned inbound on SCADA’s firewall inter-
face. The ACL enables all-TCP traffic flow from SCADA to the DMZ2 hosted backup
data historian and Webserver.

There are also two ACLs, dmz2_access_in and dmz2_access _out assigned
inbound and outbound (respectively) on DMZ2’s firewall interface. dmz2_access_in
allows the DMZ2 hosted backup data historian and Webserver to access DR-SCADA
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Figure 3.20: SUC 3.

and the live historian and Webserver located in DMZ1. dmz2_access_out allows
DR-SCADA users to access the backup servers in DMZ2.

There is also an ACL, dr_scada_access_in assigned inbound on DR-SCADA’s
firewall interface. It enables all-TCP traffic flow from DR-SCADA to the DMZ2
hosted data historian and Webserver. The ACL also allows all-TCP traffic flow
from these servers to a remote network residing off DR-SCADA’s gateway.

OSPF routing was enabled on both firewalls; each firewall interface belonged
to a distinct OSPF area. A default route was also present on each firewall config-
uration revealing two distinct gateways.

The configurations also allowed FW2 to be managed from DR-SCADA via SSH,
HTTP and Telnet while FW1 could be managed from SCADA via SSH and HTTP
only.

FW1 was also configured as a DHCP server for clients connecting via the
interface of SCADA.

Firewall-generated syslog messages were logged internally in both the fire-
walls.

Results and Best Practice Implications

The zone-firewall model generated by parsing the configuration data for the SUC
is shown in Figure 3.21(a). According to the industry recommend firewall archi-
tectures in [21], this model falls into the category of a ‘single firewall employing a
demilitarised zone’. Figure 3.21(b) shows the corresponding Zone-Conduit model
generated. It includes the Firewall-Zones (FWZ1, FWZ2) and a Carrier-Zone.
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Figure 3.21: Security models of SUC 3.
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Corp DMZ1

(a) HTTP traffic flow.
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(b) NTP traffic flow.

Figure 3.22: Explicit service-flow views of HTTP and NTP traffic for SUC 3.
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Figure 3.23: Implicit HTTP service-flow view for SUC 3.

An example explicit service-flow view of HTTP traffic is shown in Figure
3.22(a). It shows that the service is only enabled between Corp and DMZ1 and
does not involve the SCADA-Zone as recommended by best practices in [21].

The SUC also enabled redundancy of critical infrastructure components by the
use of a backup SCADA network (i.e., DR-SCADA).

Security Violations: All-TCP traffic was explicitly enabled inbound to DR-SCADA.
This meant insecure protocols such as DNS, FTP and HTTP were enabled inbound
to this protected SCADA-Zone, exposing it to cyber attacks. We also found that
insecure NTP traffic was enabled inbound to SCADA from DMZ1 (Figure 3.22(b)).

The service-flow depicted in Figure 3.23 describes implicitly enabled HTTP
traffic for firewall management purposes. HTTP does not support encryption and
is discouraged by industry for secure firewall management.

Direct transit of RDP traffic was also explicitly enabled between SCADA and
less-trusted Corp, increasing the vulnerability of the former [21, 117].

The firewall software version (Cisco PIX 7.2) was over five years old and out
of maintenance at the time the configurations were extracted. Many publicly listed
security vulnerabilities were available for this software version since its release.
For instance, this software allowed remote attackers to render a DoS attack using
H.323 packets [35].

There were seven ACL rules that were either assigned to the incorrect fire-
wall, firewall interface or direction, wasting configuration space. Moreover, the
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Table 3.4: Inter-ACL interactions summary for SUC 3

ACL1 ACL2 Interaction Count
acl_scada_access_in acl_dmz1_access_out generalisation 2

acl_dr_scada_access_in acl_dmz2_access_out generalisation 4

intended policy of these ACL rules were not enforced. So, they only contributed
to the appearance of firewall security.
Configuration Inefficiencies: Configuration space was further wasted due to only
seven of the eight ACLs defined across both firewall configurations, being used.

FireP also identified six inter-ACL interactions between the ACLs, as sum-
marised in Table 3.4. These interactions were all generalisations, indicating the
overlapping nature of the policies of firewalls configured in series (FW1, FW2).
There were no intra-ACL interactions found across the seven ACLs used.

3.2.5 SUC 5
The dataset we examined for System Under Consideration (SUC) 5 was extracted
in April 2015. SUC 5 is shown in Figure 3.24. It employs a single Cisco Adaptive
Security Appliances (ASA) 5510 firewall. It contained 853 lines of code and 12
ACLs averaging 677 conventional rules each. There is also an active/standby fail-
over unit configured as a backup firewall.

The Network in Detail

The firewall has seven physical interfaces operational, pointing to the subnets de-
scribed below. All subnets except SCADA are configured to accommodate up to
254 hosts. SCADA is configured to accommodate up to 1022 hosts.
The Enterprise network (Corp): Allows business application and Internet access.
The production SCADA network (SCADA): Enables networked access to live
plant equipment.
The test SCADA network (SCADA Test): Enables networked access to test
plant equipment. All applicable software updates and patches are first applied
to this test network, prior to rolling out to SCADA and SCADA Sim networks.
The SCADA network simulator (SCADA Sim): Hosts a full-replica emulator of
the production SCADA network and is used for operator training.
The Management network (Mgt): Enables firewall management.
The remote access network (RA): Allows enterprise-network users and Internet
users (reachable via Corp gateway) to remotely login to RA using a Cisco VPN and
two-factor authentication. Also facilitates RA users with remote access of SCADA,
Misc, SCADA Sim and SCADA Test.
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Figure 3.24: SUC 5.

The miscellaneous-controls network (Misc): Hosts Human-Machine Interface
(HMI) stations for controlling auxiliary-plant equipment such as ash and dust col-
lectors.

Varying security levels (from 0 to 100) are assigned to each firewall interface
(Figure 3.24). With a security-level of 100 assigned, SCADA is classified as the
highest-trust zones. Doing so prevents the zone from being accessed by a lower-
trust zone in absence of overriding ACLs.

MZ and SCADA Sim are classified as the second highest-trust zones with secu-
rity level of 80 assigned to their respective firewall interfaces. Corp is the lowest-
trust zone in the group with a security level of 0 assigned.

The firewall uses Cisco extended ACLs with object-group based rules. Of the
12 ACLs defined in the configuration, only nine were in use. Seven of these ACLs
were assigned inbound to the firewall interfaces of the following zones: Corp,
management, SCADA, SCADA Sim, SCADA Test, RA and Misc. Two ACLs were
used to divert traffic to the Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) module of the ASA
firewall and to export flows that matched pre-defined traffic patterns to Netflow
collectors.

An extended ACL, scada_in is assigned inbound on SCADA’s firewall inter-
face. The ACL plays an important role as it restricts traffic from SCADA to RA,
SCADA Test and Corp. For instance, The ACL enables DNS queries from SCADA
to Corp hosted DNS servers. Without this ACL, all-IP traffic is enabled from
SCADA due to the security-levels assigned.

Another ACL, ra_in is assigned inbound on RA’s firewall interface. The ACL
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restricts traffic from RA to SCADA, Misc, Corp and SCADA Test. It enables remote
access to SCADA using RDP and PCAnywhere protocols. The ACL also facilitates
SMB-based file sharing with Corp users.

There is also an ACL, corp_in assigned inbound on Corp’s firewall interface.
The ACL restricts traffic from Corp to SCADA, SCADA Test, SCADA Sim and the
firewall. For instance, it enables MS-SQL based access of the SCADA hosted data
historian. The ACL also allows the firewall to be managed from Corp using HTTP
and SSH. Similar ACLs are assigned on the firewall interfaces of SCADA Test,
SCADA Sim, Misc and MZ interfaces to restrict access to and from their hosts.

The SUC employed static routing.

Results and Best Practice Implications

The Zone-Firewall model generated by parsing the configuration data for the Sys-
tem Under Consideration (SUC) is shown in Figure 3.25(a). In generating the
models, we uncovered two gateways (GW1, GW2). The model falls in to the
category of ‘a single firewall employing demilitarised zones’ as per [21]. The
model also complies with the requirement that the Internet-Zone should not be di-
rectly connected to the SCADA-Zone (reachable only via gateway GW1). Figure
3.25(b) shows the corresponding Zone-Conduit model, including the Firewall-
Zones.

An example explicit service-flow view of SMTP traffic is shown in Figure
Figure 3.26. SMTP is only enabled outbound from SCADA as recommended by
industry guidelines in [21].

An example implicit service-flow view for the SUC is shown in Figure 3.27.
The implicit flows stem from the security levels assigned on the firewall interfaces.
By default, all-IP services can be initiated by the most trusted SCADA-Zone to all
other zones. A highest security level of 100 assigned to the firewalls management
interface facilitates this.
Security Violations: Remote access to the SCADA-Zone was not secured as per
best practices. For instance, once authenticated on to RA, users were not required
to use two- or multi-factor authentication to access SCADA. Instead, a simple shared
password was used. Some enabled remote-access protocols (e.g., RPC) were vul-
nerable to attack and their use was discouraged by the industry [117].

We also found insecure DNS traffic allowed inbound to SCADA. DNS is often
used in carrying out DoS attacks and if successful could cause compromise or
failure of SCADA equipment, leading to potentially catastrophic outcomes.

FW1 could be managed from Corp using HTTP protocol. HTTP lacks sup-
port for data encryption and is discouraged by industry for secure firewall manage-
ment. Moreover, managing a SCADA firewall from a less-trusted Enterprise-Zone
is a clear breach of industry best practices [21].
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(a) Zone-Firewall model including gateways.

(b) Zone-Conduit model of (a).

Figure 3.25: Security models of SUC 5.
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Figure 3.26: Explicit service-flow view of SMTP traffic for SUC 5.

Figure 3.27: Implicit service-flow view of IP traffic for SUC 5.

Direct transition of DNS and LDAP traffic was explicitly enabled between
SCADA and Corp. SMB based file sharing was also enabled between these two
zones. Industry recommends against enabling both as they expose a SCADA-
Zone [21, 117].

The firewall software version (ASA Version 8.2) was over three years old
when the configuration was extracted. Many publicly listed security vulnerabil-
ities were available since its release. For instance, the software had a memory-
leak vulnerability that allowed remotely authenticated users to carry out DoS at-
tacks [35]. It is imperative that the firewalls protecting SCADA networks are up-
to-date, given that regular patching and upgrading of systems on these networks
is less practical.

ACL-rule comments were present in the SUC’s firewall configurations, but,
some of these comments were incorrect or obsolete; their intended traffic flow
mismatched that implemented by the rule. This is a common problem where
comments are used to document policies.

There were also 17 ACL rules that were either assigned to the incorrect fire-
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wall, firewall interface or direction, wasting configuration space. Moreover, the
intended policy of these ACL rules were not enforced. So, they only contributed
to the appearance of firewall security. The lack of human comprehensibility in
the lengthy firewall configuration, prevents an administrator from detecting this
absence of security by simple inspection.
Configuration Inefficiencies: Configuration space was further wasted due to only
nine of the 12 ACLs defined in the firewall configuration, being used.

FireP also identified 128 intra-ACL interactions across the nine ACLs used.
These consisted of 11 generalisations, 116 shadowed-rules and one conflicts. Most
of these generalisations and shadows were caused by the use of ‘any’ as source
and/or destination. These intra-ACL interactions led to expansive configurations.

3.2.6 SUC 6
The dataset we examined for SUC 6 was extracted in July 2015. The SUC is
shown in Figure 3.28 and employs a single Cisco ASA 5510 firewall. The config-
uration consisted of 900 lines with eight ACLs averaging 1034 conventional rules
each. The firewall physically separates the enterprise network from the SCADA
network.

The Network in Detail

The primary firewall has four physical interfaces operational, three of these were
divided into sub-interfaces supporting six VLANs with 802.1Q trunking enabled.
Each of the interfaces pointed to the subnets below. All subnets except SCADA Test
were configured to accommodate up to 254 hosts. SCADA Test was configured to
host 65534 hosts.
The Demilitarised Zone (DMZ): Low security DMZ that enables PCAnywhere
and Telnet access to its hosts from RA.
The following six subnets are analogous to those discussed earlier in SUC 5
in terms of their function: the Enterprise network (Corp), the Remote-Access
network (RA), the Management network (MZ), the Production SCADA network
(SCADA), the Test SCADA network (SCADA Test) and the Miscellaneous-controls
network (Misc).
Security levels are also assigned on the firewall interfaces analogous to SUC 5:
SCADA is classified as the highest-trust zone, Corp is classified as the lowest-
trust zone and MZ is classified as a medium-trust zone.

The firewall uses Cisco extended ACLs with object-group based rules. Of the
eight ACLs defined in the configuration, only seven were in use. These were as-
signed inbound on the interfaces of the following zones: Corp, RA, SCADA, α-DMZ,
SCADA Test, MZ, Misc.
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Figure 3.28: SUC 6.

There is an extended ACL, corp_access_in assigned inbound on Corp’s fire-
wall interface. The ACL permits Corp users with FTP-based file transfer and
RDP-based remote access to RA hosts. The ACL also permits NTP and DNS traf-
fic flow to SCADA and SCADA Test.

Another extended ACL, scada_access_in assigned inbound on SCADA’s fire-
wall interface. The ACL permits ICMP traffic flow from SCADA to all other zones.
It also enables DNS, SMTP and NTP traffic to Corp. The ACL enables access of
the SMB file server in Corp.

There is also an ACL, ra_access_in, assigned inbound on RA’s firewall in-
terface. The ACL permits RDP-based remote access to SCADA and SCADA Test.
It also allows HTTP access to the SCADA hosted historian. ICMP traffic flow and
SMB based file sharing is also enabled by the ACL to SCADA Test.

Similar ACLs are assigned on the firewall interfaces of MZ, SCADA Test, Misc
and DMZ to enable restricted access to and from their hosts.

The firewall also had an active/standby fail-over configuration enabled via a
dedicated Ethernet link. The standby unit is also accessed only via the primary
unit, so, both are managed as one using a single Firewall-Zone.

Static routing was used rather than dynamic routing protocols such as OSPF
or EIGRP. The firewall could be managed from Corp using HTTP and SSH.

Basic threat detection was also enabled to capture ACL statistics and packet
denial rates. This threat data was reported to a Syslog server located in Corp
which had info-level traps enabled. SNMP messages were also sent to a NMS
located in Corp, on authentication, link-up and link-down events.
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Results and Best Practice Implications

Figure 3.29(a) depicts the Zone-Firewall model generated by parsing the configu-
ration data. We uncovered three gateways (GW1-GW3) in generating this model.
The model falls in to the category of a ‘single firewall employing demilitarised
zones’ as per [21]. Figure 3.29(b) shows the corresponding Zone-Conduit model
including Firewall-Zones (FWZs).

The model adheres to the critical requirements; (i) the SCADA-Zone must not
be directly connected to the Internet; and (ii) SCADA traffic must be physically
separated from the Enterprise traffic.

The service flows that stem from the security-levels assigned to the firewall
interfaces are depicted in Figure 3.30. It shows that no IP traffic flow is enabled
by default into SCADA from any other zone. Thus, the security-levels assigned,
comply with best-practices. They reduce the vulnerability of the SCADA-Zone
and enforce defence in depth.

For instance, even if the ACLs on the interfaces of SCADA and Corp were
removed by accident, the correctly assigned security levels continue to protect
the SCADA-Zone by only allowing IP traffic flow to be initiated from the more
trusted SCADA to less-trusted Corp and not vice versa.
Security Violations: Unsafe protocols such as HTTP, DNS and NTP were enabled
inbound to the SCADA-Zone, making the zone highly vulnerable.

The firewall configuration also allowed the firewall to be managed over inse-
cure HTTP (Figure 3.31), which is known to carry attacks and worms. Moreover,
the firewall could be managed from the least-trusted Enterprise-Zone; a clear vio-
lation of the best practices.

HTTPS was also enabled between Corp, RA and SCADA Test, but excluded
the SCADA-Zone. This safe protocol is encouraged by best practices to carry
Web traffic to and from the SCADA-Zone, but was not used.

There were eight ACL rules with invalid source and/or destination IP ad-
dresses. The Parser also detected 11 ACL rules that were assigned to the incorrect
firewall, firewall interface or direction. These ACL rules wasted configuration
space. But, most importantly, the intended policies of the ACL rules were not
enforced.
Configuration Inefficiencies: There was one unused ACLs that further wasted
configuration space. In addition, there were 33 intra-ACL interactions found
across the ACLs used that lead to expansive configurations.
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(a) Zone-Firewall model including gateways.

(b) Zone-Conduit model of (a).

Figure 3.29: Security models of SUC 6.
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Figure 3.30: Implicit Service-flow View of IP traffic for SUC 6.

Figure 3.31: Implicit Service-flow View of HTTP traffic for SUC 6.

3.2.7 SUC 4
The SUC is shown in Figure 3.32. It employs a single Cisco ASA 5500 series
firewall. The firewall configuration was extracted in March 2011. It contained
819 lines of code and three ACLs averaging 80 conventional rules each.

The Network in Detail

The firewall has four physical interfaces operational, pointing to the subnets de-
scribed below. All subnets except Corp are configured to accommodate up to 254
hosts. Corp is configured to accommodate up to 1022 hosts.

The Enterprise network (Corp): Allows business application and Internet access.
The SCADA network (SCADA): Enables networked access to plant equipment.
The Demilitarised Zone (DMZ): Hosts business critical shared servers such as data
historians that are accessed by both Enterprise- and SCADA-network users.
The Management network (Mgt): Enables firewall management.

Varying security levels (from 0 to 100) are assigned to each firewall interface
(Figure 7.1). With a security-level of 100 assigned, Mgt and SCADA are classified
as the highest-trust zones. Doing so, prevents these zones from being accessed by
a lower-trust zone by default.

Corp is the second highest-trust zone with a security level of 60 assigned to its
interface. DMZ is as the lowest-trust zone in the group with a level of 40 assigned.
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Figure 3.32: SUC 4.

The firewall uses Cisco extended ACLs with conventional rules. There is an
ACL, corp_in assigned inbound on Corp’s firewall interface. The ACL enables
all ICMP traffic from Corp to the other zones. It also enables DNS queries origi-
nating from Corp to the servers located in SCADA.

There is another extended ACL, scada_in assigned inbound on SCADA’s fire-
wall interface. The ACL enables time synchronisation between SCADA hosted
servers and the Corp hosted timeserver using NTP. It also enables email access
between SCADA hosted servers and the DMZ hosted SMTP mail server. The ACL
also permits all-ICMP traffic outbound from SCADA.

A third extended ACL: dmz_in, is applied inbound on the interface of DMZ. It
permits several services for the DMZ hosted data historian: DNS queries to the Corp
hosted DNS server, time synchronisation to the Corp hosted timeserver using NTP
and Web access to the SCADA hosted servers. The ACL also enables email access
between the DMZ and Corp hosted mail servers.

The SUC employed static routing.

Results and Best Practice Implications

The Zone-Firewall model generated by parsing the configuration data for the SUC
is shown in Figure 3.33(a). The model falls in to the category of ‘a single firewall
employing a demilitarised zone’ as per [21]. The model also complies with the re-
quirement that the Internet-Zone should not be directly connected to the SCADA-
Zone. Figure 3.33(b) shows the corresponding Zone-Conduit model which in-
cludes multiple Firewall-Zones.
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(a) Zone-Firewall model including gateways. (b) Zone-Conduit model of (a).

Figure 3.33: Security models of SUC 4.
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Figure 3.34: Explicit service-flow view of SMTP traffic for SUC 4.

(a) HTTP flow. (b) Generic IP flow.

Figure 3.35: Implicitly enabled HTTP and Generic IP traffic for SUC 4.

An example explicit service-flow view of SMTP traffic is shown in Figure 3.34.
SMTP is only enabled outbound from SCADA as recommended by industry guide-
lines in [21]. Similar results were observed with Distributed Component Object
Model (DCOM) protocol, where only outbound connections from SCADA were
allowed.

Example implicit service-flow views generated for the SUC is shown in Fig-
ure 3.35. Figure 3.35(b) describes generic IP traffic enabled via security levels
assigned to the firewall interfaces. By default, all-IP services are allowed to be
initiated by the most trusted MZ to the less-trusted DMZ and the Corp. A highest
security level of 100 assigned to the firewalls management interface facilitates
this.

Traffic flow between MZ and SCADA was disabled by the equal security levels
assigned to their firewall interfaces (an additional Cisco configuration command
is required to enable this flow but was not supplied).

Security Violations: Figure 3.35(a) depicts implicitly enabled HTTP traffic used
for firewall management purposes. The protocol does not support encryption and
is discouraged by industry for secure firewall management [21].

Direct transition of DNS, NTP traffic was explicitly enabled between SCADA
and Corp, increasing the vulnerability of the latter [21, 117]. We also found inse-
cure DNS and HTTP traffic enabled inbound to SCADA.

Comprehensible ACL rule comments were present in the firewall configura-
tions. But these comments included incorrect or obsolete rule descriptions: their
intended traffic flow mismatched that implemented by the rule.

Alarmingly, the SUC also did not employ backup firewalls for redundancy.
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We also observed that HTTPS was only used for communications between
Corp and DMZ was excluded from the SCADA-Zone. This safe protocol is en-
couraged by industry best practices in [21] to carry Web traffic to and from the
SCADA-Zone, but here it was under utilised.

FireP identified 12 ACL rules with invalid source and/or destination IP ad-
dresses. There were also 30 ACL rules that were either assigned to the incorrect
firewall, firewall interface or direction. These ACL rules wasted configuration
space. But, most importantly, the intended policies of these ACL rules were not
enforced. It is nearly impossible to identify this appearance of security due to the
lack of human comprehensibility in the lengthy firewall configuration.
Configuration Inefficiencies: There were also seven intra-ACL interactions found
across the ACLs used. These were generalisations that lead to expansive configu-
rations.

3.3 Discussion
Table 3.5 and Table 3.6 summarise the security best-practice violations and the
configuration inefficiencies found across the SUCs.

Security violations of critical infrastructure such as power and water could
have a disastrous impact; either financially, environmentally or potentially even
life-end limits [62, 117]. Understandably, we expect a network controlling a
power station to have rigorous protection orders of magnitude greater than an
enterprise IT network. But, our study of firewall configurations from seven pro-
duction SCADA networks revealed otherwise: critical infrastructures are insecure
now.

There are many flaws in firewall configuration that need to be fixed and cur-
rent mechanisms do not work. For instance, Table 3.5 shows how every firewall
configuration we studied allowed insecure protocols such as DNS inbound to the
SCADA-Zone. None of the SCADA firewalls were securely managed; a grave er-
ror given that if the management of the firewall is compromised the entire SCADA
network could be compromised. Moreover, in every case, policy was incorrectly
assigned to the firewalls, creating an appearance of security. This false sense of
security permits behaviour that would be more carefully scrutinised in an inse-
cure domain. For instance, we might leave systems behind a firewall unpatched,
confident in the blanket of security provided.

Identifying flaws in firewall configuration is a non-trivial task; configurations
are lengthy, involves a high-volume of low level detail and have many potentially
interacting components. To date, firewall vendors have concentrated on new and
impressive features to create systems with as much or more complexity as the base
firewall configurations.
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Table 3.5: Summary of SCADA security best-practice violations found in the SUCs ( 7 indicates a violation).

Best practice SUC1 SUC2 SUC3 SUC4 SUC5 SUC6 SUC7

Employ industry-recommended firewall architecture 3 7 3 3 3 3 7

Physical separation of Enterprise and SCADA traffic 3 7 3 3 3 3 7

Backup firewalls available 7 3 7 7 3 3 3

Secure remote access of SCADA network 7 7 7 7 7 7 7

Secure firewall management 7 7 7 7 7 7 7

Prohibit Internet-SCADA direct traffic transit 7 7 3 3 3 3 3

Prohibit Enterprise-SCADA direct traffic transit 7 3 7 7 7 7 7

Prohibit inbound insecure traffic (e.g., DNS, HTTP) to SCADA 7 7 7 7 7 7 7

Prohibit use of generic rules (e.g., allow all-TCP) 7 7 7 7 7 7 7

Clear documentation of ACL rules 3 3 7 3 7 7 7

Firewall firmware is current 3 3 3 7 7 7 7

Firewalls have active vendor support 3 3 3 3 3 3 7

Table 3.6: Summary of firewall-configuration inefficiencies found in the SUCs ( * refers to Cisco object-groups).

Inefficiency SUC1 SUC2 SUC3 SUC4 SUC5 SUC6 SUC7

Obsolete ACLs 2 2 1 0 3 1 2
Invalid or obsolete ACL rules 70 14 7 12 17 8 31
Rule inconsistencies (i.e., redundancies and conflicts) 170 20 6 7 128 33 34
Redundant object-groups∗ 0 0 0 0 2 1 3
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These firewall features are often independent of each other and uncoordinated
(Cisco Security-levels and ACLs are good examples). Existing firewall configu-
ration platforms fail to apply coherent concepts and relationships throughout- i.e.,
they lack conceptual integrity. In his software engineering book- The Mythical
Man-Month [18], Fred Brooks emphasises the importance of conceptual integrity
in building easy-to-use systems:

“For a given level of function, however, that system is best in which one
can specify things with the most simplicity and straightforwardness. Sim-
plicity and straightforwardness proceed from conceptual integrity. Every
part must reflect the same philosophies and the same balancing of desider-
ata. Every part must even use the same techniques in syntax and analo-
gous notions in semantics. Ease of use, then, dictates unity of design,
conceptual integrity.”

Fred Brooks [18]

Brooks highlights that it is essential to separate architecture from implemen-
tation, to facilitate conceptual integrity. Otherwise, inter-twined implementation
details prevent the ability to maintain a set of coherent design ideas. Our case stud-
ies also inform us of this fact: decoupling policy (i.e., architecture) from network
topology (i.e., implementation) is necessary to enable high-level policy specifica-
tion. A good set of security abstractions is key to achieving this separation.

Implicit rules are nascent attempts by firewall vendors to provide high-level
abstractions, but are too restrictive in that you cannot write flexible rules. For
example, Cisco security levels allow quick and easy access between internal and
external firewall interfaces, but lack the flexibility to specify detailed traffic re-
strictions. Hence the ACLs we see overriding this mechanism in practice.

For another example, Cisco object-groups aim to provide convenience and
modularity in a firewall configuration. But, these groups do not facilitate con-
struction or composition of disjoint policies that can be maintained by users from
distinct policy subdomains (e.g., Enterprise admins and SCADA engineers). A
pragmatic firewall policy specification needs to support such modular policies.

The ANSI/ISA Zone-Conduit abstraction is also too ambiguous and allows
alternate ways of defining zones and conduits to cater for business models. The
abstraction is good when used by humans, but for automation we need clarity and
precision.

A good abstraction is, therefore, a tussle between these two approaches. It
should provide clear mapping between policies and networks, with some restric-
tions, but also the required amount of flexibility.

For instance, the standards allow 1 : n or n : 1 mapping between conduits, fire-
walls and policy. We argue that maintaining a 1 : 1 mapping between policies and
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conduits leads to a simple and useful abstraction for high-level policy specifica-
tion. Otherwise the ambiguity might lead to specification of policies that breach
the restrictions implied by a zone, i.e., a single policy within a zone.

For another instance, when firewalls are placed in series, the best practice is
vague about how zones and conduits should be defined. We argue that there needs
to be an Abstract-Zone to capture the distinct policies that could be reasonably
applied to the two firewalls.

ANSI/ISA best practices also lacked specification on how to precisely capture
firewall management traffic. Adding a Firewall-Zone addressed the problem.

The average firewall configuration length in our case studies was 764 lines. It
is easy to accidentally leave-in lapsed ACL rules inside a lengthy configuration,
when the composition of network devices changes with time. Our case studies
confirm the fact; we found lapsed rules in each one of them. Apart from being
wasteful and misleading, such lapsed rules can lead to latent errors. But, detecting
these rules through simple inspection was impossible because the close coupling
between policy and network implementation made the firewall configurations hu-
man incomprehensible. A pragmatic policy framework should automatically de-
tect and remove obsolete rules.

Access Control List (ACL) rules can have complex interactions. For example,
a rule within an ACL can overlap and conflict with other preceding rules in the
same ACL, potentially altering or even reversing its intended effect. Smaller rule-
bases have been observed to contain fewer errors [128, 129]. But, with lengthy
ACLs, maintaining interaction free rule-sets by hand is nearly impossible without
automation.

Implicit rules can override ACLs, rendering the effort tendered to the careful
design and deployment of ACLs obsolete. For example, an ACL can be configured
on a Cisco ASA firewall interface to block inbound HTTP traffic to the firewall.
If an implicit management policy on the device (such as those defined using http
command) allows the service, the management policy overrides the ACL [30].

Based on our studies, we assert that the use of implicit rules should be avoided
where possible, and replaced with explicit ACL based access control instead. This
will be the difference in being able to generate clear, simple and effective firewall
configurations from confusing, complex and unsafe ones.

We also assert that NAT and VPN play a minimal role in configuring a SCADA
firewall. NAT is not required because hosts within a SCADA network should not
communicate directly through the firewalls to the Internet [21]. VPNs also lack
use here because SCADA firewalls should not be remotely accessed from insecure
enterprise networks and the Internet [21].

In every real-world SCADA case study we considered, the intended security
policy was also incorrectly mapped to the network firewalls. The manual map-
ping process resulted in policy often being allocated either to the wrong firewall,
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firewall interface or interface direction. The incorrect mapping meant that the in-
tended security policy was not enforced in the network. But this false sense of
security was concealed by the lengthy firewall configurations; administrators in-
specting the configurations were unable to identify the fact, as evidenced by the
basis these rules had remained in place.

This perception of firewall security could leave firewall configurations ineffi-
cient at best and produce potentially dangerous security holes at worst. A policy
framework must map security policy to the network-firewalls provably correctly
using formal semantics.

Every SCADA network we studied also breached industry security best prac-
tices, exposing the critical SCADA zone. But, detecting these breaches automat-
ically was previously not possible due to the inability in existing firewall config-
uration tools to verify best-practice compliance. Hence, automating best-practice
compliance tests is also necessary in a pragmatic policy framework.

It is likewise important to maintain a small set of coherent ideas (e.g., single
source of truth, implementation-free policy) in automating firewall configuration.
Doing so, boosts conceptual integrity and keeps the system user friendly.

Our case studies did not comprise large, complex networks. This simplicity
suggests that the task of configuring the network firewalls should be relatively
easy. In addition, due to the critical nature of the industrial control equipment
protected by these firewalls, one expects them to be configured with accuracy. As
we found, this is far from reality. Even in the simplest of cases, SCADA firewalls
are still badly configured. Needless to say, what chances do we have of correctly
configuring firewalls in a large, complex network?

Firewall configuration is complex and difficult and contributes to network-
security that is broken-by-design, as shown by our case studies. By refining the
ANSI/ISA Zone-Conduit abstraction we make it precise and complete for the
description of real-world SCADA firewall policies. This refined Zone-Conduit
model is suitable for automation.

3.4 Conclusions
The components of a SCADA firewall configuration are diverse and have com-
plex interactions, making it difficult to manage manually. The ANSI/ISA best
practices provide a Zone-Conduit model for firewall policy specification. How-
ever, it lacks key aspects for automation of firewall configuration. We propose
several extensions to address these missing pieces and evaluate the usefulness of
these extensions in describing real-world SCADA firewall policies.

Several additional requirements for auto-configuration were also identified
from the SCADA case studies. For instance, eliminating ACL interactions, au-
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tomating best-practice compliance checks and mapping policy to network devices
provably correctly. We will leverage these requirements to develop a firewall auto-
configuration prototype system, later in Chapter 6.



Chapter 4

Mathematical Abstractions of
Firewalls

In the previous chapter, we identified the missing pieces of the Zone-Conduit
model required for precise high-level specification of firewalls. We then proposed
solutions to bridge these gaps and evaluated their usefulness through real SCADA
firewall case studies. We now mathematically model the Zone-Conduit policies
in a network, and derive the formal properties and constraints that a firewall pol-
icy specification must satisfy. Incorporating formal foundations into the policy
specification helps (i) make the specified policies precise and unambiguous; and
(ii) eliminate wishful thinking pitfalls common in designing and checking firewall
policies.

Building a high-level policy definition on formal mathematical constructions
removes implicit properties and provides a truly sound foundation for everything
that follows. The formalism allows construction of complex and flexible policies
and support reasoning about the policies.

For instance, we could check policy consistency with precision. Policy incon-
sistencies such as redundancies and conflicts were a common occurrence in the
real firewall case studies discussed in Chapter 3. Related works [46, 73, 128, 131]
confirm this observation. Such policy inconsistencies often produce unintended
consequences.

Several related works have used mathematical abstractions of IP packets and
networks to construct formal policy rules. For instance, the firewall-debugging
tool – FIREMAN [131] – employs symbolic model checking using Binary Deci-
sion Diagrams (BDDs) that cover all paths and IP packets to detect network-wide
policy inconsistencies. They prove the soundness and completeness of the pro-
posed algorithms, but their underlying assumption of a first-match strategy means
their proposed semantics are firewall-implementation dependent.

Likewise, Liu et al. employ a packet model to describe firewall policies [73].

87
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They do not mathematically model the underlying network because only a single
pair of firewall configurations is compared at a time. In the approach, firewall
rulesets are converted to Firewall Decision Diagrams (FDDs) and their functional
discrepancies are derived. These discrepancies are then used to evaluate multi-
ple policy designs and analyse change impact. It is more useful to incorporate a
mathematical model of the underlying network and enable network-wide policy
comparison because per-firewall changes can be made redundant through inter-
firewall rule interactions.

Verifying a policy is correct with precision is a non-trivial task. But, progress
can be made towards the goal using formal policy language semantics. SDN pro-
gramming languages such as NetKAT, Pyretic [9, 98] and Policy Defined Net-
working (PDN) policy languages such as ASL and Rei [61, 65], often include
semantics to check syntactic correctness.

Policy-consistency checking partly verifies syntactic correctness. A syntacti-
cally correct policy must also be semantically correct for it to be well designed.
For instance, it is necessary to compare a specified policy with industry best prac-
tices in [21] for compliance. Doing so, is critical in SCADA networks where more
restrictive practices are required to prevent serious injury of people, or even death.

Guttman et al. [49] have proposed an approach that models IP packets and the
underlying network using formal semantics. Their semantics allow construction
of network-wide access-control policies and security goals to verify the specified
goals are met by the policy. Formal semantics are also defined for trajectories –
(network-path, IP packet) tuples – to explicitly block unwanted traffic along paths.
However, their approach is not aimed at comparing network-wide policies.

The algebras we propose allows to check policy semantic correctness via ef-
ficient comparison of high-level firewall policies. These formal foundations help
us to determine the properties and constraints required in a firewall policy de-
scription to make the policy comparisons rule-order and firewall-implementation
independent.

Likewise, it is also necessary to map security policy to network-firewalls using
a formal approach. We can only be confident of the protection provided for our
network if we can prove that an intended policy is implemented by the correct
set of network-firewalls. Some top-down configuration languages (e.g., [12, 92])
allow creation of network wide high-level policies, but lack means to allocate
policy to network devices in provably correct way.

NetKAT [9] is a SDN programming language that allows specifying and rea-
soning about network behaviour. An implementation has been developed for
NetKAT to handle high-level policies based on virtual network topologies [113].
The implementation uses an extension of Binary Decision Diagrams to gener-
ate OpenFlow entries from high-level policy. Another such is the SOL frame-
work [53] that uses a path-based abstraction to capture optimisation requirements
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of SDN applications. The abstraction allows definition of valid paths via predi-
cates. However, as these are SDN frameworks, they cannot be used to map high-
level policy to network devices in traditional networks. Our proposed algebras
overcome this shortfall, which is vital in current SCADA networks using existing
network equipment.

4.1 Policy on a single directed conduit
A firewall policy is constructed from an ordered series of rules [p1, p2, . . . , pn]
that act on packet sequences to accept, deny, or modify them. We formally de-
fine these rules starting with S = {all packet sequences}, which implicitly in-
cludes φ (no packets). In principle, a firewall can delay its decision on a packet
sequence until it can decide if the whole sequence is valid, but practical limita-
tions (on stored state, and packet delays) mean that decisions must be made on
short sequences, and often on single packets. So, we define rules to operate on
S∗ = {complete packet sequences}, where complete is defined below.

We define the operation s = s1 + s2, to mean that s is the concatenation of the
two subsequences. Both S and S∗ are closed under + (an associative operator) and
φ is the identity. Hence S and S∗ are monoids.

A policy rule p is a function p : S∗→ S∗. Considering a family F of possible
rules, complete means that ∀s1,s2 ∈ S∗ and policy rules p ∈ F

p(s1 + s2) = p(s1)+ p(s2). (4.1)

In summary, a decision on two concatenated complete subsequences is the
same as that on the joint sequence. Hence, valid policy rules p(·) are monoid
endomorphisms on S∗; they are mappings from S∗ to itself that preserve the semi-
group structure of the operator + and the identity φ.

A packet sequence also includes packet timings. For instance, consider a
packet u that is fragmented into two component packets ua and ub. A firewall
might perform fragment reassembly in order to test the packet’s validity. It might
allow u = ua + ub, but not allow either fragment by itself. This appears to break
(4.1). But, if the firewall sees ua “by itself”, it has in fact observed ua + timeout,
where the timeout helps the firewall to determine when to give up on the second
fragment. And ua + timeout + ub 6= ua + ub, so timing information is a crucial
component of the packet sequences.

We often define a policy rule to operate on A = {atomic packet sequences},
where an atomic packet sequence is a complete packet sequence that cannot be
decomposed into smaller subsequences (except themselves and φ). Typical policy
rules accept or deny packets, so, for some A⊂ A (which can be extended to S∗)

pA(s) =

{
s, if s ∈ A, // accept
φ, if s ∈ Ac,// deny.

(4.2)
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This type of rule doesn’t allow modification or creation of packets. Real fire-
wall rules can modify or create packets by

• updating certain header fields related to QoS; or
• defragmenting, or fragmenting packets; or
• integrating with Network Address Translation (NAT) or Virtual Private Net-

work (VPN) functionality.

The scope for packet modification in general, is quite large, but internal to a
firewall, many modifications don’t change fields that affect further rules in subse-
quent firewalls such as QoS or TTL changes. So, we restrict rules to such modifi-
cations, and thus consider them to be in the form given in (4.2).

Firewall rules can also generate new packets through event logging. We ex-
clude logging from the scope of this chapter – see Chapter 8 for an extended
discussion of this and related issues.

We also cannot construct a policy rule for any possible subset of A , due
to the limitations of technology used in a firewall. For instance, common IP
packet header fields used by Cisco ASA firewalls in traffic filtering include source
and destination IP addresses, protocol type and protocol-specific fields such as
source/destination port numbers for TCP/UDP and message code for ICMP [30].

The subsets of A for which rules can be defined is a sigma algebra σ(A) [17].
The particular sigma algebra is generated by the finest possible partition of A
determined by the firewall technology used. So for a given firewall technology, A
can be broken into sets Ai ⊂ A such that Ai∩A j = φ and ∪iAi = A , and we can
implement rules pAi , but cannot define any rule pB where B is a strict subset of
some Ai. Note that for real firewalls σ(A) is finite.

4.1.1 Positive, explicit policies
A firewall policy in practice is made up of multiple predicate matching rules that
can be combined with precedence determined by several strategies: first match,
last match or all match. If we consider here the conservative security option: an
implicit deny-all rule in place, then an accept rule qa

m (where m is the predicate)
defines an accept packet set A = {s ∈A | s≺m}, where s≺m denotes ‘s matches
predicate m’. A single deny rule qd

m has no affect, so, A = φ.
When we combine two (ordered) rules (qt

m1
,qt

m2
) where t ∈ {a,d}, we define

operators based on the matching order

1. first match

qt
m1
�qt

m2
=


qt

m1
, if s≺ m1

qt
m2
, if s≺ m2 and s 6≺ m1

deny, otherwise,
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2. last match

qt
m1
	qt

m2
=


qt

m2
, if s≺ m2

qt
m1
, if s≺ m1 and s 6≺ m2

deny, otherwise.

The operations � and 	 are associative, e.g., (q1�q2)�q3 = q1� (q2�q3),
but not commutative or equivalent. This is a problem. We need a policy to hold
the same semantics regardless of the rule precedence, in order to simplify policy
specification.

So, we restrict ourselves to accept rules, conditional on an implicit deny-all
rule. This restriction
• is rich enough to represent all rules of the form (4.2); and
• the operators � and 	 are then commutative and equivalent.

Equivalent results also hold if we only allow deny rules, but this option is less
secure as it is easier to accidentally leave something out of a deny list than to
include it.

Theorem 2 (Commutativity). The order of matching is irrelevant iff the match
rules are all accept rules overlaying an implicit deny-all rule (or visa versa).

Proof. First note that if we allow only accept rules, with an implicit deny-all, then
the operators above become

qa
m1
�qa

m2
= qa

m1
	qa

m2
= pA,

where A1,A2 ∈ σ(A) such that Ai = {s ∈ A | s ≺ mi}, and A = A1 ∪A2. Hence
when we limit ourselves to accept rules the operators are commutative (via com-
mutativity of set intersection) and equivalent.

If we have one accept, and one deny rule, with an implicit deny-all, then for
a non-trivial rule space we can construct an example that violates commutativity
and equivalence. Take two sets A1,A2 ∈ σ(A) with matching predicates m1 and
m2 such that A1 6= A2 6= φ. Then under

qa
m1
�qd

m2
= pA1 ,

qd
m2
�qa

m1
= pA1\A2,

qa
m1
	qd

m2
= pA1\A2,

qd
m2
	qa

m1
= pA1 .

Combinations yield different composite rules, implying a non-commutative and
non-equivalent counter-example.
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Theorem 3 (Completeness). Any rule (4.2) for A ∈ σ(A) can be represented by a
series of accept rules (qa

m1
,qa

m2
, . . . ,qa

mn
).

Proof. When we constructed σ(A) from the Ai we defined these as the finest
partition of A . This means that there is at least one predicate that matches Ai
within the ruleset available.

By construction all elements A ∈ σ(A) can be constructed by finite unions on
the sets Ai, and any rule combination generates a union, i.e., (qa

mi
,qa

m j
) defines set

Ai∪A j ⊂ A , so we can define any set A by listing rules for each member.

The key advantage of adopting a security whitelisting model; i.e., restricting to
accept rules, is that rule order doesn’t matter, and neither does implementation
strategy. A policy holds the same semantics; irrespective of how its rules are or-
ganised, removing dependencies from the policy specification. So, we can add or
remove a rule without considering the complete rule set and the potential interac-
tions. By being explicit, we also guard against services being enabled implicitly
by accident or by default.

Related works [12,92] have also adopted a security whitelisting model to sim-
plify policy specification, but they do not use formal methods to show how the
approach renders the policy-implementation strategy irrelevant or preserve com-
pleteness in policy specification.

We can now simplify the notation we use in this context so that

1. (pA⊕ pB)(s) = pA∪B(s) denotes within-firewall composition, or construc-
tion through parallel firewalls (⊕ replaces both � and 	);

2. (pA⊗ pB)(s) = pB(pA(s)) = pA∩B(s) denotes the action of sequential fire-
walls.

4.2 Network policy

We considered policy rules on a single directed conduit in the previous section.
Now we generalise policies to the simplified Zone-Conduit model of a network.

We explicitly label the address space of allowed sources and destinations when
applying a policy to a conduit. Now we consider policy rules to act as part of
a (edge,rule) pair, where the rule excludes details of sources and destinations,
which are incorporated via the Zone-Conduit model.

The Zone-Conduit model is a directed graph G = (Z,C), where Z is the set
of zones, and C ⊆ Z×Z is the set of directed conduits. We include here indirect
conduits that may be built up from multiple physical paths.
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It is also necessary here to consider all topological paths that can be taken. So,
we consider all feasible conduits in the Zone-Conduit model, and ignore the dy-
namics of the underlying routing plane. This is because firewalls must filter traffic
in a consistent manner, regardless of the underlying routing decisions (which may
result in packets traversing different conduit paths at different times). For in-
stance, the reachability of desired IP packets can be guaranteed only if none of the
firewalls on the feasible paths denies them. For another instance, prohibited IP
packets can only be blocked with reliability, if they are disallowed by all feasible
paths, even after network failures.

Definition 4 (Network Policy). A network policy P = (G,P) means a directed-
graph G(Z,C) with policy functions pi j ∈Φ for (i, j) ∈C.

The policy function pi j here does not involve addresses, which are implicit in
the directed-conduit label (i, j), and the mapping from zone to addresses.

The SCADA firewall configuration best practices discussed in Chapter 3 lacked
guidelines on how to automate compliance checks. The advantage of the math-
ematical framework above is that we can address this shortfall. We do so, and
propose semantic foundations for comparing network-wide firewall policies to
check if they are equivalent; or one is contained in the other in meaningful ways,
in the next section.

4.3 Policy comparison
Security administrators may naturally wish to compare the semantics of two fire-
wall policies, for instance, to

• compare a policy to industry recommended practices;

• study change impact, for instance, how policies evolve over time;

• identify discrepancies between multiple policy designs;

• check an implemented policy is the intended policy; or

• change the underlying firewalls (e.g., vendor), but ensure the policy remains
the same.

The ability to automate the comparison of firewall policies is important in
SCADA networks where more restrictive practices are required to minimise their
vulnerability to cyber attacks. Hence, we must make accurate comparisons to
industry guidelines [21,117] available in this domain. But, checking firewall poli-
cies for best-practice compliance has challenges:
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• there is a lack of common standards for firewall policy specification;

• equivalent policies can be specified in multiple ways, for instance, through
accept or deny rules;

• network-centric details impinge on current means of specifying policies;
and

• evaluating comparisons between two policies could be computationally ex-
pensive.

We tackle these issues from first principles by first comparing the policies of
individual conduits and then extending the concept to network-wide policies.

4.3.1 Conduit policy comparison
A conduit policy can be a single rule or as a set of rules and operators. So, we can
write a conduit policy as a single mapping function pX ∈ Φ or as its components
pX = (pX

1 ⊕·· ·⊕ pX
m). Policy rules can be combined in multiple ways to achieve

a given effect. Hence, we define two policies to be equivalent as follows

Definition 5 (Equivalence). Two policies pX and pY are equivalent on A iff pX(s)=
pY (s), ∀s ∈ A . We denote this equivalence by pX ≡ pY .

When we compare policies on two networks, it is also useful to be able to
partition the network policies in equivalence classes [10]. We call this a semantic
partition (SP) and give it the following formal definition

Definition 6 (Semantic partition). The semantic partition SP of a set of policies P
is given by SP = {em} where P = ∪mem and the em ⊂ P are the minimal number
of equivalence classes, i.e., for all pi, p j ∈ em we have pi ≡ p j.

An equivalence class groups a set of conduits with identical semantics. Large
equivalence class sizes in a network indicate many zones with identical reachabil-
ity. This indicates an inefficiently designed Zone-Conduit model. The said zones
may need to be amalgamated (at least at a logical level) to maintain a concise
network and reduce policy specification complexity. Semantic partitions can help
write better policies, by allowing to check if a collection of conduits have a given
policy.

Two policies with different rule sets can have the same underlying semantics:
i.e., allow the same set of services between zones. For instance, Figures 4.1(a)
and 4.1(b) illustrate the idea based on TCP port filtering of single packets. Each
rectangle indicates the allowed packets of a single rule. Combined, the rules cover
the same set of allowed packets.
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(a) Four rules shown by (overlapping)
rectangles.

(b) Five rules giving an equivalent policy to (a).

(c) Horizontal partitions of polygons in (a) or
(b).

Figure 4.1: Canonicalisation of distinct rule sets of the same policy. Rectangles
indicate the packets allowed by a particular rule. Horizontal partitions as shown
in (c) is one strategy for canonicalisation.

We could compare policies by exhaustive comparison, but that is very ineffi-
cient. A more efficient approach is to derive a unique, canonical, representation
of each policy. We can represent canonicalisation of policies through a mapping
c : Φ→ Θ, where Θ is the canonical space of policies, in which all equivalent
policies of Φ map to a singleton. Given a canonicalisation mapping, we note the
following (the proof being the direct result of the definitions).

Lemma 7. Policies pX ≡ pY iff c(pX) = c(pY ).

We need to evaluate our policies against industry best practices. When two
flow-policies are equivalent, they accept and deny the same IP packets, but it will
be common that some customisation of policies must be conducted locally. A
policy complies with another if it is equally or more restrictive. In that context we
define inclusion as follows

Definition 8 (Inclusion). A policy pX is included in pY on A iff pX(s)∈{pY (s),φ},
i.e., X has the same effect as Y on s, or denies s, for all s∈A . We denote inclusion
by pX ⊂ pY .
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In order to make practical use of this definition (via canonicalisation), we
restrict our attention to the accept rules considered above, where the following
lemma applies

Lemma 9. A policy pX ⊂ pY iff pX ⊕ pY ≡ pY .

Proof. We can describe all accept rules by functions such as (4.2) and pA ⊂ pB
means that A⊂ B. Moreover pA⊕ pB = pA∪B, and A⊂ B iff A∪B = B. Hence the
result.

We define the semantic difference of two policies as follows (again restricting
to accept rules for practical use)

Definition 10 (Semantic Difference). The semantic difference between policies
pX and pY is given by pX − pY = (pX ⊕ pY )⊗ (pX ⊗ pY )c, where (pA)

c = pAc and
Ac is A’s complement.

We present c(pX − pY ) in our results. When two policies are equivalent, their
semantic difference yields φ. If pX ⊂ pY , the result will contain elements from pY

that are not in pX . This notation is useful in particular, in change impact analysis.
It helps administrators understand in detail how a policy has really evolved with
time, independent of minor implementation changes of no real impact. Equiva-
lence and inclusion notations on the other hand, allow fast, high-level checks.

4.3.2 Comparison of network policies

We extend conduit policy equivalence, inclusion and difference definitions to com-
pare policies of an entire network.

Definition 11 (Equivalence). A policy P1 = (G,P1) is equivalent to P2 = (G,P2)
iff ∀e ∈C, pe

1 ≡ pe
2. We denote this by P1 ≡ P2.

Definition 12 (Inclusion). A policy P2 = (G,P2) includes P1 = (G,P1) iff ∀e ∈C,
pe

1 ⊂ pe
2. We denote this by P1 ⊂ P2.

Definition 13 (Semantic Difference). The semantic difference between P1 =(G,P1)
and P2 = (G,P2) is given by P1−P2 =

⊕
{(pe

1− pe
2);∀e ∈C}.

Similarly, we extend the idea of a Semantic Partition (SP) to a network. An SP
groups a set of directed conduits with equivalent policies. These groups partition
in the sense that they cover P with disjoint sets. We now extend the notion of
comparison of two network policies to the comparison of their SPs.
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Definition 14. The semantic partitions SP1 and SP2 of policies P1 and P2, respec-
tively, are equivalent iff |SP1|= |SP2| and ∀e1 ∈ SP1, ∃e2 ∈ SP2 such that for any
p1 ∈ e1 and p2 ∈ e2, we have p1 ≡ p2. We denote this by SP1 ≡ SP2.

Semantic partition SP1 includes SP2 iff ∀e2 ∈ SP2 ∃e1 ∈ SP1 s.t. e2 ⊂ e1. We
denote this by SP2 ⊂ SP1.

Definitions 11 to 14 assume that the underlying networks are the same. We
may wish to make comparisons between different networks, or one network as it
evolves over time. So we also extend the definitions to the case where the two
graphs G1 and G2 are isomorphic, i.e., G1 ' G2.

The essential property of our high-level language is that it has a 1:1 mapping
between policies and conduits, so comparing policies of two networks is a matter
of comparing policies of each conduit. The difficulty is that the zone labels are
arbitrary. So, two networks might have entirely different labels and policies cannot
be compared directly. In the end, we must evaluate if the two (unlabelled) digraphs
have the same graph structure and identify a mapping between the zones of the
two networks. This is the graph isomorphism problem.

The complexity of the graph isomorphism problem is unknown, but there are
no known polynomial-time algorithms [63] (the best being a quasi-polynomial
time algorithm released in 2015 [11]), so there is a practical difficulty to overcome.

We also need to compare two different graphs (where G1 6' G2), to see the
effect of a network change, or to check if firewall policies are deployed in a con-
sistent manner across an organisation’s multiple SCADA sites. The policies in this
context cannot be strictly equivalent and we cannot apply inclusion given different
target networks. So, we introduce a new concept: incorporation.

Definition 15 (Incorporation). Policy P2 strictly incorporates P1 iff G1 is isomor-
phic to a subgraph of G2 and ∀e ∈C1, pe

1 ≡ pe
2. We denote this by P1 ≡ P2(G1).

Policy P2 partially incorporates P1 iff G1 is a subgraph of G2 and ∀e∈C1, pe
1⊂ pe

2.
We denote this by P1 ⊂ P2(G1).

A network policy P is compliant with best practice RP if P ⊂ RP, through
either inclusion or incorporation.

Thus, we also need to solve the subgraph isomorphism problem (which is NP
complete) to check compliance. The two isomorphism problems seem intractable,
but the Zone-Conduit policy model is not a completely unlabelled digraph. We
have edge labels in the form of policies.

We exploit this information to avoid the graph isomorphism problem. The
mathematical tool we work with is called the line digraph (directed graph), de-
fined as follows [52]
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(a) Zone-Flow model. (b) Line digraph of (a).

Figure 4.2: A policy digraph and its corresponding line digraph. Nodes in the line
digraph are the edges of the original digraph.

Definition 16 (Line Digraph). Given a digraph D=(N,E), its line digraph L(D)=
(P,L) is defined by the non-empty set of points P = E, and edges (uv,vw) ∈ L
wherever (u,v) ∈ E and (v,w) ∈ E.

We derive the line-digraph by taking a node for each edge in D, and creating
edges between these new nodes wherever the original edges connected through
the same node (so they form part of a length-two path). Theorem 17 allows us
to identify an isomorphism in the original digraphs from isomorphism in the line-
digraphs as per below. The theorem is a generalisation of the Whitney graph
isomorphism theorem to multi-digraphs [52].

Theorem 17. Let D be a multi-digraph. If D
′
is a multi-digraph such that L(D)'

L(D
′
), then the digraphs formed by D and D

′
by deleting all sources and sinks

are isomorphic.

Proof. see [52].

A multi-digraph is a digraph that allows multiple directed edges between graph
nodes [52]. So, Theorem 17 applies to our model. Conduits in the Zone-Conduit
model are always formed from a directed pair (to allow for different policies), so,
our digraphs are source and sink free. We need not delete any nodes to apply
Theorem 17; if the line digraphs are isomorphic then the original policy digraphs
are isomorphic.

The constructed line digraphs also have a (non-unique) node labelling defined
by the policies that labelled the original conduits (Figure 4.2). We can use this
labelling to avoid the full complexity of the graph isomorphism problem. We will
describe the resulting algorithms later in Chapter 6.

In the introduction to this chapter we described how the ability to map security
policies to the underlying network-firewalls is required in a policy specification
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language. Doing so in a provably correct way, allows administrators to be confi-
dent of the level of protection provided by the security policies for their networks.

Previous related works [12,53,113,115] have generated device-level configu-
rations from high-level policy, but, they lack formal semantics to allocate policy
to network devices provably correctly. We address this shortfall and propose an
algebraic framework to map a given security policy to a set of network firewalls.

4.4 Mapping policies to network-firewalls
The Zone-Conduit abstraction allows us to describe firewall policies at a high-
level, independent of network-topology intricacies. But, in order to implement
such a policy on a network instance, the two must be re-coupled together. The
coupling must be performed in a provably correct way to (i) provide administrators
assurance that their security policies are enforced by the correct set of network-
firewalls; and (ii) to avoid redundant policy updates to the firewalls.

4.4.1 The policy to network-firewall mapping problem
Consider the example network in Figure 4.3(a), our high-level policy might be
“we want to enable only SSH flows from Z1 to Z4”. This intent can be expressed
through the Zone-Conduit model in Figure 4.3(b) as per below with an implicit
deny-all in place (p ∈Φ is an element of the possible space Φ of policies).

p:=Z1→ Z4: ssh

We now want to map the policy to the enforcing firewalls. It looks easy. Sim-
ply implement the policy on firewall F . However, the problem is in general, more
complicated. For example, consider policy from Z1 to Z2. The parallel firewall
architecture involved gives the resultant security policy (pR) the meaning — all
packets that can possibly be allowed through — and is the union of the packet sets
allowed by the individual devices. We are conservative in taking union, because
intrusions and attacks are often carried out through permitted traffic. So, if pA and
pB allows packet sets Q and T respectively, then pR = pA⊕ pB = pQ∪T .

For another example, consider policy from Z2 to Z3. When the devices are in
series, the resultant policy permits the intersection of the packet sets V,W allowed
by the policies of C, D respectively, i.e., pR = pC⊗ pD = pV∩W .

We have denoted the policy composition resulting from parallel routes as pA⊕
pB and that resulting from serial routes as pA⊗ pB. In this example, pA⊕ pB =
pQ∪T and pC⊗ pD = pV∩W , but, the meaning of⊕,⊗ are policy-context dependent
[95].

The problem of mapping our high-level policy p (from Z1 to Z4) to firewalls
may be even more complicated than simply implementing the policy on F . What
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(a) Network topology. (b) Zone-Conduit model of (a).

Figure 4.3: Example network consisting of four zones (Z1−Z4) and six firewalls
A,B, ...,F (a). The corresponding Zone-Conduit model is shown in (b).

happens if F fails? We still want to enable SSH flows that traverse the redundant
paths from Z1 and Z4 (for instance, path via Z2 and Z3). So, p must also be
mapped to the firewalls along the path Z1−Z2−Z3−Z4, to cater for this redun-
dancy. But then, should we map the policy to all of these firewalls or a subset of
them?

Given the serial firewalls between Z2 and Z3 it is easy to see that we need to
map p to both C and D to preserve the semantics of ⊗. But, with parallel routes
such as that involving A and B, we have the choice of mapping policy to both or
just one to preserve the semantics of⊕. Mapping to both may be unnecessary and
inefficient and firewalls may have limits on their capabilities.

Moreover, the firewalls may not always be in series or parallel. We have de-
scribed earlier how mapping policy to topology becomes interesting when a star-
topology is involved (Subsection 3.1.3). Loosely mapping policy to firewalls us-
ing a hyper-edge adds to the Zone-Conduit model complexity and decreases it’s
precision (it allows a 1 : n relationship between hyper-edges and policies). We
overcame these issues and increased the precision of the model by using a simple-
edge mapping instead.

We may also need to consider paths that consist of one or more intermediate
zones, when implementing policy between zones. For instance, consider imple-
menting the security policy below in the network in Figure 4.3(a).

f :=Z1→ Z3: http

Once implemented on the firewalls, the policy must allow HTTP traffic flow
from Z1 to Z3. But, the policy can only be deployed correctly if the intermediate
zones Z2,Z4 can route or forward HTTP traffic.

A zone’s traffic routing or forwarding capability can be restricted. For in-
stance, with regards to inbound traffic, only secure traffic that terminates at a
SCADA-Zone must be permitted by a firewall policy [21]. Enabling the SCADA-
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Zone to transit traffic can potentially expose the critical systems within to cyber
attacks. So, in addition to link properties, node properties such as a zone’s traffic
transitivity capability must be considered with care, in constructing valid firewall-
paths. This node property must also be captured explicitly in the mapping process.

4.4.2 Policy Mapping vs Routing
Our discussion above on mapping policies to network devices relates to network
paths or routes and thus, has many parallels with routing. But, the aim in routing
is to determine the path that optimises a given path-metric; for instance, shortest-
path routing finds a minimum-distance path between nodes.

Our target problem is different: we need to determine the firewalls in a network
a given policy needs to be implemented on. So, constructing all feasible paths is
crucial because, for instance, a security policy between two endpoints can only
be correctly implemented (e.g., to block all Telnet traffic) if all redundant paths
between them are taken into account.

In routing, the number of nodes (or gateways) can be high for a large network,
so, distributed means to computing a solution is essential (requiring de-centralised
protocols like OSPF and BGP). In contrast, we expect a relatively low number of
zones when mapping security policies to firewalls (for instance, our SCADA case
studies in Chapter 3 all comprised 15 zones or less). This low zone count makes
our policy-mapping algorithm computationally tractable (as we will see later in
Chapter 6). So, a logically centralised implementation can be considered.

Current meta-routing algebras [38], allow one to provably choose paths that
optimise various path-metrics. These algebras support specification of link prop-
erties, but not the specification of node properties such as traffic transitivity. Our
approach extends meta-routing to include node transitivity.

4.4.3 Mapping Algebra
We now outline our proposed algebras to map policy to network firewalls by first
making a distinction between primary and secondary conduits.

Firewall-path Construction

A conduit can be classified as primary or secondary based on how it enforces secu-
rity policy. A primary-conduit enforces policy using firewalls only. A secondary-
conduit enforces policy using firewalls and allows traffic to transit through one or
more intermediate zones.

We demonstrate the idea using the simple Zone-Conduit graph G = (Z,C) in
Figure 4.4(a). The composition of each primary-conduit in terms of its component
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(a) Zone-Conduit model with pri-
mary and secondary conduits.

(b) Firewalls comprising the primary-
conduits.

Figure 4.4: Zone-Conduit model depicting primary-conduits Ci j and a secondary-
conduit C13 enabled by the transit zones 2 and 4 are shown in (a). The firewall-
paths of the primary-conduits are shown in (b).

firewalls the model is shown (Figure 4.4(b)). The example secondary-conduit
C13 filters traffic flow from Zone 1 to 3, using several directed firewalls (defined
below) and transit zones 2 and 4. The set of all directed-conduits is given by
DC = {Ci j | (i, j) ∈C} and the set of network firewalls W = { f irewalls}.

Definition 18. A directed firewall ti j is a firewall t ∈ W that filters traffic on
directed-conduit Ci j ∈ DC.

The Zone-Conduit graph is an abstraction that moves traffic packets from one
zone to another using conduits. So, regular expressions (the natural language of
finite automata), can capture the packet-processing behaviour of this model; a
single firewall-path encoding is a concatenation of directed-firewalls (or policy-
arbitration steps pq) and a set of paths is encoded as a union of paths. Past work [9]
has shown, all single-path encodings stem from the Kleene star operator (*) on the
set of directed-devices. So, each firewall-path depicts a sequence of traffic filtering
steps and is an element of F∗ where F = {directed firewalls}.

But, the Zone-Conduit model is a logical representation, so, every firewall-
path encoding in F∗ may not be valid. We define the following to help filter-out
invalid paths

Definition 19. The mapping h : F→W retrieves the network firewall correspond-
ing to a given directed firewall, i.e., h(ti j) = t where ti j ∈ F and t ∈W,∀i, j.

Definition 20 (Single firewall-path concatenation). Take a ∈ F∗ s.t.
a = td1d2td2d3td3d4...tdndn+1 where tdid j ∈ F. Also take b ∈ F∗ s.t.
b = sg1g2sg2g3sg3g4...sgmgm+1 where sgig j ∈ F. Then firewall-path concatenation
from F∗×F∗→ F∗ is
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ab =


td1d2...tdndn+1sg1g2...sgmgm+1 if dn+1 = g1

and gi 6= d j; ∀i, j, i > 1
and h(tdid j) 6= h(sgkgl); ∀i, j,k, l

φ;empty set, otherwise.

and aφ = φa = φ; ∀a ∈ F∗.
Concatenation defined above is a binary operation that constructs only ele-

mentary firewall-paths. We consider elementary paths here because they are most
efficient and do not allow traffic to traverse a particular firewall or interface more
than once. These paths also prohibit traffic flow through non-transit zones such as
Firewall-Zones.

Consider two directed-firewalls X ,Y with policies pX and pY that accept packet
sets R and T . The resultant policy of the concatenated firewall-path XY is that of
sequential firewalls and can be denoted as (pX ⊗ pY )(s) = pR∩T (s) where s is an
atomic packet sequence.

We define a set of directed-firewall paths as a union of elements in F∗. Again,
consider our directed-firewalls X ,Y from before. If these described two distinct
paths, then the resultant policy of the path union X ∪Y is that of parallel firewalls,
i.e., (pX ⊕ pY )(s) = pR∪T (s).

We also extend concatenation in Definition 2 to S = {Power-set of F∗}
Definition 21 (Multiple firewall-path concatenation). Take a,b∈ S s.t. a= {a0,a1...,ax},
b = {b0,b1, ...,by} where ai,b j ∈ F∗. Then firewall-path concatenation from
S×S→ S is given by

ab = {aib j | for i=0,....,x, j=0,....,y}
Definition 3 allows to construct all possible firewall-path sets from the union of
elements in S. Then (S,∪, ·, 0̂, 1̂) is an idempotent semiring with

0̂ = φ; the empty set; and
1̂ = {ε}; the empty-string set where ε is the identity element of the concate-

nation operation.
The properties of the operators ∪ and · dictate rules for firewall-path construc-
tion. So, these semantics must be preserved when composing firewall-paths. For
instance, ∪ is commutative while · is not. So, the order of the directed-firewalls
matter, when constructing a single firewall-path, but are irrelevant when construct-
ing multiple paths.

Mapping Policy to Firewalls

We have described so far, how the semiring (S,∪, ·, 0̂, 1̂) constructs sets of firewall-
paths between zones in the Zone-Conduit model. The sequential: ⊗, and parallel:
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⊕, policy-composition operators in Subsection 4.4.1 can now construct the poli-
cies of these paths. Assume we have to implement a high-level policy pi j on
firewalls qkl that lie in the paths from i to j. All applicable firewall-paths from i to
j can be constructed as per Section 4.4.3 and given by

Si j = {qa1a2qa2a3...qan−1an, .....,qb1b2qb2b3...qbm−1am}.

The high-level policy p′i j derived from the individual policies p′kl then is

p′i j = (p′a1a2
⊗ p′a2a3

...⊗ p′an−1an
)

⊕ (....................................)

⊕ (p′b1b2
⊗ p′b2b3

...⊗ p′bm−1bm
). (4.3)

Mapping policy pi j to the firewalls is now a matter of finding p′i j for all fire-
walls such that p′i j = pi j. For instance, a simple solution supporting defence in
depth is to implement the security policy pi j on every sequential firewall across
all paths.

The underlying requirement when mapping security policy to network fire-
walls is to adhere to the semantics of (4.3).

Computation of All Firewall-paths

We reduced the policy-to-firewall mapping problem to the semantics of (4.3). We
now develop an algorithm to compute the firewall-paths of (4.3) efficiently.

We can represent the primary-conduit firewall-paths using a generalised Adja-
cency matrix A. Here, A(i, j) is the firewall-path of primary conduit Ci j ∈ DC.

For our example in Figure 4.4(b),

A =


Z1︷︸︸︷
{ε}

Z2︷ ︸︸ ︷
{A12,B12}

Z3︷︸︸︷
φ

Z4︷ ︸︸ ︷
{E14}

{A21,B21} {ε} {C23,D23} φ

φ {C32,D32} {ε} {F34,G34}
{E41} φ {F43,G43} {ε}

 (4.4)

Then, the solution to the problem of finding all valid firewall-paths between
zones is a matrix A∗ s.t.

A∗(i, j) = {valid primary- and secondary-conduit
firewall-paths from zone i to j} (4.5)

We developed the following theorem to compute A∗, inspired by algorithms in
meta-routing [38].
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Theorem 22. A∗ can be calculated using the right iteration algorithm
A<k+1> = (A<k>T ∪ I)A where A<0> = I.

T and I are the Zone-transitivity matrix and the multiplicative-identity matrix
(of semiring (S,∪, ·, 0̂, 1̂)) respectively, and are given by

T (i, j) =

{
{ε}, if i = j and transitivity(i) = 1
φ, otherwise.

(4.6)

I(i, j) =

{
1̂, if i = j
0̂, otherwise.

(4.7)

Proof. Let’s check that the result holds for k = 0 (i.e., valid firewall paths between
zones with up to (0+1) hop).

LHS = A<0+1> = A<1>.

RHS = (A<0>T ∪ I)A
= (IT ∪ I)A ; ∵ A<0> = I
= (T ∪ I)A ; ∵ IT = T I = T (I is multiplicative-identity)
= IA ; ∵ T ∪ I = I
= A.

A<1> = A is correct, since all valid single-hop firewall paths are represented
by A. Let’s assume the result holds when k = n, i.e., A<n+1> = ((A<n>T )∪ I)A.

So, A<n+1> holds all valid firewall paths between the zones of up to (n+ 1)
hops. Then A<n+1>(i, j) represents all valid firewall paths of up to (n+1) hops,
from zone i to zone j (see Figure 4.5).

Figure 4.5: Construction of (n+2) hop firewall paths from zone i to zone k via j.

So, valid firewall paths up to (n+2) hops from i to k via j are given by

(tik) j = A<n+1>(i, j)A( j,k).
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But zone j may not be transitive, so we modify the above equation to account for
this

(tik) j = A<n+1>(i, j)T ( j, j)A( j,k).

When i = j the above equation yields φ, whereas we expect {ε} to be the self-
firewall path. Again, we update the equation

(tik) j =
[

A<n+1>(i, j)T ( j, j) ∪ I(i, j)
]
A( j,k).

Then, all valid firewall paths up to (n+2) hops from i to k (via j,h...etc.) are given
by

A<n+2>(i,k) =
⋃
∀ j

[
A<n+1>(i, j)T ( j, j)∪ I(i, j)

]
A( j,k); ∀i,k.

We simplify the equation further

RHS =
⋃
∀ j

[
A<n+1>(i, j)T ( j, j)A( j,k)

]
∪

⋃
∀ j

I(i, j)A( j,k).

However,

A<n+1>(i, j)T ( j, j) =
⋃
∀s

[
A<n+1>(i,s)T (s, j)

]
So, ⋃

∀ j

[
A<n+1>(i, j)T ( j, j)A( j,k)

]
=

⋃
∀ j

[
A<n+1>T

]
(i, j)A( j,k)

=
[
A<n+1>TA

]
(i,k).

Also, ⋃
∀ j

[
I(i, j)A( j,k)

]
=
[
IA
]
(i,k)

Hence,

A<n+2>(i,k) =
[
A<n+1>TA

]
(i,k) ∪[

IA
]
(i,k); ∀i,k

We can generalise the above to the matrices

A<n+2> = A<n+1>TA ∪ IA
= (A<n+1>T ∪ I)A.
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For bounded semirings we only iterate n−1 times to converge to A∗, where n
is the number of nodes in the Zone-Conduit model, i.e., A∗ = A<n−1>.

We have defined T , A∗ and the right-iteration algorithm for a security-policy
context, but these can likewise be defined for other policy contexts such as traffic
measurement, QoS and load balancing [95].

If we apply our algorithm in Theorem 22 to the example in Figure 4.4(b),
n = 4, so, A∗ = A<3> and for simplicity assume that all zones are transitive, then

T =


{ε} φ φ φ

φ {ε} φ φ

φ φ {ε} φ

φ φ φ {ε}

 ,
and we see that I = T in this instance.

We calculate A∗ = A<3> = 
{ε} η κ θ

µ {ε} ν β

γ λ {ε} ρ

ξ δ ζ {ε}

 .
All valid firewall-paths from Zone 1 to 3 are given by

κ = {A12C23,A12D23,B12C23,B12D23,E14F43,E14G43}. (4.8)

Let’s now assume that Zone 4 is non-transitive, so, transitivity(4) = 0, we
re-calculate A∗,

A∗ =


{ε} {A12,B12} η θ

{A21,B21} {ε} {C23,D23} µ
γ {C32,D32} {ε} ρ

ξ δ ζ {ε}

 .
The updated firewall-paths from Zones 1 to 3 are given by

η = {A12C23,A12D23,B12C23,B12D23}. (4.9)

In comparison to (4.8), we see that the paths via Zone 4 (E14F43,E14G43) have
now been removed, as the zone is no longer transitive. A∗ can likewise be calcu-
lated for other policy contexts to determine all valid firewall-paths between zone
pairs.
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4.5 Conclusions
Building a high-level firewall policy description on formal foundations allows
construction of complex and flexible policies and supports reasoning about these
policies. Two important aspects of policy reasoning include (i) checking if poli-
cies are industry best practice compliant; and (ii) verifying whether the policies
are mapped to the underlying network-firewalls correctly.

However, there are many obstacles to achieving both these policy-reasoning
aspects. For one, the lack of standards for firewall policy specification makes pol-
icy semantics rule-order and firewall-implementation dependent, hindering their
meaningful comparison. For another, lack of decoupling between policy and net-
work makes policy sensitive to network-intricacies and vendor changes.

We addressed these challenges, by proposing algebraic frameworks that
(i) enable direct comparisons of firewall policies; and (ii) allow policy to be
mapped to network-firewalls provably correctly. We will use these proposed alge-
bras in Chapter 6, to automate best-practice compliance tests and deploy firewall
policies with precision to create networks that are secure-by-design.

In the next chapter, we will describe our design of the high-level firewall policy
specification that is built upon these proposed mathematical foundations.



Chapter 5

ForestFirewalls Policy Specification
Language Design

“Everyone knows that debugging is twice as hard as writing a program in
the first place. So if you’re as clever as you can be when you write it, how
will you ever debug it?”

Brian Kernigan [68]

All studies of firewall configurations have found signifiant errors [97, 128,
129]. The introductory quote is part of the reason. Current firewall and security
specifications have evolved by adding features and complexity. Many modern
PDN solutions (e.g., see Chapter 2) have provided new tools, but in making con-
figuration more clever, they have actually made tasks such as debugging more
difficult.

In this chapter we describe the design of our high-level firewall policy spec-
ification language: ForestFirewalls1. Our design takes the above tenet seriously;
it enforces good security in a network at the outset to minimise a myriad of secu-
rity problems later (i.e., enables secure-by-design networks), but the design also
facilitates fast, accurate policy debugging for when things do go wrong.

Our discussion of related works in Chapter 2 illustrated how existing fire-
wall policy languages lack high-level configuration capability. Some nascent at-
tempts [12] to decouple policy from the underlying network implementation still
require minutiae such as IP addresses and hostnames to be provided in-policy
when re-coupling policy to a network instance. The consequent increase in pol-
icy complexity for instance, contributed to the obsolete rules found in each of our
firewall case studies in Chapter 3. These obsolete rules were not enforced by the
firewalls, but the high policy complexity hindered debugging of this appearance
of security.

1The name derives from the analogy of not being able to see the forest for the trees.

109
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Many of the security violations observed in our firewall case studies were
also due to the lack of verifiability in existing firewall policy languages. How
can security administrators confidently deploy their policies to a network if they
can’t even verify that the specified policies are industry best-practice compliant,
prior to deployment? It’s no surprise that the security of the networks in our case
studies and others found in practice [128, 129] is broken-by-design. Verifiability
is a central tenet of our design of ForestFirewalls as we will elaborate later in the
Chapter.

A pre-requisite to our design of ForestFirewalls is a rigorous survey of the
requirements of a firewall policy language and we conduct this below.

5.1 Requirements of policy framework
In ForestFirewalls, we enforce good designs on its users through the principles
and requirements derived from our study of real SCADA firewall configurations
in Chapter 3 and industry best practices [19, 21, 59, 117]. Namely

• Single source of truth: more specifically, “Security managers need a single
place to look for the corporate policies on who gets in and who doesn’t.” [56].
Single source of truth is a general principle in computer science [15] and has a
higher importance here, where a broken policy can have serious consequences.
• Decouple structure from function [89]: separating network topology (i.e., struc-

ture) from policy specification (i.e., function) allows administrators to maintain
consistent policy in the presence of changes to network details. The separation
also promotes policy reuse across multiple sites and keeps policy design un-
polluted by vendor/device specifics. Thus, heterogenous network devices can
be managed in a uniform manner and transition between vendors can become
seamless. We will discuss this decoupling in more detail in Subsection 5.1.2.
• Verify rigorously: there is a clear danger in assuming any one piece of soft-

ware functions correctly, from the firewall up to and including our own system.
We must check the configuration works both pre- and post-deployment. Such
rigorous verification requires strong mathematical underpinnings. The formal
foundations we developed in Chapter 4 provide precise verification techniques
for administrators to reason about their network security; for instance to (i)
show that certain types of traffic flows are impossible; (ii) compare their secu-
rity to industry best practices to check it complies; and so on. Verifiability is
discussed in detail in Subsection 5.1.1.
• Secure firewall management: firewall management must be restricted to se-

cure protocols such as SSH and HTTPS and a small set of hosts in the net-
work [21, 117]. The firewalls must be made ‘invisible’ to all other hosts in the
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network; i.e., made stealthy. In particular, management of the firewalls that
protect the perimeter of a SCADA-Zone must not be conducted from a non-
SCADA domain. Existing policy languages do not enforce these best practices
and as we observed in our SCADA case studies in Chapter 3, this has lead to in-
secure firewall management practices that can compromise the entire network.
• No implicit rules: our real SCADA case studies also revealed how implicit

rules allow unexpected interactions, and undesirable consequences. Desired
flows must be explicitly allowed.
• Proactive security: top-down provisioning of a network’s security controls

from high-level policy is a proactive way of protecting the network from unau-
thorised access. Pre-verifying and enforcing these security controls, prior to a
cyber attack, can prevent significant, expensive damage to system infrastruc-
ture. This idea is analogous to banks using thick steel and concrete vaults with
sophisticated electronic systems to detect and prevent break-ins.
• Modularity: the policy framework must cater for both non-technical users (e.g.,

business managers) and technical users (e.g., network programmers). Non-
technical users need to define high-level policies to meet their business goals.
Incorporating simple, modular and reusable libraries within the policy language
(such as well known IANA services) enables easy construction of such high-
level policies. On the other hand, technical users may want to extend the pol-
icy libraries for instance, to add support for new protocols. A modular policy
framework design promotes such extensibility, but is lacking in existing firewall
policy languages.
• Firewall reporting: our real SCADA case studies in Chapter 3 demonstrated

how easy it is to either misconfigure firewalls or, for some part of the security
setup to otherwise malfunction, either breaking the network or reducing its se-
curity. One important step to guard against such failure, is for firewall to report
their status of security.
This can be performed externally, and by using the diverse logs, alerts and
alarms from the firewalls involved. We refer to these together as firewall re-
ports. We will discuss firewall reporting in detail in Chapter 8.
• Flexibility and extensibility: our real SCADA case studies in Chapter 3 showed

that different SCADA networks have different size, equipment and operational
requirements. The firewall architectures employed within these networks can
also vary. A policy specification framework must therefore be flexible to cater
for these varying requirements. In addition, the framework must be extensible
enough to allow new semantics to be added in future versions.
• Rule order should not matter: it must be possible to add, or subtract a policy

rule without considering its effect on every other rule. None of the existing
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firewall configuration platforms [24, 29, 34, 64] achieve this. Administrators
using these tools must provide correct rules and maintain correct rule order
to avoid adverse interactions. Our case studies in Chapter 3 showed that this
added configuration burden leads to the many policy inconsistencies found in
practice, making it impossible to know if an intended policy is actually enforced
by a firewall.
• Distributed management: multiple staff, potentially at different locations should

be able to collaborate on policy specifications.
• Simplicity: it is unnecessary to attempt to provide every possible security fea-

ture. At best, advanced features create confusion, and at worst, bad implemen-
tations can create security flaws.
• Convenience: security and convenience are often at odds, but wherever possible

convenience needs to be provided. This is not a luxury – lack of convenience is
one of the main reasons administrators circumvent their own security.
• Scale at lower cost: current approach to firewall configuration has a linear cost

with the size of the network, at best. With increasing network size, the num-
ber of firewalls often increases and each firewall is often managed individually.
A pragmatic policy specification framework must allow configuring groups of
firewalls consistently and simultaneously to reduce management costs. De-
scribing concise policies that contain only a small number of elements to ex-
press policy for a large number of network-devices, promotes usability and
drives economies of scale.
• Support layer-3 or higher network firewalls: firewalls that operate at the Eth-

ernet layer exist (e.g., a Cisco ASA 5505 in ‘transparent’ mode [30], Lucent
firewall brick [5]). Such a firewall forwards Ethernet frames based on their
MAC addresses, between its interfaces. Traffic filtering is achieved by check-
ing the IP packets inside the Ethernet frames against an explicit firewall ACL,
prior to being forwarded.
However, Ethernet layer firewalls impose serious design and usage limitations.
For one, they only support two interfaces, so, a DMZ cannot be enabled. For
another, troubleshooting is made more difficult by their lack of visibility (they
are not router hops connected to devices). Thus, industry best practices rec-
ommend against deploying these firewalls in SCADA networks [117]. So, the
policy framework should focus on network firewalls that are layer 3 and higher.

The policy framework we propose comprise a suite of tools to write, validate
and debug policy, create real configurations, and test configurations, while meet-
ing this list of requirements. We describe some of these requirements in more
detail below, and then explain how our approach fits the requisites.
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5.1.1 Verifiability
One requirement for our system underpins all of the others. In the context of
SCADA networks, administrators require a high degree of trust that the network
operates as intended. We simply cannot assume any software component func-
tions correctly, from the network-devices up to and including the policy specifica-
tion framework. It is necessary to verify that the firewall policies are specified and
implemented correctly at every level possible. We discuss below, the dimensions
of verifiability that need to be considered to achieve this objective.

Verify Policy is Correct

Our firewall configuration case studies in Chapter 3 and others [46, 73, 128, 131]
have demonstrated that policy inconsistencies such as redundancies and conflicts
are a common occurrence. These inconsistencies often lead to unintended conse-
quences that result in, for instance, an appearance of security. An input high-level
policy must therefore, be first checked for consistency to prevent such outcomes.

Checking policy consistency partially verifies its syntactic correctness; in ad-
dition, we must verify its semantic correctness. For instance, we need to check a
specified policy against SCADA best practices to identify security violations. An
example violation is when direct communication is enabled between the SCADA-
Zone and the Internet [21]. In Chapter 4, we determined the formal foundations
required in a firewall policy specification to verify semantic correctness.

Several properties make verifying policy correctness in a specification easier.
We describe these properties below.
(1) Transparency: Policy frameworks often include multiple processing layers
such as language compilation and policy refinement that reduce transparency; i.e.,
they blur the ability to view the relationship between a change made and its result.

This black-box like behaviour is analogous to that of a modern Operating Sys-
tem (OS). For instance, the Microsoft Windows OS depicts storage of files in a
hierarchical directory structure [50] for easy understanding. But the layers under-
neath this representation are non-transparent; you need special skills to learn how
files are stored physically on disk.

Lack of transparency in security-management hinders locating and rectifying
an incorrect decision. For instance, notifying a user that their input policy is not
standards compliant, is of little use unless the incorrect semantics (the cause(s) of
non-compliance), can be identified with clarity.

Particularly, in mission critical SCADA networks, the inability to quickly de-
bug firewall configuration problems, can lead to security malfunctions or fail-
ures that result in catastrophic outcomes. The more transparent the security-
management platform is, the more confidence security administrators will have
of deploying and maintaining correct security policies in their networks.
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(2) Human-comprehensible policy: The ability to author a security policy with-
out errors, largely depends on (i) how easy it is to express the intentions of the
authors in a policy language; and reciprocally (ii) the ability to understand what
exactly a specified policy aims to achieve. A security-policy language therefore,
needs to be easily human readable and writable to say the least.

A natural language based policy representation should make the policy human
comprehensible. But due to the ambiguity inherent to natural languages, current
state its processing requires significant improvements before such policies can
be expressed [22]. It is more practical to specify policy in a simple language
interpretable by current computers.

However, even popular security-policy languages are often human incompre-
hensible. For instance, XACML is an XML based security-policy language that
is accepted as a de facto standard for access-control management in distributed
systems [81]. The attribute-based language model offers flexibility, but, the syn-
tax and semantics of its underlying XML structure makes it intrinsically difficult
for humans to interpret [78]. Thus, a XACML policy author cannot know with
precision, for instance, if a security policy blocks potentially-unsafe HTTP traffic
from entering a protected SCADA-Zone or not.

Even simple XACML access-control policies can span hundreds of lines of
code or more [51]. Keeping track of the myriad interactions within a policy by
hand is almost impossible. A useful policy language must therefore, allow concise
description of policies, in addition to being user friendly.

(3) Specialisation within networking: Division of labour is one of the funda-
mental hallmarks of modern culture. Specialisation allows people to work more
efficiently, and effectively. For example, in building construction, architects do
not learn how to lay bricks. They might learn some structural engineering, but it
isn’t necessary. Other specialists can perform that task.

Why then is network engineering still a monolithic area of expertise? We
have network architects and/or security specialists, but in reality, they are highly-
qualified network engineers. For instance, consider how network infrastructure
manufacturers such as Cisco structure their certification programs. It is assumed,
that a network architect will know as much, or more about devices than a person
programming the devices. Decoupling policy from implementation removes this
monolithicity by creating opportunities for specialisation.

Network specialisation also simplifies policy verification. For instance, it al-
lows network architects to check with ease that their designed security policies
meet high-level goals, in the absence of implementation-centric details. For an-
other instance, network-engineers only need to verify that their policy implemen-
tations match the architects’ designs and not high-level business goals.
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Verify policy is feasible for target network and technology

A policy may also not be feasible for the target deployment network. For instance,
the target topology may be different from that perceived by the policy creator; a
common occurrence when high-level policies are built on abstract views of the
underlying network. A policy author for instance, may use the Zone-Conduit
abstraction [59] and consider two zones to be distinct in the policy specification,
but in the absence of one or more firewalls enforcing a real separation between the
zones, only a single zone may actually exist. Another example is when network
administrators create out-of-policy connects, for instance, to support wireless, but
again, effectively fuse two zones.

A policy may also not be supported by the underlying network’s technology.
For instance, a security policy may intend to filter application-layer traffic. But,
if Deep Packet Inspection (DPI) capable firewalls are unavailable in the target
network, the policy cannot be correctly implemented [21].

A proactive policy framework must therefore guard against deploying policies
that are infeasible for the target network and its technology.

Verify expected security outcome pre-deployment

Policy-creator oversights can also cause a policy to be flawed [128]. Flawed poli-
cies can result in security holes or non-functional networks. A common instance
is failure to enable required routing protocols. Debugging such problems can be
confusing and slow and we prefer to avoid network disruptions in the interim.
Checking a policy for oversights prior to deployment must be made compulsory
and automated, to prevent users from bypassing the check altogether. Through
this verification, administrators can confidently deploy correct policies to their
production environments.

Verify expected security outcome post-deployment

Pre-deployment verification doesn’t always guarantee expected security outcome
in the real network. For instance, unintended security policy behaviour can still
occur due to firewall software bugs [117]. So, it is also necessary to verify that
the real network operates as intended, post-deployment.

Moreover, a policy may function correctly in the real network at first, but pro-
duce unexpected behaviour later, following the upgrade and/or patching of net-
work firewalls [117]. A pragmatic policy framework must also allow continuous
monitoring of the security mechanisms of a network post-deployment.
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5.1.2 Decouple policy from network

Another requirement that is fundamental for our system is removing network intri-
cacies (i.e., decoupling the network) from policy. In practice, network architects
and business managers decide what types of services are allowed through fire-
walls. Network engineers then implement these policies. Intuitively, separation of
the network intricacies from policy specification better suits these distinct phases.
Conceptually this is analogous to the separation of architects and building con-
tractors in construction. Contractors don’t, in general, decide what roof shape a
building should have, for instance.

Network topologies also often change in response to new business needs, up-
grades and service demands. This may alter the devices and administratively as-
signed parameters such as IP addresses and hostnames in the network.

In comparison, security policies are relatively static. These policies often only
involve dozens of distinct services [97], so policy complexity is low compared to
that of the network. This relative simplicity and invariant nature leads to a natural
decoupling of policy from the network. The adage “Structure and function should
be independent” [89] truly applies here.
Decoupling structure from function, has the following advantages: it

• Provides high-level network configuration capability via vendor neutral policy:
so, management-level policy makers can configure their firewalls against simple
business and engineering requirements without needing to translate them to
complex machine-dependent scripts. As a result, the syntax and semantics of
the high-level policy language can also be kept intuitively simple.
• Centralises policy management and promotes reuse: a single topology-independent

organisation policy (i.e., source of truth) can be maintained across sites.
• Streamlines network changes and upgrades: the policy can be quickly re-mapped

to a new topology, retaining previous levels of protection. The device-independent
configuration process also reduces potential disruptions in network upgrades.
• Simplifies best-practice enforcement: best practice standards can be specified

with precision in the absence of proprietary details of specific networks.
• Avoids vendor lockdown: administrators can replace existing network-devices

with another vendor’s equipment that proves most cost effective, without need-
ing to be fluent in the proprietary and possibly arcane configuration platforms
that ship with these devices.
• Helps enforce conceptual integrity: maintaining a set of coherent design ideas

in the presence of inter-twined implementation details is almost impossible.
Separating architecture from implementation helps enforce conceptual integrity
in the design [18].
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Separating policy from the underlying network also helps to implement a cen-
tralised control plane for physically distributed networks. This is the foundation
on which SDN is designed and implemented. However, approaches with this
respect that are applicable to traditional networks are far and few. Policy De-
fined Networking (PDN) for instance, is one such solution, but it lacks several key
features such as built-in verifiability. We will discuss PDN in detail in Subsec-
tion 5.2.1.
In the next section, we will describe our design of ForestFirewalls that meets the
policy framework requirements discussed above.

5.2 Policy specification framework design
There are two main network-programming paradigms available for consideration
when designing a policy specification framework: SDN and Policy Defined Net-
working (PDN) (or Policy Based Network Management) [42, 126]. We compare
these paradigms below to identify the model that best fits our purpose.

5.2.1 Choice of network-programming model
Both SDN and PDN support high-level policies decoupled from network imple-
mentation. They both build on decentralised network control: a feature that helps
deliver new functionality rapidly and drive operational expenditure savings [42].
The main difference is that SDN requires the use of a standard network API such
as OpenFlow to manage heterogeneous networks, while PDN does not.

This requirement in SDN is too restrictive for SCADA networks: deploying
OpenFlow capable devices is unrealistic in these mission critical networks where
TCP is a recent innovation. High availability requirements in these control net-
works [21], mean the legacy network equipment deployed within them is unlikely
to be upgraded except during a major overhaul of a plant (which might happen
once in a decade).

PDN does not require an open network API such as OpenFlow; so, hetero-
geneous devices in traditional SCADA networks can be managed via support for
proprietary configuration languages (e.g., by use of templates) [126]. Users do not
require learning these arcane languages; the PDN engine automatically invokes
them when refining policies. So, users who are non-conversant with technology
details required to deploy a policy can still manage the network with PDN using
high-level declarative policies.

There is a clear need to make new and emerging technologies easier to manage
by promoting multi-vendor interoperability in a PDN framework. So, the Internet
Engineering Task Force (IETF) has introduced the Policy Core Information Model
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(PCIM) model [80] (later extended to PCIMe [79]) in order to standardise this
policy framework and achieve ease of management. As an added benefit, the
network-management process is also simplified and automated.

The PCIM model is comprised of four core components: a Policy Adminis-
tration Point (PAP), Policy Decision Point (PDP), a Policy Repository (PR) and a
Policy Enforcement Point (PEP) [80]. The PAP module is used to define the high-
level declarative policies that need to be enforced in the network. The module
often includes a user interface to input the high-level policies, a resource discov-
ery component to identify the network topology, users and applications in the
network. PAP also includes policy transformation logic to ensure specified poli-
cies are consistent and feasible for the underlying network and refine the policy to
device-level configurations for deployment [80]. Authored policies are stored in
the central PR (often a LDAP directory or database), using a rule-based represen-
tation. The PDP retrieves the stored policies from the PR and communicates them
through to the PEPs as necessary.

The PCIM model is a generic policy framework that aims to standardise how
policy information is modeled. Implementations that suit specific policy disci-
plines such as QoS require extension of this generic framework to incorporate
policy-discipline specific details, e.g., QPIM [114]. This effort is best justified
when the target network devices are IETF policy architecture compliant (so for
instance, the devices can directly retrieve their policies from the PR). But, our
target SCADA networks often include legacy devices that may not adhere to the
IETF policy architecture. In such circumstances, additional functionality is re-
quired from the core PCIM components to distribute policies to network devices
(e.g., to configure the device-level policies using a command line interface) [126].

So, we employ the general concept of PDN for security management; i.e., we
leverage policies to alter network-security functionality without explicitly chang-
ing implementation details within network devices, but we build our own imple-
mentation of these concepts: ForestFirewalls. There are similarities in the func-
tional components of ForestFirewalls to those in the PCIM model (for instance,
we employ a simple Console-based user interface for policy administration and
include policy transformation logic within it). But, we do not strictly adhere to
the PCIM model in designing our policy specification framework and concentrate
here instead on the more important end goal: reliable configuration of SCADA
firewalls.

5.2.2 A modular approach
This section describes our system in more detail. We described in Section 5.1 how
a useful network policy specification framework must cater for management-level
policy makers as well as competent programmers. Policy makers need to define
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Figure 5.1: Modular policy specification.

high-level policies to meet business goals. Programmers may wish to extend the
framework to add more features. A modular approach (Figure 5.1) supports both
cases.

Policy definition high-level language: This component is designed primarily for
non-expert users to define services and security policies. It uses a modular library
of services and security policies in conjunction with a simple language. The lan-
guage is based on the application whitelisting model discussed in Chapter 4. The
service library consists of Internet Assigned Numbers Authority (IANA) well-
known services and the policy library contains common SCADA best-practice
security policies, all easily extensible by a non-expert user.

We primarily support network-layer firewall policies in the initial version of
ForestFirewalls. These policies enable control of legitimate access to network
applications and establish a strong security baseline. This baseline could be ex-
tended later to support policies for filtering traffic at higher layers (e.g., at the
application layer) to for instance, distinguish between allowed and prohibited use
of these applications.

In addition to security policies, the ForestFirewalls language also supports
specification of high-level reporting policies.

Class library module: This is an Intermediate Language (IL) dedicated to expert
Programmers. The Class library features an Object Oriented Programming (OOP)
based and well-defined object hierarchy that consists of rules for constructing TCP
and UDP based services. The respective classes handle the detailed checking of
object specific attributes (e.g., TCP/UDP port numbers are between 0-65535).

A direct mapping between the grammar rules and the Classes makes the library
easily extensible, but it is only intended that expert protocol engineers will extend
this. Most operators will use the higher layer.

Language grammar: This component is dedicated for the designers of Forest-
Firewalls. It consists of Backus-Naur Form (BNF) rules that control our language
semantics. The grammar includes basic checking such as argument length and null
checks, but delegates detailed checking to the class library module. The language
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is static and can only be altered by us; the language designers. This preserves the
original objectives of a high-level abstraction that is intended to change slowly.

The overall architecture leads to a vendor and device neutral policy-specification
framework. The system suits naive users, but the framework is easily extensible
to cater for new network applications and protocols.

5.2.3 Verification tiers
The verifiability requirements discussed in Subsection 5.1.1 must be met by the
design in a modular, systematic manner. ForestFirewalls uses multiple verification
stages to achieve this goal (Figure 5.2).

Upper verification tier: the framework initially checks a specified firewall pol-
icy for correctness. So, it automates policy consistency checks (i.e., we consider
only redundancies here because conflicts are removed by design). Formal model
checking tools such as Alloy can increase the accuracy of detecting these incon-
sistencies. ForestFirewalls automatically constructs tests in Alloy [60].

This verification stage also involves checking a policy for compliance with
industry best practices [21, 117]. These automated compliance tests are critical
in SCADA networks where more restrictive practices are required to minimise
their vulnerability to cyber threats. The verification stage also checks the policy
is feasible for the target network and technology.

Middle verification tier: the second verification stage primarily involves debug-
ging configuration problems prior to deployment. Network emulation offers a
cost effective way to test configurations [70]. For instance, the Netkit open source
software package [91] provides an emulation platform with virtual devices and in-
terconnections via User Mode Linux (UML). Pathological traffic tests, automated
together with Netkit emulations, can help verify that the generated configurations
produce the expected outcome prior to deployment. ForestFirewalls creates such
emulations and allow them to be deployed through its command line.

Lower verification tier: the final stage guarantees that the real firewalls operate as
intended, post deployment. The automated tests can be extended from emulations
to the real network, to generate live-traffic and reveal unexpected configuration
behaviour in the real firewalls.

5.3 Design outcomes
Details of the language syntax and semantics will be discussed in Chapter 6, but
we want to briefly summarise how our design decisions meet our requirements.

Several outcomes stem from our design. For instance, building our high-
level policy specification on the refined Zone-Conduit model derived in Chapter 3
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Figure 5.2: Policy verification tiers.

means the specifiable policies are decoupled from the network-implementation,
allowing us to maintain a single network-wide policy (i.e., source of truth) to eas-
ily assess who gets in and who doesn’t. Decoupling also helps to keep the syntax
and semantics of the high-level language intuitively simple for non-expert users.

For another instance, the explicit, application-whitelisting model adopted by
ForestFirewalls renders the rule order irrelevant, so, policy makers need not con-
sider the order when adding or removing policy rules. By being explicit, we also
prevent services being accidentally enabled implicitly, enforcing the secure-by-
design doctrine.

ForestFirewalls policies are also mapped to the conduits in the network using
the formal semantics derived in Chapter 4. Since a conduit can be implemented by
one or more network-firewalls; the high-level language allows to define,validate
and debug policy for a group of firewalls at once, enabling it to scale at lower cost.

The modular design of ForestFirewalls also helps to dedicate the use of the
high-level language, the Class library and the language grammar to users with
varying levels of technical expertise. The design minimises the duplication of
functionality across these layers, enabling easy maintenance and checking.

In addition, our use of multiple verification tiers allows us to proactively ver-
ify correct security outcome from the firewall(s) up to and including our system.
For instance, the best-practice policies built into our high-level language enable
policy compliance checks and the Class library supports checking for policy in-
consistencies. Such proactive measures however, may sometimes be inadequate
against some cyber attacks (e.g., zero-day vulnerability attacks), prompting for
more reactive measures such as a disaster recovery plan.

Many of the design principles we adopt in ForestFirewalls favour simplifica-
tion, but it primarily stems from centralisation and the use of security abstractions.
Centralisation allows network-wide firewall configurations to be specified at a sin-
gle point (i.e., a single source of truth) and security abstractions allow policy to
be defined using a language closer to an organisation’s business needs rather than
a specific technology needed to deploy it.
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5.4 Conclusions
Developing a reliable and efficient firewall policy specification isn’t easy; only
adhering to coherent design principles and requirements will make such a policy
specification pragmatic. Existing firewall policy languages fail to apply such prin-
ciples and requirements consistently and produce complex, uncoordinated firewall
features that lead to the broken-by-design network-security found in practice.

We addressed these shortfalls here in our design of ForestFirewalls: a high-
level firewall policy specification language that is built on mathematical founda-
tions. The formal semantics enable verifiability: a property that is fundamental
to making the system transparent, easily debuggable and providing administrators
assurance of expected security outcome. Our application of coherent concepts
and relationships throughout the design of ForestFirewalls enforce conceptual in-
tegrity. As we will see in the next chapter, this leads to a set of simple, coordinated
policy specification features that is easy for users to administer correctly. We will
also realise our design into a software prototype in the next chapter and apply it
to the real SCADA case studies from Chapter 3 to demonstrate its use.
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ForestFirewalls Implementation

In the previous chapter, we described the design of our high-level firewall policy
specification language: ForestFirewalls. We applied coherent design principles to
the problem and considered the key underlying requirements of a security policy
specification. We now describe the realisation of this design in a software proto-
type that supports simple, coordinated policy specification features that are easy
to administer correctly.

6.1 System Overview
We start by describing the implementation of our policy framework as depicted
in Figure 6.1. A summary of each system component is outlined below. We will
describe the details of these components later in the Chapter.
High-level security policy: The topology-independent policy input file created
using ForestFirewalls. See Section 6.2 for details.
Compile to intermediate-level (IL) policy: Parses the high-level policy into an
intermediate format for checking.
Network topology: The input network topology described in the XML-based
graph file format GraphML [48]. The file contains information of all relevant
devices of the underlying network and their interconnections.
Generate network-level, vendor-neutral policy: Couples the security policy with
network details to create a network specific, but still device-independent specifi-
cation. See Section 6.3.
Verify IL policy against best-practices, via Alloy: Formally checks an Interme-
diate Level (IL) policy for SCADA best-practice violations and for correctness.
Best-practice checks employ the mathematical semantics developed in Chapter 4
while a model checker, Alloy [60], finds anomalies within the policy. See Sec-
tion 6.4.

123
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Figure 6.1: Firewall auto-configuration process.

Verify network-level policy via Alloy: Formally checks network-level policy for
correctness via Alloy [60]. See Section 6.4.

Device templates: A vendor and device-specific meta-configuration repository
that supports layer 3 and higher firewall models (currently it supports User Mode
Linux (UML) IP-Tables, Cisco ASA5505 models, and can be extended with ease).

Generate device-level configurations: The rendering of device-specific configu-
rations for firewalls using the network-level policy and the device templates.
Verify via emulations: Device configurations are pushed to an emulated network
for pre-deployment testing. Test scripts are auto-executed in this network, to gen-
erate pathological traffic and validate configurations. See Subsection 6.4.4.

Real network: Device-specific configurations are pushed to hardware in a real
network. At present this is conducted manually, but we intend to automate it.
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Verify via real traffic tests: Automated tests are created for the real-network, gen-
erating real-traffic, to verify post-deployment behaviour of firewall configurations.
See Subsection 6.4.4.

ForestFirewalls is a Policy Defined Networking (PDN) solution. So, the primary
task of its users is to author declarative and technology independent firewall poli-
cies using its policy language. Therefore, we begin our detailed description of the
system implementation by outlining the policy language first.

6.2 ForestFirewalls high-level language
The ForestFirewalls specification language allows a user to instantiate a high-
level firewall policy. Below is the definition (a complete example can be found in
Chapter 7).

ForestFirewalls’ parser is currently implemented in Python and Ply (a lex
and yacc implementation for Python). It translates a ForestFirewalls specification
(i.e., a .policyml file) into its Intermediate Level (IL) representation using object
definitions from the underlying class library, also implemented in Python.

6.2.1 Service and Service-group description
A service is defined using the syntax

service <service-name> { protocol=<protocol-base>;
<protocol-attributes-list>; }

For example, a custom implementation of HTTP, based on the above service
description format is given by

service custom_http { protocol=tcp;
tcp.dest_port=8080;
comment=‘‘Internal Web’’; }

All unspecified attribute values have defaults assigned, for instance, here
tcp.source_port=1024-65535 is implicit. The language supports a modular
library of services that comprise of IANA well known ports (i.e., iana_services)
and is easily extensible.

Service specific comments are enabled via the comment field. This type of
self-documenting code allows commentary in the lower tiers to be auto-generated.
The aim is to help document network and device level firewall rules to avoid the
common problems, e.g., rules that cannot be deleted because no one remembers
why they exist.
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ForestFirewalls prohibits the description of generic services such as all-TCP
or all-IP for several reasons. For one, our SCADA case studies in Chapter 3 reveal
that users exploit generic rules where possible for convenience, such as allowing
all-IP traffic just to enable EIGRP traffic. Doing so, leads to invisible breaks in
firewall security because far more services than necessary are thus admitted.

For another reason, such broad services don’t contribute towards forming well-
defined security policies. They decrease transparency; i.e., they cloud the ability
to precisely understand the type of cyber threats a network is being protected from.

We do allow a service-group to bundle services and other service-groups (i.e.,
nesting is allowed), to enable concise and clear specification of rules, e.g.,

service_group <group-name>{<service-or-group-list>}

A service-group is essentially a set of service objects. ForestFirewalls
supports the standard set operations: union (,), intersection (ˆ) and difference (\),
so, new service groups can be constructed by applying these operators on existing
service groups.

Service-groups provide a level of indirection, so application protocols used
to achieve network functionality (e.g., Web services) can conveniently change
without needing policy alterations.

The following snippet defines a service-group containing various example
Web services

service_group Web { http, https, dns }

We will note that some checks are applied to the construction of groups, e.g.,
to avoid redundancy.

Multi-channel service description

Some services use a fixed control channel and a dynamically agreed data channel
to transfer bulk data. An example is FTP which uses TCP port 21 for its control
channel and data channels that use dynamic TCP ports (i.e., port numbers 1024-
65535). Firewalls enabling these services need to parse the underlying application
layer protocol to open the ports that were negotiated on the fly. But, allowing
dynamically negotiated inbound connections can increase the vulnerability of a
network behind a firewall. So, in the case of FTP, industry recommends enabling
passive mode FTP instead [21, 117], which uses TCP ports within a pre-defined
range for its data channel (an example is shown below). Inbound connections to
this port range can then be enabled by a firewall policy in advance.

Vendors also often pre-define these services with special syntactic constructs
to control them (e.g., ftp in Cisco PIX and ASA firewalls [30]). But, in ForestFire-
walls we ignore these special vendor constructs and simply define multi-channel
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services using regular port numbers. We do so, because vendor implementations
of these special constructs do not always comply with industry best practices and
are not portable. For example, we specify passive-mode FTP as follows:

// passive-mode FTP data channel
service ftp_data { protocol=tcp;

tcp.dest_port=24500-24600; }

// FTP using standard control channel and
// passive-mode data channel
service_group ftp { iana_services.ftp_control, ftp_data }

Connection-like UDP or ICMP services

Connection-less protocols such as UDP and ICMP can also be used in applica-
tions with connection-like semantics. For instance, consider the Ping program.
Sending a ping from host X to host Y causes icmp-echo-request packets to be
sent from X to Y. In response, icmp-echo-reply packets are returned from Y to X.
ForestFirewalls automatically generates and incorporates supplementary rules for
these known special cases as necessary, to simplify configuration of such services.

6.2.2 Zone and Zone-group description
The following syntax allows a ForestFirewalls user to specify the Zone-Conduit
graph on which the high-level policy is based upon. This graph is the network-
security model perceived by the policy author.

load_zone_conduit_model ‘‘<full-path-of-zone-conduit-graph-file>"

A zone in ForestFirewalls is then a label that matches a node label in this input
Zone-Conduit graph.

A zone-group bundles a set of zones or other zone-groups and is defined
using the syntax

zone_group <group-name> {<zone-or-group-list>}

A zone-group (ZG) is a set of zones. So, if Ω = {all zones in the network},
then ZG ⊂ Ω. When a service-flow is enabled to/from a zone-group, each zone
in the group inherits the same ability; i.e., the same service flow is conveniently
enabled for each zone.

Multiple zone-group declarations are automatically checked for duplicates to
minimise code redundancy. The snippet below describes an example zone-group;
three_zones, which is made up of three zones.
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zone_group three_zones {corp_zone, scada_zone, dmz}

We can see that our high-level policy is easily adapted to incorporate new zone
additions to a network. The updated policy can be quickly re-implemented on the
network to protect the new zones. We also allow similar syntax and set operators
as for defining groups of services.

6.2.3 Policy-rule description

A high-level security policy rule is defined using an operator to direct the inter-
zone flow explicitly, as per below. The application whitelisting model we adopt
makes the rule-order irrelevant and the required operators simple; the operators
must enable unidirectional and bidirectional flows. The end-zones defined by
zone-or-group-name have traffic flow of type service-or-group-name en-
abled. Permitting service flows at a zone-level (rather than a host-level) keeps
the policy rules user friendly and concise.

policy_rule <rule-name> { <first-zone-or-group-name> operator
<second-zone-or-group-name> :
<service-or-group-name> }

where operator == ‘->’ or ‘<->’.

For example, the following policy allows Web traffic (see service group defini-
tion) from the enterprise network to the DMZ.

policy_rule corp_web_rule {Corp_zone -> DMZ : Web}

Formally, the above description can be represented as a policy rule qa
m with

accept packet set A = {s ∈ A | s≺ m} where predicate m is given by

m = (s.hdr.source address in Corp zone ∧
s.hdr.dest address in DMZ ∧
s.hdr.service ==Web).

The policy specification in ForestFirewalls is network implementation indepen-
dent because the policies are specified against an abstract-network model (i.e.,
Zone-Conduit model) and not a concrete network instance. The decoupling al-
lows network architects and business managers to decide on what flows are per-
mitted and not be concerned with how to implement the policy on a target network.
Users have a much reduced configuration burden, as they can be oblivious to the
different firewall architectures employed within networks and the diverse network
sizes.
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6.2.4 Policy description
We define a rule_group to hold one or more security-policy rules as per below.
The semantics of the policy rules are order-independent; so, a rule_group is es-
sentially a set of policy_rule objects. New rule groups can be constructed by
applying set operators on existing rule groups. All services that are not explicitly
enabled by the set of policy rules are denied by the implicit deny-all rule associ-
ated with a rule_group.

rule_group security_policy {<rule1>, <rule2>, ... }

Likewise, a reporting_rule defines a firewall reporting policy (we will dis-
cuss reporting policies in detail in Chapter 8):

reporting_rule reporting_policy {<attributes-list>}

A global policy object (i.e., single source of truth) then encapsulates a secu-
rity policy with a reporting policy to ensure firewall security is monitored as soon
as traffic flow is enabled. The modular approach allows reuse of both types of
policies (which may come from a library), but couples them together in the final
specification.

policy <policy-name> { security_policy,
reporting_policy }

We will illustrate via a concrete example, later in Chapter 7 how this global
policy is easily human comprehensible. Its security policy component is a com-
position of conflict-free high-level policy rules. The reporting policy component
consists of high-level attributes (e.g., reporting use case) and attribute values. Both
components describe exactly what they aim to achieve allowing them to be easily
understood. The increased human-comprehensibility makes troubleshooting and
maintaining policies relatively straightforward. Of course there is a requirement
for users to use standard coding practices, e.g., good names for groups, but ease
of use facilitates this behaviour.

6.2.5 Topology description and mapping policy to topology
ForestFirewalls does not require users to describe the details of the target net-
work topology or map policy onto the target network explicitly through the policy
specification. As we described earlier, the topology is provided via a separate
GraphML file. The Zone-Conduit abstraction and the algebras developed in Sec-
tion 4.4 perform the mapping of policy to topology transparently underneath.
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6.2.6 ForestFirewalls library file imports
In large industrial control plants, multiple policy sub-domains exist that set their
own policies to be applied to the network components they own or manage. Names-
pace importation facilitates such distributed policy management and simplifies
reuse of policy. For instance, we can imagine the ISA creating a best practice
ruleset for SCADA as a baseline for new installations.

Non-expert programmers may, however, be unfamiliar with the use of a com-
plex namespace library with many features. We developed a namespace hierarchy
that is simple, yet provides rich features for managing and reusing namespaces.
ForestFirewalls’ namespace hierarchy consists of generic library definitions for
all users with additional support for custom namespace creation. This allows one
to compose distributed policies into a coherent policy set, free of inconsistencies.

It’s worth mentioning here that in practice, administrators sometimes disable fil-
tering rules on the trusted ‘inside’ firewall interfaces to save CPU resources. But
doing so enables all-IP traffic to go through the firewall by default, which is not
intended by the high-level policy. This leads to invisible breaks, which makes it
impossible to know why traffic filtering does not function as expected in a net-
work. Moreover, if a policy specification allows implemented policy to mismatch
that intended, how can it provide assurance of the protection provided by the secu-
rity policies for a network? A specification that permits disabling of firewall rule
generation for selected firewalls or firewall interfaces is hence broken-by-design.
ForestFirewalls prohibits doing so, and is rigorous in ensuring that every flow
enabled in the network matches explicit high-level policy intent.

Once a high-level policy has been authored in ForestFirewalls and provided as
input (as a .policyml file), the policy framework refines it first to network-level
and then to device-level (i.e., firewall-level). We outline next, the details of this
policy refinement process.

6.3 Policy refinement
A ForestFirewalls policy is first compiled to an Intermediate Level (IL) language
and checked for correctness: i.e., consistency and best-practice compliance. If
correct, the policy can then be implemented on a network instance, by re-coupling
the two. Re-coupling essentially involves mapping the zones in the high-level pol-
icy to hosts and/or subnets in the network implementation. The resultant network-
level ACL rules are vendor and device neutral. This generic format enables easy
checking of ACL rules for inconsistencies such as redundancies.

Implementing policy on a network instance is conducted via a Console-based
User Interface (UI), which applies the policy transformation logic outlined below.
This UI is analogous to the PAP of the PCIM model discussed in Subsection 5.2.1.
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(i) Zone-Conduit model construction: ForestFirewalls first builds a Zone-Firewall
model, containing the disjoint zones and their firewall interconnections from the
input network topology. Additional Firewall-Zones, Abstract-Zones and Carrier-
Zones are added to the model as required.

Next, the conduits are automatically defined to create the Zone-Conduit model
of the input network. In doing so, ForestFirewalls generates a mapping between
each zone and its IP address range. Each IP range is described by the smallest
number of CIDR blocks that exactly cover it, to keep the rule base compact.

This real Zone-Conduit model may not always match that perceived by the
high-level policy creator. So, the real model is checked against the perceived
Zone-Conduit model provided through the high-level specification. If mismatched,
an error is reported indicating incompatibility.

(ii) High-level policy rule translation: We created an implicit mapping between
each zone and its host/subnet composition in step (i) above. The mapping read-
ily translates the high-level policy to network-level. The source and destination
zone of each high-level rule can be substituted with the corresponding IP address
range(s) using this mapping. The network-policy equivalent is the cross product
of the IP address range(s), the original rule operator and service description.

Multicast rules may also be required for the correct operation of certain pro-
tocols. For instance, when the user specifies OSPF as a dynamic routing protocol,
multicast rules are required to enable neighbour relationships to correctly form
within a single OSPF area [82]. Likewise, stateful protocols such as TCP re-
quire return path rules in addition to the forward path rules for correct operation.
ForestFirewalls handles these requirements automatically and generates and in-
corporates any supplementary rules as necessary. This avoids the problem that
low-level policy implementations have to know detailed policy syntax.

(iii) Mapping high-level policy to network firewalls: The system next employs
the policy-to-firewall mapping algebras developed in Section 4.4 to map the high-
level Zone-Conduit policies to the network firewalls. These algebras automati-
cally eliminate firewall paths that are deemed invalid. For instance, a valid path
does not allow traffic to transit a Firewall-Zone. A Firewall-Zone only enables
traffic flow to and from a firewall but cannot forward traffic.

Our high-level policy can incorporate new zone additions to a network with
ease. The policy-mapping algebras then allow the updated policy to be swiftly
re-implemented on the network to protect the new zones.

(iv) Firewall-configuration generation: ForestFirewalls automatically renders
the device-specific configurations from the network-level policy, using vendor and
device-specific Mako templates. Mako is a template library written in Python [75]
that enables fast and easy integration into ForestFirewalls. Mako templates have
been used to generate virtual-machine configurations for emulated networks [70].
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In our initial version of ForestFirewalls, the vendor and device-specific meta-
configurations repository containing these templates supports UML IP-Tables and
Cisco ASA5505 firewall models. But, this repository is easily extensible.
We describe next our implementation of the policy verification steps in Figure 6.1.
Collectively, these steps constitute our tiered verification design in Chapter 5 and
increase the overall transparency of the policy specification (so users can know if
their policies will work or not).

6.4 Verification
ForestFirewalls starts by checking the IL policy for correctness. Incorrect policies
can stem from redundancies and conflicts. But, our system only supports positive
permissions. So, conflicts are removed by design. Redundancies are still possible,
so we check for these as per below.

6.4.1 Redundant-rule detection
We use a model checker: Alloy [60], to find redundancies in the IL policy. Formal
model checking is generally complex, so Alloy aims to find counter-examples to
illustrate problems. In essence Alloy is a refuter [60] not a prover. But, its ability
to analyse a model, even within finite bounds, makes it very useful [60].

A partial snippet of the Alloy specification (i.e., .als) file auto-generated by
ForestFirewalls for an IL policy is shown in Listing 6.1. It depicts a formal model
with three signatures: Service, PolicyRule and SecurityPolicy. In our cur-
rent model, a Service has the basic members: ip_protocol, source_port,
dest_port and icmp_type. Of these members, only ip_protocol is manda-
tory.

A PolicyRule has four members: zone1 and zone2 to capture the zone
names, an operator and a single service element. The global constraints are
partially shown (lines 17–26), requiring the universal set (Univ) of PolicyRule
to comprise exclusively of rules in the policy. The universal set of Service must
also comprise of PolicyRule services.

Predicates can determine if two given rules or services overlap (not shown).
Service overlaps are found by computing their intersection and testing if the
result has members. String type members (e.g., zone1, zone2) can be directly
compared. PolicyRule overlaps are checked in a similar fashion.

A ‘no rule overlaps’ assertion (also not shown) is used to locate distinct rules
with overlapping criteria. If found, a counter-example is returned, indicating
potential redundancies in the IL policy (and the high-level policy). Counter-
examples can be inspected through Alloy’s GUI to find the underlying cause(s).
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Listing 6.1: High-level policy verification framework using Alloy (partially
shown).

1 abstract sig Service {
2 ip protocol: some Int,

3 source port: set String,

4 dest port: set String,

5 icmp type: set Int }
6
7 abstract sig PolicyRule {
8 zone1: one String,

9 zone2: one String,

10 operator: some Int,

11 service: one Service }
12
13 // Policy definition

14 one sig SecurityPolicy { rules: some PolicyRule }
15
16 // List of global constraints

17 fact {
18
19 // All defined rules are in the policy to check

20 all r: PolicyRule | r in SecurityPolicy.rules

21
22 // Policy rules make up universe of PolicyRule

23 SecurityPolicy.rules = PolicyRule

24
25 // A service belongs to at least one PolicyRule

26 all s: Service | some r: PolicyRule | s in r.service }

At the moment, Alloy is itself run manually and output counter-examples help
debug data. We do not auto-correct rules as this requires human discretion.

When overlaps are absent in the IL policy, there must also be none in network-
level policy. But we cannot simply ‘trust’ our system to always consistently gener-
ate network-level policy. So, we re-check the generated policy for overlaps using
Alloy and verify the fact.

The network-policy equivalent Alloy export is similar to the IL export, but
has the source and destination zone names replaced with IP address ranges in
an ACLRule. The Service signature also has members depicting protocol state.
Again, we use an assertion to check for ACLRule overlaps. We will demonstrate
the use of this redundancy checking framework via an example later in Chapter 7.
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(a) Four rules shown by (overlapping)
rectangles.

(b) Five rules giving an equivalent policy to (a).

(c) Horizontal partitions of polygon in (a) or (b).

Figure 6.2: Canonicalisation of distinct rule sets of the same policy. Rectangles
indicate the packets allowed by a particular rule.

In addition to redundant-rule checks, the IL policy verification step in Figure 6.1
also involves testing the policy for best-practice compliance to ensure semantic
correctness. We present next, our implementation of the policy-comparison alge-
bras developed in Chapter 4 to test compliance.

6.4.2 Best-practice compliance
A given policy semantic can be constructed from multiple distinct rule sets. We
defined in Chapter 4, a canonicalisation mapping c : Φ→ Θ to compare policies
efficiently. Here, Θ is the canonical space of policies and all equivalent policies
of Φ map to a singleton.

Identical policy semantics imply that the rule sets allow the same set of ser-
vices between them. Figures 6.2(a) and 6.2(b) illustrate the ideas based on TCP
port filtering of single packets. Each rectangle indicates the allowed packets of a
single rule. Combined, the rules cover the same set of allowed packets.

We can dissect the polygon formed in our example policy in Figure 6.2 (a)
or (b) into horizontal partitions (Figure 6.2(c)), using a Rectilinear-Polygon to
Rectangle conversion algorithm [47]. Each partition is chosen to guarantee its
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uniqueness in a provable manner. Canonical policy elements are derived by trans-
lating each partition back to a rule and ordering the resulting rule-set uniquely in
increasing IP protocol number and source and destination port numbers.

Our algorithm to perform this partitioning is designed to be fast, rather than
providing a guaranteed minimal partition. The result is a deterministic, ordered
set of non-overlapping rules.

We test the best-practice compliance of a ForestFirewalls specified policy us-
ing their canonicalised policy forms and the inclusion and incorporation seman-
tics defined in Subsection 4.3.2. The algorithms that implement these semantics
are described below.

We denote the recommended policy by R P = (G2,P2) and the policy we
check by P1 = (G1,P1).

Check whether P1 ⊂ R P : For inclusion, we first derive the semantic parti-
tions SP1 = {e1,e2, ...,em} and SP2 = {e′1,e′2, ...,e′t} with equivalence class sizes
given by {c1,c2, ...,cm} and {c′1,c′2, ...,c′t} respectively. Our algorithm then checks
SP1 ⊂ SP2 as per Subsection 4.3.2.

If P1 is included, we then determine the feasible mappings between the two
semantic partitions. So, our algorithm finds inclusive policy mappings and equiv-
alences. Table 6.1 captures this setting and illustrates the process by considering
example mappings between SP1 and SP2 as shown. The set of all feasible map-
pings between these partitions are given by {M1,M2, ...,Mm}.

We determine the cardinality of each Mi’s in the table, by taking equal number
of elements from the corresponding classes and then considering all permutations.
For instance,

|M1|= (c1)!×
(

c′1 + c′2
c1

)
, (6.1)

where we know that c′1 + c′2 ≥ c1 in order for the cardinality constraints to be
satisfied. More generally

|Mi|= (ci)!×
(

c′′i
ci

)
, (6.2)

where c′′i ≥ ci is the total size of all matching classes.
All Feasible Mappings (FM) between P1 and R P stem from the cross product

of the class-level mappings in Table 6.1; i.e.,

FM = M1×M2× . . .×Mm. (6.3)

We then derive the line digraphs: L(G1) and L(G2), of the Zone-Conduit
models of P1 and RP. We construct the adjacency matrices A1, A2 of these line
digraphs for each mapping in FM in (6.3). If there exists a mapping for which
A1 = A2, then P1 ⊂ R P .
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Table 6.1: Illustration of the policy inclusion process using example inclusive
equivalence-classes of two semantic partitions SP1 and SP2. The first line of the
table for instance, implies that e1 ⊂ e′1 and e1 ⊂ e′2.

SP1
class

class
size

included in
SP2 class(es)

total size of
SP2 class(es)

mappings-
set

e1 c1 e′1,e
′
2 c′1 + c′2 M1

e2 c2 e′2 c′2 M2
...

...
...

...
...

em cm e′1,e
′
3,e
′
t c′1 + c′3 + c′t Mm

The time complexities of the algorithm components are given in Table 6.2.
The dominant component of the algorithm in the worst case is the evaluation of
FM, with time complexity O(∏m

i=1 c′′i !). In the worst case this is no better than that
of an exhaustive algorithm (O(n!) [94]), but in the best case where the equivalence
classes are singular, then the algorithm performance is O(n2). We will describe in
Chapter 7 why, in real networks, this is the typical real performance.

Check whether P1 ≡ R P (G1): For strict incorporation, the node-count (NC)
and edge-count (EC) must be such that (NCG2 > NCG1 and ECG2 ≥ ECG1) OR
(NCG2 = NCG1 and ECG2 > ECG1). We first check these conditions.

We derive SP1 and SP2 and check if every SP1 class has an equivalent SP2 class
(with equal or higher class size). R P can strictly incorporate P1, only if this re-
quirement is met. We then generate the FM by examining all of the permutations
of policies within equivalent partitions. For each feasible mapping in the set FM,
we construct and check their adjacency matrices for a match.

Check whether P1 ⊂ R P (G1): For partial incorporation, we follow the approach
of strict incorporation, but test if SP1 ⊂ SP2 instead of testing for equivalence. We
perform this test by determining the feasible mappings between the two semantic
partitions as per the approach in Table 6.1 and construct FM. Finally; we deter-
mine the adjacency matrices for each mapping in FM and check for a match. If a
match is found, then P1 ⊂ R P (G1).

The strict- and partial-incorporation algorithms have the same time complexity
of that in inclusion above, with similar best and worst-case values.

We will use these inclusion and incorporation algorithms later, to automate the
best-practice compliance checks of our case studies discussed in Chapter 3.

As a consequence of these compliance tests, firewall-management policies in
ForestFirewalls are restricted to the industry recommended (secure) protocols.
Our system also warns users when a SCADA firewall is attempted to be man-
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Table 6.2: Time complexity of the semantic-partitioning algorithm components
used to check policy inclusion.

algorithm component time com-
plexity

comments

cannonicalise policy O(n) n = # of flow-policies
derive semantic partitions O(n2) n = # of flow-policies
construct line digraph O(n2) n = # of flow-policies
check partitions are inclusive O(mt) m, t = semantic-partition sizes
evaluate mappings in FM O(∏m

i=1 c′′i !) c′′i = total size of matching classes

aged from a non-SCADA domain. By placing the firewall interfaces in a separate
Firewall-Zone on their own, our system automatically conceals the firewall from
all hosts except those with explicit firewall-management privileges. Collectively,
these steps enforce the secure firewall management best-practices of [21, 117].
Supplementary to best-practice compliance tests, it is also necessary to verify that
the policy refinement steps in Figure 6.1 are provably-correct. Our policy-to-
firewall mapping algebras developed in Chapter 4 help achieve this objective. In
the next section, we describe the algorithm that implements these algebras.

6.4.3 Mapping policy to network-firewalls correctly
ForestFirewalls uses the right iteration algorithm described in Chapter 4 to calcu-
late a matrix A∗ that contains the valid policy-to-firewall mappings. We describe
below how (i) the various input matrices of this algorithm are constructed; and (ii)
how the right-iteration algorithm itself is implemented.
(i) Zone-transitivity matrix and adjacency matrix construction: The zone tran-
sitivity capabilities can be provided through the high-level specification. When
the high-level policy is refined to an IL policy, these capabilities are collated to
construct the n× n zone-transitivity matrix T (n is the number of zones in the
network). The implicit mappings created between the primary conduits and their
firewall compositions (Section 6.3) are used to construct the adjacency matrix A.
(ii) A∗ calculation: Algorithm 3 shows our right-iteration algorithm implementa-
tion. A centralised implementation is considered (given typically low n), but, it
can also be distributed across multiple nodes performing parallel computations.

We can see that Algorithm 3 has time complexity O(n4) (the operations in
lines 8, 10, 12-15 and 20 introduce a fixed computational cost). The space com-
plexity of this algorithm is also O(n4). These complexity values suggest that the
algorithm performance decreases as the number of zones in the network (n) in-
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Algorithm 3 Right-iteration algorithm to compute A∗. The additive and multi-
plicative operators of Semiring S are ∪, · (Section 4.4.3). The additive and multi-
plicative identities of S are 0̂, 1̂. The multiplicative-identity matrix and the zone-
transitivity matrix are I and T . The set of zones in the network is Z.

1: procedure RIGHTITERATION((∪, ·, 0̂, 1̂,A))
2: R0← I // a n×n identity matrix
3: k← 1
4: while k ≤ |Z|−1 do
5: for each i ∈ Z do
6: for each j ∈ Z do
7: if i=j then
8: Rk+1(i, j)← I(i, j)
9: else

10: Rk+1(i, j)← 0̂
11: for each q ∈ Z do
12: s← Rk(i,q) ·T (q, j)
13: Rk+1(i, j)← Rk+1(i, j)∪ s
14: Rk+1(i, j)← Rk+1(i, j)∪ I(i,q)
15: Rk+1(i, j)← Rk+1(i, j) ·A(q, j)
16: end for
17: end if
18: end for
19: end for
20: k← k+1
21: end while

creases. Specifying policy per individual host (i.e., allowing a large n) in general,
makes policy mapping very inefficient, but it does so particularly, in the context
of this algorithm. It proves more efficient to create network-groups, for instance,
by subnet and specify policy between them; so, a reasonably low value can be
maintained for n.

In calculating A∗, we considered all valid paths between each pair of zones
(hence time complexity of O(n4)). The decision allows us to permit or block traffic
along all possible communication paths between two zones, providing redundancy
and defence-in-depth in the network. We also map policy uniformly to every
firewall along a single-path, to further boost defence-in-depth. These decisions
collectively create a robust defence against cyber attacks.

Later in this Chapter, we will employ Algorithm 3, to precisely deploy the
high-level policies of our case studies in Chapter 3 to their underlying networks.
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The device-configuration verification steps in Figure 6.1, help us check that the
generated firewall configurations deliver the expected security outcome pre- and
post-deployment. The implementation of these steps involve network emulations
and traffic-based tests, which we will describe next.

6.4.4 Automated testing
We use a network emulator – Netkit – for our pre-deployment testing of the gen-
erated device configurations. The emulator is open source and enables virtual
devices and interconnections using User Mode Linux (UML) [91]. AutoNetkit is
a tool designed to automate emulated network experimentation via Netkit [70].
We have extended AutoNetkit, to include firewalls, to generate our emulations.

Our Autonetkit extensions allow users to specify the location of the firewalls
in the input network graph of their target network. These extensions currently
support Cisco ASA 5505 and UML IP-Tables firewalls to cater for the initial
ForestFirewalls prototype. Methods have also been added to the Autonetkit API
to allow setup of ACL rulesets within these firewalls. The API extensions also
facilitate setup of test sets; i.e., test sources and sinks in the network to match the
input policy.

Our extensions particularly make it easier to use Autonetkit with ForestFire-
walls. These extensions can be used stand-alone to generate firewall emulations,
but doing so, would require more effort than to have it seamlessly driven by Forest-
Firewalls. For instance, it is necessary to verify that firewall ACL rulesets are
consistent and best-practice compliant prior to deploying them to an emulated
network. ForestFirewalls fulfils this pre-requisite automatically.

When the emulated network is run, tests specific to the input policy create
pathological traffic to verify expected firewall configuration behaviour. Forest-
Firewalls uses Expect – a UNIX scripting and testing utility – to generate these
test-scripts. Expect enables automated interactions with programs that expose a
text terminal interface [72]. The scripts run sequentially, with independent out-
comes.

The test scripts verify that the permit rules in a policy work correctly (referred
to as positive vetting). A permit rule fails if its observed behaviour is different
from that anticipated. We can use a result function R, to track what rules fail. For
a permit rule qa

m with accept packet set A = {s ∈ A | s ≺ m} and a test-packet
sequence s1 ∈ A the result function is

R(qa
m,s1) =

{
0, if s1 fails for permit rule qa

m

1, if s1 succeeds for permit rule qa
m.

(6.4)

A failed permit rule means its corresponding test packets are not delivered to
the intended destination.
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In addition to positive vetting, we need to check that all other services not ex-
plicitly enabled are blocked. This negative vetting is conducted using exhaustive
port-scans employing nmap and tshark.

The same test-suite can be deployed to the real network, to generate live-traffic
and verify expected real-firewall behaviour. Re-use of the emulation test-suite is
possible because our test tools are industry standard and the test sets are already
(automatically) matched to the input policy prior to emulation.

6.5 Conclusions
Existing firewall policy languages do not help industrial engineers operating a crit-
ical infrastructure plant to reliably manage their firewalls from high-level require-
ments. We address this shortfall with ForestFirewalls: a high-level firewall policy
specification that is built on formal foundations, as described in this Chapter. Our
implementation of ForestFirewalls significantly reduces the firewall configuration
effort required and consistently generates correct firewall configurations.

In the next chapter, we apply ForestFirewalls to the real case studies in Chap-
ter 3, to demonstrate its ability to significantly reduce the firewall configuration
effort required in a SCADA network.
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Application to real case studies

We realised our design of ForestFirewalls in a software prototype in the previous
chapter. We now apply our implementation to the real SCADA case studies in
Chapter 3 to demonstrate that (i) our system reduces the firewall configuration
effort required by an order of magnitude; and (ii) that it always generates consis-
tent and industry best-practice compliant firewall configurations; and (iii) that our
implementation algorithms in ForestFirewalls are computationally feasible.

We begin with a concrete example, illustrating our methodology and the pro-
totype system. The example is based on SUC 1 discussed in Chapter 3- a real
SCADA case study employing the multi-firewall architecture shown in Figure 7.1.
We utilise here, a Cisco ASA 5505 firewall (R1) and two Linux IP-Tables firewalls
(R2, GW) instead of IOS routers as per the original case study. IOS images are
Cisco proprietary and obtaining them without a commercial contract is difficult.

A summary of the SUC 1 subnets is recaptured below

The Enterprise network (Corp): Allows business application and Internet access.
Demilitarised Zone (DMZ): Enables connectivity between R1 and R2. The dis-
tinct vendor firewalls provide defence in depth [21] by having different modes of
failure and firewall-software redundancy.
The SCADA network (SCADA): Enables networked access to plant equipment.
Corp and SCADA accommodated 2,046 and 65,534 hosts respectively. Corp hosts
management workstations, two Web servers, a FTP server, an Email server, a
syslog server, a SNMP server, a NTP server and a DNS server. SCADA has Oracle
database servers, management workstations and a Web server.

7.1 Policy goals

The high-level policy we consider is based on the SUC 1 policy described in Chap-
ter 3. We also incorporate several elements that were observed in the other SUC
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Figure 7.1: The SCADA network under study. Corp and SCADA are the enterprise
and SCADA subnets while the firewalls are R1, R2 and GW. Each firewall has
two interfaces, labelled with lower case names.

policies, to show how ForestFirewalls handles such specifications. In summary,
our policy has the following goals:

• Corp hosts can access the Oracle servers and the Web server in SCADA. These
Corp hosts can also Ping hosts in SCADA.
• SCADA hosts can access the Web, Email and DNS servers in Corp. These SCADA

hosts can also Ping hosts in Corp and perform file transfer with the Corp servers
using FTP. The SCADA hosted Web server can be accessed from the Internet.
• R1, R2 can be managed from Corp using HTTP, Telnet and SSH. R2 can be

managed from SCADA using SSH and Telnet. R1 can also be managed from R2
using SSH and Telnet.
• The Syslog server and the SNMP server located in Corp store firewall logs

and SNMP based firewall messages. Both R1 and R2 synchronise their system
times with the NTP server located in Corp.
• OSPF is enabled across the entire site.
• Firewall reporting is enabled for policy verification.

7.2 Network implementation
A partial snippet of the ForestFirewalls declarative policy implementing the above
security goals is depicted in Listing 7.1. This is the policy version prior to our sys-
tem validating its correctness. We will see later in Section 7.3 that ForestFirewalls
finds errors in this policy version prompting us to correct them.

At the beginning of the policy, the required library files containing the prede-
fined lists of IANA well known services are imported. Next, the Zone-Conduit
security model is supplied as a GraphML file (details of this model are shown
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in Figure 7.2). The zones in this model can be grouped as necessary within the
specification (line 9-14), to simplify policy authoring and increase readability. We
also define custom port-groups, services and service-groups as needed.

A passive mode FTP data service is enabled through the firewalls (lines 17–
18) as it’s the best-practice approach [21, 117]. Ping (ICMP) is also defined to
allow connectivity tests. High-level rules are defined to match the policy goals
listed earlier (lines 27-32 depict these partially). We can see that these rules are
easy to map to the human written security policy in Section 7.1, i.e., the policy
rules are transparent.

A rule-group object is used to hold all the security-policy rules (lines 33-34).
We also define a reporting_rule to specify our reporting policy for verification
(lines 37-43) (reporting policy will be discussed in detail in Chapter 8). Finally,
both security policy and reporting policy are encapsulated within a global policy
object (line 46).

7.3 Procedure and Results
Upon checking the IL policy for best-practice compliance, ForestFirewalls com-
piler located several significant violations. For one, direct communication was
enabled between SCADA and the Internet. For another, potentially unsafe HTTP,
DNS and FTP traffic was enabled inbound to SCADA. The compiler also warned of
the direct traffic transition enabled between SCADA and Corp.

ForestFirewalls also flagged the use of insecure Telnet and HTTP protocols for
firewall management. Moreover, our system warned that the SCADA firewalls: R1
and R2, were both managed from Corp; i.e., a non-SCADA domain.

We next proceeded to rectify these shortfalls flagged in the high-level policy.
For instance, we removed line 32 in Listing 7.1, to prohibit direct communica-
tion between SCADA and the Internet. Similar actions were taken until all issues
pertaining to non-compliance were resolved.

Once the policy is best-practice compliant, ForestFirewalls generates an Al-
loy export corresponding to the IL policy for verification (see Listing 6.1 earlier).
Our checking of the ‘no rule overlaps’ assertion (not shown) returns a counter-
example, indicating potential redundancies in the specification. Upon inspect-
ing the counter-example in detail through Alloy (Figure 7.3), we see that rules
enabling HTTP services (ip_protocol=6, dest_port=80) between SCADA and
Corp, trigger the redundancy. The root cause is the web and file_transfer
service-groups in the policy (lines 21 and 24 in Listing 7.1), both contain HTTP.
We rectified this (by removing HTTP from file_transfer) for Alloy to return
no further counter examples.
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Listing 7.1: ForestFirewalls policy description (partially shown).
1 // library files

2 import system.services.iana services;

3 import system.services.iana icmp;

4
5 // zone−conduit security topology

6 load zone conduit model ‘‘zone conduit.graphml’’

7
8 // define zone groups

9 zone group all zones {z1,z2,z3,az1,fwz1,fwz2,fwz3}
10 zone group scada zone {z3}
11 zone group corp zone {z1}
12 zone group internet zone {z2}
13 zone group all firewall zones {fwz1, fwz2, fwz3}
14
15 // passive mode FTP using custom port numbers

16 port group ftp data ports {24500−24600}
17 service ftp data {protocol=tcp; tcp.dest port=ftp data ports;}
18
19 // service groups using standard port numbers

20 service group ftp {iana services.ftp control, ftp data}
21 service group web {iana services.http, iana services.https}
22 service group ping {iana icmp.icmp echo}
23 service group dns {iana services.dns tcp, iana services.dns udp}
24 service group file transfer {iana services.http, ftp}
25
26 // define security policy

27 policy rule file transfer rule {
28 scada zone −> corp zone : file transfer}
29 policy rule ping rule {corp zone <−> scada zone : ping}
30 policy rule dns rule {scada zone −> corp zone : dns}
31 policy rule web rule1 {scada zone −> corp zone : web}
32 policy rule web rule2 {internet zone −> scada zone : web}
33 rule group security policy {file transfer rule, ping rule,

34 dns rule, web rule1, web rule2}
35
36 // enable policy verification reporting in firewalls

37 reporting rule verify rules {
38 use case=verification;

39 granularity.network={zone or group={all zones}};
40 granularity.policy={rule or group={security policy}};
41 granularity.traffic={measurement={counter}; type={connection};};
42 granularity.temporal={per hour};
43 granularity.performance={process};}
44
45 // define global policy

46 policy company policy {security policy; verify rules}
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Figure 7.2: The Zone-Conduit model described by the zone conduit.graphml file
associated with the high-level policy in Listing 7.1. This is the network-security
model perceived by the policy author.

Figure 7.3: Counter-example thrown by Alloy, as a result of checking the IL secu-
rity policy for redundancies via a ‘no rule overlaps’ assertion. The error indicates
a flaw in the high-level policy. In particular, there are two rules that enable HTTP
(IP protocol=6, destination port=80) from scada zone to corp zone.
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ForestFirewalls then couples the IL policy to the input network topology (pro-
vided as a .graphml file). Listing 7.2 shows the resulting ACL-allocation map
for R1, indicating how ACLs are assigned to the firewall’s interfaces. Listing 7.3
partially shows the generated vendor-neutral ACL rules. Note the explicit deny
all rule supplementing the explicit permit rules at the end. The corresponding
network-level Alloy exports generated consisted of 828 Service and ACLRule ob-
jects, in total. Checking the ‘no rule overlaps’ assertion on these exports yielded
no counter-examples, indicating that inconsistencies have not been introduced by
our system during the refining of the high-level policy to the network-level.

The generated device-level configurations were first auto-deployed to a Netkit-
based emulated network. Once the Netkit Virtual Machine (VM)s booted up,
ForestFirewalls-generated test scripts were run. Traffic tests confirmed that the
firewalls correctly admitted the services enabled in the high-level policy. More-
over, exhaustive port-scans using nmap and tshark showed that no additional ser-
vices were permitted through the firewalls.

Post emulation testing, the device configurations were deployed to a real-
network. This network consisted of a Cisco ASA 5505 firewall (running ASA
version 8.4) and two Dell laptop computers running Linux IP-Tables firewalls
(one laptop was an Intel Core CPU 2.7-GHz computer with 8GB of RAM and the
other an Intel Core CPU 2.2-GHz computer with 6GB of RAM, both were running
Ubuntu Linux). The firewalls were networked as per Figure 7.1.

We currently deploy these automatically generated configurations to the network-
devices by hand. The intent is that in a real-world system, deployment would be
automated. However, the building of an automated configuration deployment sys-
tem is beyond the scope of this thesis because several existing mechanisms (e.g.,
Yet Another Markup Language (YAML) enabled SaltStack network configuration-
management software [105], SNMP and NETCONF based network-configuration
management systems [112]) achieve this goal. Hence, it is more of a development
challenge rather than novel research.

Once deployed, we re-executed the emulation test scripts on hosts in the var-
ious zones of the network. These real-traffic tests confirmed that the services
enabled by the input policy were passing across the network firewalls as expected,
and port scans confirmed no additional services were allowed through. This multi-
level testing provides administrators the assurance that their security policies de-
liver the expected outcome pre- and post-deployment.
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Listing 7.2: System generated ACL-allocation map (partially shown, t1 is a router in Corp).
1 INFO Firewall−ACL map for firewall: R1

2 Interface: dmz1(R1 to R2) direction: in ACL: acl 4

3 Interface: dmz1(R1 to R2) direction: out ACL: acl 3

4 Interface: corp1(R1 to t1) direction: in ACL: acl 1

5 Interface: corp1(R1 to t1) direction: out ACL: acl 2

Listing 7.3: System generated network-level policy (partially shown, comments are denoted by remark).
1 INFO Vendor neutral network−level ruleset for ACL: acl 2

2 remark~enable corp zone to scada zone HTTPS traffic (return path)

3 permit~tcp~from~10.0.0.16/29~to~10.0.0.0/29~sport~[443]~dport~[‘0−65535’]~state~ESTABLISHED~log
4 permit~tcp~from~10.0.0.16/29~to~10.0.128.4/30~sport~[443]~dport~[‘0−65535’]~state~ESTABLISHED~log
5 remark~enable scada zone to corp zone WEB traffic (forward path)

6 permit~tcp~from~10.0.0.16/29~to~10.0.0.0/29~sport~[‘0−65535’]~dport~[443]~state~NEW,ESTABLISHED~log
7 permit~tcp~from~10.0.0.16/29~to~10.0.128.4/30~sport~[‘0−65535’]~dport~[80]~state~NEW,ESTABLISHED~log
8 deny~ip~from~any~to~any~sport~~dport~~state~
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7.4 Cyber attack mitigation

The following serious cyber-security vulnerabilities were present in the original
SUC 1 policy and the six other real SCADA firewall policies studied in Chapter 3

• Insecure protocols enabled through explicit generic rules: all-TCP, all-UDP
and all-IP traffic flow were explicitly enabled inbound to SCADA, permitting
far more services than necessary. Unsafe protocols such as FTP and HTTP were
thus allowed into SCADA exposing the zone to cyber attacks.

• Insecure protocols enabled through implicit rules: incorrect use of implicit
rules such as Cisco security levels [29] enabled all-IP traffic to flow between
Enterprise and SCADA zones, making the latter more prone to cyber attack.
• Direct communication enabled between the SCADA-Zone and the Internet: al-

lowing so, violated industry best-practices and elevated the risk of a cyber at-
tack on the SCADA-Zone.
• Insecure protocols enabled through explicit and implicit-rule interactions: in

some cases, insecure protocols such as HTTP were explicitly disallowed in-
bound to the SCADA-Zone, but were then implicitly enabled into the same
zone, exposing the latter to cyber attack.

ForestFirewalls removed these vulnerabilities, either by a design language that
did not allow the error, or through the rigorous verification built-in to it. For
instance, Table 7.1 shows a comparison of the firewall configurations observed
in SUC 1 against those generated by ForestFirewalls. We can observe that there
are no explicit generic permit rules generated by our system (i.e., all-TCP, all-
UDP or all-IP based rules). Recall that in the original case study, all-IP traffic
was enabled through the firewall, just to get dynamic routing working! Removing
the ability to specify generic services by design, prohibits unwanted services from
being enabled implicitly between zones altogether.

In addition, all traffic flows must be explicitly enabled in ForestFirewalls. So,
the use of implicit rules is also removed. This step prevents interactions between
explicit and implicit rules, so, one cannot override the other to enable services by
accident.

We also recall that there were two redundant ACLs and 117 redundant ACL
rules in the original case study. These redundancies lead to inefficient and expan-
sive configurations and ultimately latent errors. As Table 7.1 shows, there are no
redundant ACLs and no redundant ACL rules generated by ForestFirewalls. Each
ACL serves a purpose and is assigned to an active firewall interface. There are
also no intra-ACL rule interactions in the rule sets generated. Collectively these
outcomes make ForestFirewalls generated firewall configurations more efficient
and concise.
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Table 7.1: Comparison of the original configuration of SUC1 against the configu-
ration generated by ForestFirewalls (LoC - Lines of Code).

Attribute Original
case study

ForestFirewalls

System-level LoC N/A 80
Device-level LoC 2720 714
Obsolete-ACL count 2 0
Invalid ACL rules 70 0
Rule inconsistencies (e.g., conflicts) 170 0
Generic permit-rule count 324 0
Secure firewall management 7 3

No Internet-SCADA direct traffic transit 7 3

No Enterprise-SCADA direct traffic transit 7 3

No insecure traffic (e.g., DNS) inbound to SCADA 7 3

These are direct consequences of our design approach and might seem obvi-
ous, but the real firewalls [96] had all of these defects.

Our system only requires 80 high-level LoC (only 41 LoC are policy specific)
to generate 714 device-level LoC to configure all three firewalls in the case study
discussed. A high-level policy with only 80 LoC has replaced the 2720 attack and
error prone, inefficient, device-level LoC in the original case study. This ability to
manage network security functionality using concise, high-level policies charac-
terises ForestFirewalls as a PDN based network-security management solution.

We next extend the application of our policy best-practice compliance checks to
all the SUCs in Chapter 3. These SUCs involve various firewall architectures and
allow us to demonstrate (i) ForestFirewalls’ automated capability to detect non-
compliance; and (ii) that the computational complexities of our policy-comparison
algorithms are tractable in practice.

7.5 Best-practice compliance
A high-level policy comparison summary of the SUCs is shown in Table 7.2. The
table shows details of the equivalence classes of the semantic partitions, for each
network’s firewall policy. We described in Chapter 4 how an equivalence class
groups a set of conduits that have identical policies.
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Table 7.2: High-level policy comparison summary of the SCADA case studies discussed in Chapter 3 (∗ includes gateways,
∗∗ includes system-generated zones such as Firewall-Zones and Abstract-Zones).

SUC Firewall type Firewalls∗ Zones∗∗ Conduits Flow-
policies

Equivalence
classes

Maximum
class
size

Policy

1 Cisco IOS 3 7 11 22 12 7 P1 = (G1,P1)

2 Cisco ASA 6 21 81 162 87 8 P2 = (G2,P2)

3 Cisco PIX 4 10 17 34 15 8 P3 = (G3,P3)

4 Cisco ASA 3 9 16 32 16 5 P4 = (G4,P4)

5 Cisco ASA 3 12 34 68 24 6 P5 = (G5,P5)

6 Cisco ASA 4 14 37 74 28 8 P6 = (G6,P6)

7 Cisco ASA, Cisco FWSM 6 21 53 106 67 7 P7 = (G7,P7)
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As the table shows, the maximum size of the equivalence classes (i.e., the
number of conduits with identical policies in an SUC), is small relative to the
flow-policy count. This is to be expected, we argue that if many conduits have
identical policies then the zone-conduit diagram of a network is inefficiently de-
signed. Many equivalent policies lead to zones with identical reachability, which
might be amalgamated. The subsequent reduction in complexity makes policy
specification easier and less error prone.

More importantly, these zones need to be human understandable and in real
networks these are implemented (at the moment) by hand. This leads to a small
number of zones with equivalent policies.

As a result, the maximum equivalence class size across our case studies is eight
(Table 7.2). Moreover, most of the class sizes are small (the majority have only
one member). That makes the computational complexity of the policy-comparison
algorithms presented in Subsection 6.4.2 closer to O(n2) rather than O(n!). This
allows us to describe these networks as close to being semantically disjoint and
the complexity is certainly manageable.

We demonstrate this computational feasibility in detail by comparing the poli-
cies of SUC 1 and SUC 4 (i.e., P1 and P4 respectively), below. We have performed
similar tests on the other pairs. The zone-flow models of the SUCs are shown in
Figure 7.4.

Given P1 = (G1,P1) where G1 = (Z1,C1) and likewise P2, we denote the set
of conduit policies P1 = {pi, j | i, j ∈ Z1 and i j ∈C1}. Similarly, we denote the set
of conduit policies P2 = {p′m,n | m,n ∈ Z2 and mn ∈C2}.

P1 and P4 cannot be equivalent or inclusive as the node and edge counts don’t
match, so we immediately proceed to test incorporation, i.e., P1 ≡ P4(G1) and
P1 ⊂ P4(G1).

The node and edge counts of L(G1) and L(G2) satisfy the incorporation crite-
ria in Chapter 4. So, we proceed to derive and compare the equivalence classes of
SP1 with those of SP4 and find that not every SP1 class has an equivalent SP4 class.
So, P4 does not strictly incorporate P1. But as Table 7.3 illustrates, SP1 ⊂ SP4.

The table also shows the equivalence class sizes; e.g., |e12|= 7 and |e′17|= 5.
Since |e12| > |e′17|, every policy in e12 cannot be included in a policy in e′17. So,
P1 policy tuple (p1,2, p2,1, . . . , p6,7, p7,6) with 22 elements cannot be included in
any P4 tuple. Thus, P4 cannot partially incorporate P1.

Our System automates all of these comparisons, and in this case takes 24 sec-
onds to run on a standard desktop computer (e.g., Intel Core CPU 2.7-GHz com-
puter with 8GB of RAM running Mac OS X). We sought to compare our system’s
performance to previous work [73] that enabled less comprehensive firewall pol-
icy comparisons, but have been unable to obtain their software, to date.
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(a) Zone-Flow model of SUC1. (b) Zone-Flow model of SUC4.

Figure 7.4: Zone-Flow models of two real SCADA case studies.
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Table 7.3: Mappings between inclusive equivalence-classes of semantic partitions
SP1 and SP4.

SP1 class ⊂ SP4 class(es) total size mappings
e1 = {p7,4} e′1 1 M1

e2 = {p4,7} e′2 1 M2

e3 = {p2,4} e′3 1 M3

e4 = {p7,6, p3,6} e′4 4 M4

e5 = {p6,3} e′4− e′7, 15 M5

e6 = {p4,3, p4,1} e′7− e′9 7 M6

e7 = {p5,4, p3,4} e′1,e
′
10 2 M7

e8 = {p1,4} e′2,e
′
3,e
′
5,e
′
11− e′14 9 M8

e9 = {p7,5} e′1,e
′
15 2 M9

e10 = {p6,7} e′1,e
′
12,e

′
14 3 M10

e11 = {p4,5, p2,1} e′1,e
′
16 2 M11

e12 = {p4,2, p5,3, p3,5, p5,6, e′17 5 M12

p6,5, p5,7, p1,2}

Moreover, we checked each policy in Table 7.2 for compliance with the best-
practice policy (R P ) [59] through inclusion and incorporation. Our system gen-
erates the semantic-partitions SPi and SPRP and checks whether SPi⊂ SPRP. Alarm-
ingly none of the policies of any SUC complied with best practices, confirming
our conclusion in Chapter 3 that the SUCs were significantly vulnerable to cyber
attack.

We also used our policy-comparison algorithms to compute the semantic dif-
ference between each policy and R P . Listing 7.4 shows a snippet of SUC 1’s
policy deviation warnings. ForestFirewalls provides these warnings to allow a
user to rectify the problem prior to deployment.

The system can also compute the functional discrepancies between multiple
policy designs. By doing so, users from multiple policy subdomains can identify
design differences and negotiate what variations are acceptable.

However, ForestFirewalls also has several limitations, for one, checking a pol-
icy against a best-practice policy relies on the best-practices being correct. Also,
when a policy is a subset of a best-practice policy that may not always mean the
policy is valid. For instance, ISA best-practices recommend enabling TCP port
443 (i.e., HTTPS) inbound to the SCADA-Zone because it’s deemed safe. But
compliance doesn’t guarantee safety. A particular HTTPS implementation could
still have flaws.
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Listing 7.4: ForestFirewalls output warnings of the recommended practice viola-
tions found in SUC1 policy (partially shown).
WARNING suc1 policy.policyml violates ISA practices

WARNING policy violations::

cz−>sz: { protocol=17; udp.dest port=135; udp.source port=1024−65535;}
cz−>sz: { protocol=17; udp.dest port=53; udp.source port=1024−65535;}
cz−>sz: { protocol=6; tcp.dest port=53; tcp.source port=1024−65535;}
cz−>sz: { protocol=6; tcp.dest port=21; tcp.source port=1024−65535;}
cz−>sz: { protocol=6; tcp.dest port=20; tcp.source port=1024−65535;}
cz−>sz: { protocol=6; tcp.dest port=80; tcp.source port=1024−65535;}
sz−>az1: { protocol=17; udp.dest port=53; udp.source port=1024−65535;}
sz−>az1: { protocol=6; tcp.dest port=53; tcp.source port=1024−65535;}
sz−>cz: { protocol=17; udp.dest port=53; udp.source port=1024−65535;}
sz−>cz: { protocol=6; tcp.dest port=53; tcp.source port=1024−65535;}

We now employ ForestFirewalls to map policies to the underlying network fire-
walls of all SUCs in Chapter 3. By doing so, we demonstrate (i) the accurate
policy deployment capabilities of our system; and (ii) that the computational com-
plexity of our policy-to-firewall mapping algorithm is tractable.

7.6 Policy mapping examples
A high-level summary of how policy was incorrectly mapped to the firewalls in the
original SUCs is shown in Table 7.4. An important feature depicted in Table 7.4 is
the number of security zones in each network. This number is small (i.e., ≤ 21).

This is to be expected; a zone groups a set of hosts or subnets with identical
policies. If every host had a distinct policy then a large number of firewalls are
needed to enforce a real separation between the hosts, making it impractical. By
grouping hosts into zones, we reduce policy complexity, so their specification
becomes easier and less error-prone. The small number of zones contributes to
the computational feasibility of our approach.

Each of our SUCs in Chapter 3 contained ACL rules that were incorrectly
assigned to the underlying network firewalls. As Table 7.4 suggests, on average
there were 10 ACL rules allocated to the wrong firewall, 8 rules allocated to the
wrong firewall-interface and 15 rules allocated in the wrong interface-direction,
per case study.

There were zero incorrectly allocated policy rules, when the policy was mapped
to the firewalls using ForestFirewalls. Through precise policy deployment, we
reduce the vulnerability of these SCADA networks to cyber attack and prevent
potentially-catastrophic outcomes.
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Table 7.4: High-level policy-mapping summary of Chapter 3 case studies (∗ includes gateways, ∗∗ includes system-generated
zones such as Firewall-Zones and Abstract-Zones, # ACL rule allocation error).

SUC Firewalls∗ Zones∗∗ Conduits Max.
hosts

ACLs Average
rules

per ACL

Incorrect
firewall#

Incorrect
interface#

Incorrect
direction#

Runtime
(s)

1 3 7 11 67580 8 237 15 13 19 40
2 6 21 81 2794 12 16 3 2 5 70
3 4 10 17 886 8 6 2 1 4 43
4 3 9 16 2038 3 80 5 12 13 61
5 3 12 34 2664 12 677 15 8 26 47
6 4 14 37 3562 8 1034 21 15 19 63
7 6 21 53 3810 17 724 9 5 17 49
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7.7 Conclusions
In this chapter, we apply ForestFirewalls to the real case studies in Chapter 3, to
demonstrate its use in the high-level configuration of firewalls in a SCADA net-
work. By doing so, we show the significant reduction in the firewall-configuration
effort required and the increase in configuration accuracy achieved by our sys-
tem by only generating consistent, best-practice compliant firewall configurations.
These configurations also deliver the expected security outcome pre- and post-
deployment. Such outcomes collectively create SCADA networks that are secure-
by-design.

In addition to security policies, ForestFirewalls also supports reporting poli-
cies to monitor firewall security, post deployment. In the next chapter, we will
describe the architecture of our firewall-reporting framework that enables report-
ing policy specification in a modular and systematic manner.



Chapter 8

Firewall Reporting

We demonstrated the use of our high-level firewall policy specification: Forest-
Firewalls, in the previous chapter. In addition to security policies, the specifica-
tion also allows to define the level of monitoring and reporting of firewall security,
post-deployment. We describe here in detail the development of a framework for
firewall reporting that helps understand (i) what reporting functions should be
conducted by a firewall; and (ii) the level of detail required in these reports.

Our real SCADA case studies in Chapter 3 and related works [128, 129] have
shown that firewall misconfigurations are a common occurrence in production
networks. Other parts of the network-security setup can also malfunction (e.g.,
due to network upgrades and patches). Either outcome can break the network or
reduce its security.

There are many steps to guard against such failure, but one of the most impor-
tant is to constantly examine the security mechanisms of the network. This can
be performed externally, and by using the logs, traps, alerts and other information
provided for instance via SNMP (Simple Network Management Protocol) polling
of the firewalls involved. We term all these informational contents together as
reporting.

Firewall reporting is also important to get right. Firewall vendors have in-
troduced many products and security management tools with varying levels of
sophistication [24, 30, 32, 64] to this end. However, what these tools have typi-
cally done is to increase the range of options. They provide more power, but there
is a lack of guidelines on how to best utilise this power.

Even in domains such as Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition (SCADA)
networks, which control the distributed assets of many critical systems, the stan-
dards for reporting and analysing firewall data are scant and vague. In particular,
we lack clear direction in what firewalls should report. Given the primary func-
tion of a firewall is traffic filtering, we need to carefully scrutinise what secondary
reporting functions should be conducted by a firewall. Only then can we begin to
specify reporting policies for firewalls in a pragmatic and useful manner.

157
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Existing SCADA best-practices provide direction on several aspects of fire-
wall deployment; from suitable firewall architectures to service-specific firewall
policies. These guidelines also nascently propose report-retention best practices.

For instance, North Atlantic Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) provides
a framework for the identification and protection of critical cyber assets. The
framework consists of a group of standards collectively known as the Critical
Infrastructure Protection (CIP) standard [86], which accommodates Incident Re-
porting and Response planning (IRRP). An incident response plan ensures the
identification, location, response and reporting of cyber-security incidents related
to critical cyber assets [84]. The IRRP standard requires cyber-security incidents
to be classified as reportable or otherwise, but does not provide a clear definition
of what is reportable.

The CIP standards also address Systems Security Management (SSM). The
SSM guidelines require the definition of methods and procedures for securing
critical cyber assets (e.g., firewalls) [85] by critical infrastructure operators. In
particular, the standard mandates the monitoring of security status of cyber assets
by responsible entities. Both IRRP and SSM provide report-retention durations,
but the rationale for these lengths are unclear.

Given these scant and vague industry standard surrounding firewall reporting,
we sensibly begin our discussion on how reporting policy should be specified by

1. Looking at the ways firewall reports can be used, and how that impacts
reporting requirements.

2. From this, formalising notions of the scope and granularity of reports.

3. Considering which use cases are actually reasonable uses of firewall re-
sources.

We find that reporting at the right granularity is key to saving valuable firewall
and network resources while achieving the required use case outcomes. In some
cases a low (i.e., coarse) granularity such as the reporting of configuration changes
at a firewall level is sufficient. In other cases a higher (i.e., refined) reporting gran-
ularity such as recording individual IP packets is required. The volume of firewall
reports generated usually increases with granularity and can have a detrimental
effect on a SCADA firewall’s primary function- traffic filtering. Identifying re-
porting granularity requirements can help justify whether a potential use case is
best served if it is conducted by a SCADA firewall or not.

We also find that reporting needs to be coupled with security policy specifica-
tion to be of use. This important principle has been overlooked in the best prac-
tices [21, 117]. Coupling reporting and policy also provides security managers
with a single source of truth for easy reference.
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8.1 Firewall reporting use cases
Firewalls can generate logs, alerts, traps, and provide other information for in-
stance via SNMP (the Simple Network Management Protocol). We term all these
informational contents together as reporting.

Most firewalls allow a panoply of highly flexible and configurable reports. It
is hard to even categorise all of the possibilities without some framework. Here
we use the classical hierarchy of knowledge:

data→ in f ormation→ knowledge→ decisions.

If the data does not inform decisions its value is zero, so simply collecting data
is insufficient motivation for the cost of collection. Hence we base our framework
on use cases. That is, we frame our discussion of what to report based on how the
data will be used.

We reviewed the literature on firewall reporting in both SCADA and Corporate
domains [67,107,108] and classified the various uses of reports. Out of necessity,
we grouped certain activities together, and simplified the nomenclature. Our re-
sulting classification is as follows:1

Accounting measures network usage, for instance, to monitor network bandwidth
usage for network planning.

Network-based Intrusion Detection (ID) is the near real-time monitoring of net-
work traffic to identify traffic from unauthorised sources [108]. Near real-time
implies without a significant delay (transmission and automated processing delays
are allowed), usually up to a few minutes [108]. Network-based ID particularly
helps administrators to secure a SCADA network by blocking an attack before it
causes too much damage to critical systems.

For example, some firewalls can monitor traffic that passes key network lo-
cations, and generate alarms when known attack signatures are present. Other
firewalls might send traffic data to an ID system for analysis.

Post-mortem analysis is the analysis of an incident after the fact. Analysis aims
to identify root causes in order to prevent future occurrences. In a cyber-physical
domain, analysis may be mandatory to meet regulatory compliance.

Security policy verification checks a firewall rule base for invalid rules. Our real
SCADA case studies in Chapter 3 and related works [128, 129] show that con-
figuration inefficiencies in firewalls are largely due to obsolete rules (e.g., rules
pertaining to a decommissioned server) and incorrect rules (e.g., rules with source
and destination IP address in wrong order). Efficient firewall configurations can
be maintained by identifying such invalid rules through firewall reports.

1At this point we classify existing activities without stating which of these cases is a sensible
use of firewall resources.
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Figure 8.1: Illustration of scope vs granularity.

Troubleshooting operational issues is the debugging of network errors associated
with firewalls, for instance, to identify the root cause(s) of connection problems
through a firewall.
Given the primary function of a firewall is traffic filtering, we need to carefully
consider what secondary reporting functions should be conducted by a firewall.
To do so, we need to identify the reporting granularities associated with each use
case above. We discuss these requirements in detail next.

8.2 Report Granularity and Scope
Firewall reports can be thought of as a form of lossy data compression. A firewall
will internally register myriad events and data. A report, whether it be an alarm or
log-message or polled counter, is a compressed form of this information.

Ideally, we would lose as little information as possible in compressing the
data. Even the most effective compression mechanisms (e.g., JPEG images) allow
some loss, but try to ensure that it is not important information. In the context
of firewalls, we discuss here what is important by considering the resolution or
granularity of reports2. Granularity refers to the finest level of the discrimination
we can make. For instance, in an image, resolution or granularity is the pixel size
– we can’t separate objects in an image that are smaller. An initial concern when
compressing an image would be how many pixels do we need, and likewise this
is a first step in considering firewall reports.

Related to granularity is scope. In image terms, this is analogous to field-of-
view, i.e., how widely is the data collected. We can refer to both scope and granu-
larity with similar terminology, though the details can vary across the network as
shown in Figure 8.1.

We refer to SUC 1 in our case studies discussed in Chapter 3, to refine our
discussion here (the corresponding security models are depicted in Figure 8.2).

2Although we view the two terms as close to synonymous in this context, resolution is over-
loaded with meaning and so we prefer the term granularity.
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(a) Zone-Firewall model. (b) Zone-Conduit model.

Figure 8.2: Security models of SUC 1 from the case studies in Chapter 3.

Most vendor firewalls support different reporting verbosity levels, e.g., debug,
info, warning [24, 29, 64, 93]. However, the terminology (for instance warning
level) is not universal. We seek vendor-independent notions of reporting, and so
will avoid these terms.

These terms also obscure the multiple dimensions of firewall reporting: for
instance, the level could refer to nature of events with respect to the network, pol-
icy definitions, or time. Hence, in the next section, we will tease these aspects of
reporting detail by considering granularity and scope with respect to the multiple
aspects of a network that firewalls observe.

8.2.1 Granularity dimensions

Network granularity

This is the level of detail resolved in a network. Firewall reports may need to
resolve network-specific detail, often at a network-wide, Zone-Conduit, interface,
prefix or IP address level. We describe these levels of detail in order of increasing
granularity next.

(i) Network-wide-level refers to an entire network. At this level we only distin-
guish between events internal, and external to the network. This is important
for intrusion detection or post-mortem analysis, and for general accounting
of network usage.
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Figure 8.3: Network granularity hierarchy: coarse granularities are subsets of the
finer.

(ii) Zone-Conduit-level resolves information per zone. For instance, in intrusion
detection, we may want to understand which components of the network
(e.g., SCADA or Corporate) were potentially compromised, and the zone
concept requires that all network elements in a zone are treated equally (i.e.,
even if only one IP address is observed to be attacked, we assume all might
have been, at least through proxy attacks).

(iii) Prefix-level resolves information per block of IP addresses. Where zones
are not used, we can naturally group data for analysis by subnet.

(iv) Interface-level resolves information per firewall interface. Large firewall
installations can have multiple interfaces serving a zone, and/or there is the
question of where traffic triggers an event: when it enters a firewall, or leaves
it. This level of resolution is needed when such fine discrimination is impor-
tant, for instance, in troubleshooting firewall problems.

(v) IP-address-level resolves information per network host (e.g., a server). This
is the finest network-granularity usually possible, though sometimes virtual
machines could be hosted by separate ports at a single IP address.

We seek to define granularity in terms of a hierarchy in which the information
present in a coarser granularity can be derived from the finer. This hierarchy is
shown in Figure 8.3, and note that it should recur in other granularity dimensions.

Policy granularity

This is the level of detail resolved in a security policy. Firewall reports may need
to resolve policy detail, often at a global, zone, service, rule or sub-rule level. We
describe these below.
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(i) Global-level resolves rule-set wide information for a policy. i.e., it separates
events or traffic into in-policy and out-of-policy traffic. Out-of-policy traffic
includes ‘defective’ traffic (e.g., packets with ill-formed headers). Such data
can help track the amount of attack traffic aimed at a network.

(ii) Zone-policy-level refines the global-level by resolving traffic that is in- and
out-of-policy at the zone level. Doing so, allows to understand for instance,
the amount of attack traffic breaching the outer level of a defence-in-depth.

(iii) Service-policy-level of detail resolves information per service either allowed
or explicitly denied in a firewall’s security policy.

(iv) Rule-level refines the Service-policy-level by noting that a “service” may be
defined by several rules. An example is a service such as WWW, which
could include HTTP and HTTPS. Another is a service that requires re-
quests to be allowed in one direction, and responses in the other (such as
Connection-like ICMP and UDP services discussed in Section 6.2.1)

Traffic measurement granularity

One of the common reports firewalls produce concerns the traffic they observe,
either generally, or because it matches some particular pattern (e.g., it is invalid,
or matches a particular type of attack) or translation (e.g., IP header changes by
NAT, or IP payload encryption by IPSec in a VPN tunnel). We describe here the
granularity with which traffic can be reported.

(i) Counter-level resolves traffic measurement details into certain bins, and then
counts the amount of traffic into these bins. The granularity of the bins is
defined by the previous two dimensions of network- and policy-level.

For instance, in policy verification, the key interest is in whether a policy rule
has hits (i.e., if IP packet matches have been recorded for the corresponding
ACL rules).

The nature of the information recorded in each bin can vary: commonly we
measure packets, bytes, or connections (or all three). However, the meaning
within the packets are lost.

(ii) Connection-level records traffic per connection. It is very similar to flow-
level, which we discuss in detail below.

(iii) Flow-level resolves traffic measurements per IP flow: i.e., by grouping a
series of connected packets, typically those with the same IP protocol, IP
source and destination addresses, and TCP source and destination ports.
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For instance, in accounting for network usage, it may be necessary to resolve
the source IP from the destination IP address of a flow. This can resolve
the upload and download traffic of a host or subnet. Such flows are almost
analogous to connections, but are easier to collect.

(iv) Packet-header-level records each packets’ headers. It includes information
such as the flags and fragment-offset fields in the IP header, which indicate
whether IP fragments can produce a complete datagram.

(v) Packet-level requires us to store whole packets, or at least a substantial part
of each packet. This allows us to reconstruct, for instance, the details of a
particular attack.

Our traffic granularity discussion above illustrates an important issue. Traffic
measurements are collected using many different mechanisms, and the mechanism
is often related to the type of measurement. For instance, SNMP is often used to
collect counter-level data, and NetFlow to collect flow-level data.

However, this is just how it is done now. Our aim is to define universal con-
cepts, and leave their implementation mechanisms to the engineers building de-
vices. The goal of device- and vendor-independence requires this approach of
decoupling what we want to measure, from how it is measured.

Performance measurement granularity

Another common type of report firewalls may produce concerns performance met-
rics. Of the many measurements attributable to a firewall or its interface perfor-
mance, the memory and CPU utilisation are most significant. Both metrics can
help identify ongoing attacks (e.g., DoS) or other problems. Similarly, packet
queue-length and packet loss measurements can indicate attacks through over-
loaded queues resulting from high traffic, e.g., that resulting from a DoS attack.

We describe here the granularity with which performance can be reported.

(i) Firewall-level records performance measurements per individual firewall.
For instance, post-mortem analysis might use firewall CPU and memory
utilisation to help resolve the root cause of a network problem.

(ii) Process-level records performance measurements per firewall software pro-
cess. For instance, when a new policy is pushed to a firewall, the policy
processing module may fail to load the policy, if the memory required for
the policy exceeds the module’s allowance [31]. Module’s CPU and memory
utilisation reports can help troubleshoot firewall problems in this scenario.
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(iii) Interface-level records performance metrics specific to a firewall interface.
For instance, in troubleshooting firewall errors, it may be necessary to re-
solve reverse DNS lookup errors per firewall interface.

Temporal granularity

This is the level of detail (e.g., measurements or counts) resolved per set of time
instances. Granularity is not exactly the right concept here, but we will explain
below.

(i) Per-T records detail per time interval T . The measurements can be counter
measurements of traffic, configurations changes and so on. Common inter-
vals T vary from

• daily;

• hourly;

• minutes;

and potentially finer intervals. However, the mechanisms used to support
granularities down to minutes are often not suitable (e.g., SNMP polling)
for measurements at per-second granularity and finer, so we qualitatively
separate very fine intervals into the following category.

(ii) Near-real-time means reporting data as soon as possible considering only
the limitations of processing and network speed. Delays of up to seconds are
reasonable, but not minutes. While the previous granularity can be reported
through pull mechanisms, nearly all near-real-time support is provided by
push mechanisms, e.g., traps or notifications or alarms.

Note that it is non-trivial to set up accurate distributed clocks, but doing so is vital
for any level of temporal granularity for the data collected to be meaningful.

Operational measurements

Another common type of report firewalls can produce concerns the events they
observe. Granularity does not seem to be a useful concept in this domain because
there is no reason we would ever store data at a coarser granularity than its origin.
The standard means to describe the level of detail in event logs are vague terms
such as debug, error, warning, informational. They specify the “level” of events
to be reported, not the level of detail of the actual reports. Also, this notion of level
is too context dependent to be universally agreed; e.g., a warning in one domain
is an error in another.
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Errors can also be ambiguous to interpret. Some report abnormal behaviour
that require no response action (e.g., traffic with a broadcast destination address
dropped). Others relate to a significant breakdown in operation that needs urgent
attention. We increase clarity by classifying the latter type of errors as failures.

We studied corporate firewall logs and identified some common events that
occur in real firewall deployments. Logs from five such firewalls were analysed.
These aggressively reported on traffic denials at the external firewall interfaces.

Of over 4.5 million log messages in a month, 97.58% were traffic denial
events. These were both in- and out-of-policy denials (in-policy denials were
caused by explicit ‘deny’ rules in the policy). In addition. 1.18% log messages
were power-state changes; 0.78% were VPN-state changes; 0.42% were failures;
and 0.03% related to firewall-user activity.

Motivated by our findings, and avoiding bland ambiguous terms in favour of
precision, we classify events by their nature 3:

(i) State transitions: reports of state changes of the firewall and its components
(e.g., interface power-up, software process startup- such as for a HTTP or
VPN server).

(ii) User activity: reports of user login activity, commands executed by a user
logged into firewall including actions to change its configuration, and their
consequences, including any errors or warnings.

(iii) Failures: reports of breakdown of normal operation (e.g., VPN tunnel fail-
ure), that require immediate action. These are not regular state changes and
hence are excluded from state transitions.

(iv) Diagnostics: reports of self-tests deployed on the firewall and their out-
comes (e.g., test failover interface).

(v) Table dumps: tables of comprehensible information (e.g., active NAT trans-
lations) or potential events, internal to a firewall.

We can depict the granularity requirements of the reporting use-cases via a sum-
mary plot such as Figure 8.4. This example plot shows that a Zone-Conduit level
network-granularity is required for all reporting use cases.

3Note that some types of events are already implicitly included in traffic or performance mea-
surements, for instance, denied packet counts.
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Figure 8.4: Traffic reporting requirement vs Network granularity: depicts the
zone-conduit level network-granularity required for each reporting use case.

8.2.2 Relation between Reporting Granularity Dimensions
Reporting granularity dimensions may not be entirely orthogonal. We describe
the relation that exist between some dimensions below.
Traffic measurement and Time: Packets, flows and connections can arrive at
variable rates in time to a firewall. So, the traffic granularity required for each use
case can restrict the temporal granularity achievable (and vice versa). For instance,
if a use case requires reporting every IP packet, that typically implies reporting at a
per millisecond temporal granularity. Conversely, if a firewall reports per minute,
a packet level of granularity cannot be achieved.
Traffic measurement and Policy: Traffic granularity requirements can also re-
strict the policy granularity achievable (and vice versa). For instance, reporting
every IP packet implies a rule-level policy granularity. Conversely, if reporting at
a rule-level, a packet or flow or connection-level traffic granularity is achievable.
Traffic management and Network: Traffic granularity requirements can also re-
strict the network granularity achievable (and vice versa). For instance, reporting
every connection implies an address-level network granularity. Conversely, if re-
porting at an address-level, a connection or flow or packet-level traffic granularity
is achievable.

Each reporting use case requires a Zone-Conduit level network granularity. But
the relation between traffic and network granularity implies that the actual network
granularity achieved depends on the required traffic granularity of a use case. For
instance, intrusion detection requires reporting every IP packet and yields a finer
address-level network-granularity.
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8.3 Reporting Cost
Report generation costs CPU, memory and network resources. The cost can po-
tentially impact the performance of a firewall, and compromise its primary func-
tion: traffic filtering, so it is an important factor to consider.

The cost depends on several factors: the granularity and scope; whether the
reports are distributed or centralised; and the retention period. We have already
discussed granularity and scope in detail: finer granularity measurements cost
more. We discuss the other two issues below.

8.3.1 Distributed vs Centralised Analysis and Retention
Firewalls can be configured to report to several destinations including internal
storage, NAS (Network-Attached Storage), a report server or historian, a Telnet
or SSH session, or an email account [24, 29, 64].

Distributed collection and retention: i.e., collating and storing reports at the
firewall, has a low network communications cost, but the trade-off is that it re-
quires local storage. Firewalls rarely have large internal storage, so it must be
frequently overwritten or cleared [29].

Moreover, the data lacks utility in this form. For example, accurate ID and
troubleshooting require correlating reports from multiple sources (firewalls, routers,
servers, etc.) and to manually extract these from each device is cumbersome.

At the other end of the spectrum lies centralised collection. In this strategy,
network devices perform minimal analysis of data: they just collect it and pass it
to a single repository. Reports can then be analysed together. However, centralised
collection creates potentially large volumes of network traffic.

Centralised collection can also introduce security vulnerabilities in a network.
The centralised server, by its nature, must collect data across zones with differ-
ent levels of security. However, many reporting mechanism (for instance syslog)
are based on UDP, so a central syslog server would inherit any UDP vulnerabil-
ities. Therefore, a central syslog server should not be located in a high-security
zone (e.g., in a SCADA-Zone) [21]. Another vulnerability stems from the unsafe
storage of sensitive information (e.g., firewall-admin passwords) in the reports.

However, these vulnerabilities can be minimised with a carefully constructed
collection strategy. For example, a syslog server can be placed in a DMZ and
polled from the internal networks. Reports can also be sanitised to ensure that
an attacker cannot obtain sensitive information. Doing so would allow each use
case to reap the benefits of centralised collection, and reduce associated risks.
However, this does require a careful and considered report architecture.

In reality, the two polarised extremes of decentralised and centralised are rare.
There is actually a spectrum (Figure 8.5) where some processing and analysis is
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Figure 8.5: Spectrum of centralised vs distributed report collection.

distributed but eventually summary data is brought to one or small number of
data historians. For example, firewalls typically perform significant processing of
network traffic prior to sending back some notifications to a central historian.

8.3.2 Report Retention

Reported information needs to be retained for some time determined by the re-
quirements of the use case. There are cyber-security industry standards [84, 85]
for data retention. The rationale for the lengths suggested are, however, not clear,
and the standards also make a distinction between reportable events and others,
without clearly specifying what is reportable.

Given the progressively decreasing electronic storage costs, and the original
data collecting cost, we argue that, from a cyber-security industry point of view, it
is more cost-effective today to retain firewall reports (almost) perpetually.

If storage really becomes a problem, then progressive reduction in granularity
can be a useful tool. For instance, see RRDtool [88].

However, we do consider minimum retention periods for each use case here.

Accounting for network usage reports are useful until the end of an usage evalua-
tion period. Once processed and usage information is extracted, these reports can
be purged. NERC recommends retaining these for 90 days [85]. So, we suggest
the minimum of the two periods.

Intrusion detection: Some attacks (e.g., DoS, Port scans) can last longer than oth-
ers. So, at a minimum, reports must be retained until the attack has passed. Post-
attack retention also helps identify the types of attacks common in a network, so
better defence mechanisms can be formulated for the future. NERC recommends
retaining these reports for a minimum of 90 days [85], and this seems a reasonable
lower bound.

Policy verification reports are useful until a verification period ends. Post report-
processing, invalid rules are located and rectified, so reports can be purged. NERC
recommends retaining these reports for a minimum of 90 days [85], and this seems
a reasonable lower bound.

Post-mortem analysis reports should allow tracing back of, for instance, the ori-
gins of a SCADA network attack that circumvented intrusion detection systems.
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Doing so, may require processing of historical records that date back several years.
NERC suggests the reports should be retained for a minimum of 3 years [84], and
this seems a reasonable lower bound.

Troubleshooting reports are useful to monitor firewall configuration errors in
near-real time. Once the error is rectified, they may be archived for future refer-
ence. NERC recommends retaining these reports for a minimum of 90 days [85],
and again we suggest this is a reasonable lower bound.

Note again, that while standards propose reasonable lower bounds, we suggest
that if data is worth collecting, it is worth keeping. Retention policies should
therefore aim to store data indefinitely and if this is not possible, it is necessary to
re-consider why the data is being collected. This leads to our next point.

8.4 What Should Firewalls Report?

The previous sections discussed what a firewall could report, and the use of that
data. However, the ability to generate data does not mean we should. There is a
cost to data collection, and some functions are better supported elsewhere.

For instance, firewalls have a limited perspective of a network so effective
Intrusion Detection (ID) requires additional sensors (for instance at hosts and on
wireless networks [108]). However, given such sensors why use the firewall at
all? Collecting data at the firewall could compromise its main function through
the cost of data collection, which may be amplified by a DoS attack. Moreover, a
firewall, by its nature, is a visible target. It is far better to use passive (invisible)
sensors for ID.

The conclusion is that a firewall is a poor source of data for ID.
Post-mortem analysis has fine granularity requirements, similar to ID, but

lacks the near-real-time requirement. Hence, this use case is a marginally more
acceptable use of firewall resources, but should not be implemented lightly.

Network usage accounting also requires traffic reporting though only at flow-
level traffic-granularity. During a DoS attack, many flows can amplify the effect of
the attack. But, if accounting focuses on accepted traffic, this effect is mitigated.

Policy verification is key to maintaining robust and efficient firewall configu-
rations. The granularity requirements for this use case are quite coarse, and other
devices cannot provide accurate information on packets that are matched by a
firewall’s policy, so this type of use case should definitely be supported.

Similarly, troubleshooting requires coarse information that can only be col-
lected by the firewall, e.g., an accurate change history can only be obtained from
the firewall itself. Hence, firewall reporting should be enabled for this use case.
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8.5 Implementation

We make the ideas discussed so far concrete, by presenting our implementation
next. One of our goals is to extend ForestFirewalls: our high-level firewall speci-
fication developed in the earlier chapters. We describe here the mechanism for the
two use cases that we identified above as requiring firewall reporting: (i) policy
verification and (ii) troubleshooting.

Current firewall configuration platforms present “policy” and reporting as sep-
arate functions. Decoupling can be useful in some contexts to separate structure
from function, e.g., to separate security policy from the underlying network.

However, reporting and security policy are inter-dependent network functions.
Scope and granularity are intimately related to the use of data, which, in turn, is
related to the corresponding policies. Decoupling the two allows bad decisions to
be made: for instance, addition of policies that aren’t verified.

The Object Oriented Programming [36] paradigm makes it clear that encapsu-
lation of related concepts and code together is vital for reliable and maintainable
systems. A useful policy specification platform should encapsulate related spec-
ifications together. This implies that security policy and reporting specifications
should be encapsulated together. Doing so, gives SCADA security managers a
single source of truth to see who gets in and who doesn’t, along with the audit
trails required to check the configuration. We show how this works in the follow-
ing.

8.5.1 Reporting Policy for Verification

The granularity and scope requirements for a typical policy verification scenario
are given in Table 8.1. We then list, in Table 8.2, the resulting reporting attributes
grouped by granularity dimension, as we define them in ForestFirewalls. We spec-
ify these attribute values through ForestFirewalls as shown in Listing 8.1.

A rule_group contains a set of security policy rules, and a reporting_rule
object defines a set of reporting requirements. The policy object encapsulates the
security policy rules and the reporting rule together. This facilitates reuse both of
policies and reporting rules (which could come from a library), but encapsulates
them together in the final specification.
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Table 8.1: Summary of reporting granularity requirements for policy verification
(terminology defined in Section 8.2).

Granularity dimension Required granularity Required scope
Network zone-conduit network-wide
Policy rule global
Traffic-measurement connection-count counter
Temporal per-hour per-day
Performance process firewall

Table 8.2: Reporting policy attributes resulting from the granularity requirements
described in Table 8.1.

Reporting at-
tribute

Example value

use case verification;
granularity.network {zone or group={SCADA}; traffic direction={inbound};}
granularity.policy {rule or group={rule1}; policy action={permit};}
granularity.traffic {measurement={counter}; counter type={connection};}
granularity.temporal {per hour}
granularity.performance {process}

Listing 8.1: ForestFirewalls reporting-policy description for verification (from
SUC 1 policy listed earlier in Section 7.2).

1 rule group security policy rules {<rule1>, <rule2>,..., <ruleN>}
2
3 reporting rule verify a rule {
4 use case=verification;

5 granularity.policy={rule or group={<rule1>}};
6 granularity.traffic={measurement={counter}; counter type={connection};};
7 granularity.temporal={per hour};}
8
9 policy <policy−name> { security policy rules, verify a rule }

8.5.2 Reporting Policy for Troubleshooting

A summary of the granularity requirements for this use case is given in Table 8.3.
The list of specification attributes is given in Table 8.4. We use these attributes to
specify troubleshoot reporting for one or more firewalls as shown Listing 8.2.
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Table 8.3: Summary of reporting granularity requirements for troubleshooting
firewall errors (terminology defined in Section 8.2).

Granularity Dimension Required granularity Scope
Network Zone-Conduit network-wide
Policy rule global
Temporal near real-time per-day
Performance interface firewall

Table 8.4: Reporting policy attributes resulting from the granularity requirements
described in Table 8.3.

Reporting attribute Example value
use case troubleshoot;
granularity.network {zone or group={SCADA}; traffic direction={inbound};}
granularity.policy {rule or group={rule1}; policy action={permit};}
granularity.temporal {near realtime}
granularity.performance {measurement={interface};}

Listing 8.2: ForestFirewalls reporting-policy description for troubleshooting.
1 rule group security policy rules {<rule1>, <rule2>,..., <ruleN>}
2
3 zone group FIREWALL ZONES {<zone1>, <zone2>,..., <zoneM>}
4
5 reporting rule debug firewalls {
6 use case=troubleshoot;

7 granularity.network={zone or group={FIREWALL ZONES}; traffic direction=

8 {inbound, outbound}};
9 granularity.policy={rule or group={security policy rules}};

10 granularity.performance={measurement={interface}; performance type=

11 {memory, CPU, packet loss, queue length}};
12 granularity.temporal={near realtime};}
13
14 policy <policy−name> { security policy rules, debug firewalls }

As before, the reporting_rule object for the use case includes the attributes,
e.g., interface-level performance statistics and near real-time temporal-granularity.
The reporting rule is encapsulated in the policy statement.
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8.6 Lessons Learned
There are several takeaways from our study

1. A SCADA firewall should not cater for every use case. For some use cases,
it is better to employ additional dedicated infrastructure to meet require-
ments, and let firewalls conduct their primary function – traffic filtering –
unimpeded by other complexities.

2. Firewall reporting must be configured at the right granularity for its use.
Data that is collected but not used is just wasting resources.

3. Reporting and security policy must be coupled. Both are inter-dependent
network functions and there is little sense in deploying one without the
other.

4. Firewall vendors need to support standard firewall features to consistently
map high-level reporting policy to firewall capabilities. These include: per-
formance, operational and traffic measurements, and policy actions.

8.7 Conclusions
The standards and best practices for reporting and analysis of firewall data lack
clarity in what firewalls should report.

Our research utilises the use cases of firewall reports and specifies reporting
in terms of scope and granularity. From this we identify reporting requirements
with respect to several dimensions: time, network elements, policies, etc, and
evaluate costs. We provide clarity on what a SCADA firewall should report, and
demonstrate our high-level reporting implementation.
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Conclusions

This thesis addresses the problem of error-prone firewall configuration in Supervi-
sory Control And Data Acquisition (SCADA) networks. These networks control
the distributed assets of many critical infrastructure including electricity genera-
tion, water distribution and sewage management. Firewalls are a primary defence
mechanism in safeguarding these critical assets from cyber threats and hence, their
correct configuration is paramount to the upkeep of national security.

However, firewall configuration in practice is tedious and error-prone due to
the complex and proprietary configuration platforms offered by vendors. These
platforms require policies to be managed manually, box-by-box, using large vol-
umes of network-intricacies such as IP addresses. Moreover, intra- and inter-
firewall policy interactions can produce adverse outcomes. Lack of built-in veri-
fiability in existing configuration platforms means SCADA owners must rely on
external cyber-security audits (which are perforce infrequent) to accurately detect
these firewall-policy flaws.

The problem is also exacerbated by the lack of precise standards for firewall
policy specification. The shortfall makes policy semantics rule-order and firewall-
implementation dependent, hindering meaningful comparison, for instance, against
best practices. Moreover, the lack of decoupling between policy and network
makes policy sensitive to network-intricacies and vendor changes.

Existing firewall configuration platforms also do not allow designing a fire-
wall policy first, and then determining how to implement it, as recommended by
best-practices [21]. Instead network installations are built from bottom-up, i.e., a
firewall policy is the outcome of its configuration, which in turn is a consequence
of a purchasing decision. Thus, a firewall policy is implicitly defined as a conse-
quence of many small decisions that interact in complex ways.

The solution we propose: ForestFirewalls, addresses these challenges and of-
fers high-level firewall policy specification based on formal foundations. The for-
mal semantics enable construction of complex and flexible firewall policies and
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support reasoning about the policies. For instance, it allows one to (i) check poli-
cies are consistent and best-practice compliant; and (ii) verify whether the policies
are mapped to the underlying network-firewall correctly.

The coherent concepts and relationships we enforce throughout ForestFire-
walls produce a high-level firewall specification that (i) is simple, intuitive and
reduces the configuration burden on its users by enabling abstract policies that
are decoupled from network-implementation details; and (ii) allows to construct a
single network-wide firewall policy (i.e., source of truth) to determine who gets in
and who doesn’t; and (iii) has automated, rigorous verification built-in to improve
the baseline security policy deployed in a SCADA network. Such verification
ensures that only consistent, feasible policy that delivers the expected security
outcome is deployable ; and (iv) supports automated policy refinement to ensure
that only efficient and concise firewall configurations are deployable.

ForestFirewalls promotes secure firewall-management practices by restricting
firewall management to secure protocols such as SSH and HTTPS and ensuring
that the firewalls protecting the perimeter of a SCADA-Zone are managed from
the SCADA domain. Our system also relies on the principle that desired flows
must be explicitly allowed; implicit rules contributes to unexpected interactions,
and undesirable consequences and are hence not supported.

Our policy specification framework supports both security policies and report-
ing policies. Reporting policies are important to continuously monitor firewall
security, post deployment. But, the standards and best practices for reporting and
analysis of firewall data lack clarity in what firewalls should report. ForestFire-
walls bridges the gap by utilising the use cases of firewall reports and enabling
reporting specification in terms of scope and granularity.

We demonstrate the ease with which our specification features can be admin-
istered by applying it to real SCADA firewall configuration case studies. There
is a significant increase in configuration accuracy achieved by our system by only
generating consistent, best-practice compliant firewall configurations that deliver
the expected security outcome pre- and post-deployment.

Future work could involve extending ForestFirewalls to also cater for the En-
terprise domain. However, there are additional aspects of policy specification that
need to be taken into account in enabling this capability. For instance, NAT and
VPN were not dominant firewall features used in SCADA networks. But, they
play a significant role in Enterprise networks which commonly have direct con-
nectivity to the Internet enabled. Hence, careful consideration must be given in
enabling these features through the policy specification.

ForestFirewalls could also be extended to support application-layer filtering
(i.e., Deep Packet Inspection (DPI)) policies. The network-layer policies cur-
rently supported by our system create a robust security baseline by controlling the
legitimate-access of network applications. But, these policies do not distinguish
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between allowed and prohibited use of these (legitimately-accessed) applications.
Thus, security administrators require additional support in the specification for
DPI policies to refine traffic filtering at the application and user layers.



Glossary

ABAC Attribute Based Access Control.
ACE Access Control Entry.
ACL Access Control List.
ANSI American National Standards Institute.
ASA Adaptive Security Appliance.

BDD Binary Decision Diagram.
BNF Backus-Naur Form.

CIP Critical Infrastructure Protection.
CLI Command Line Interface.
CN Carrier Network.
COTS Commodity Off-The-Shelf.
CZ Corporate-Zone.

DCOM Distributed Component Object Model.
DMZ Demilitarised-Zone.
DNS Domain Name System.
DoS Denial of Service.

FDD Firewall Decision Diagram.
FM Feasible Mapping.
FTP File Transfer Protocol.
FWSM Firewall Services Module.
FWZ Firewall-Zone.

HTTP Hypertext Transfer Protocol.
HTTPS Hypertext Transfer Protocol Secure.

IANA Internet Assigned Numbers Authority.
ICMP Internet Control Message Protocol.
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IDS Intrusion Detection Systems.
IETF Internet Engineering Task Force.
IL Intermediate Level.
IOS Internetwork Operating System.
IP Internet Protocol.
ISA International Society for Automation.
IZ Internet-Zone.

MS-SQL Microsoft SQL Server.
MZ Management-Zone.

NAT Network Address Translation.
NERC North Atlantic Electric Reliability Corporation.
NIDB Network Inventory Database.
NMS Network Monitoring Station.
NTP Network Time Protocol.

OOP Object Oriented Programming.
OSI Open System Interconnection.

PAP Policy Administration Point.
PAT Port Address Translation.
PCIM Policy Core Information Model.
PDN Policy Defined Networking.
PDP Policy Decision Point.
PEP Policy Enforcement Point.
PIX Private Internet eXchange.
PLC Programmable Logic Controller.
PR Policy Repository.

QoS Quality of Service.

RBAC Role Based Access Control.
RISI Repository of Industrial Security Incidents.

SCADA Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition.
SMTP Simple Mail Transfer Protocol.
SNMP Simple Network Management Protocol.
SSH Secure Shell Protocol.
SUC System Under Consideration.
SZ SCADA-Zone.
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TCP Transmission Control Protocol.

UDP User Datagram Protocol.
UML User Mode Linux.
UTM Unified Thread Management.

VM Virtual Machine.
VPN Virtual Private Network.

WAF Web Application Firewall.
WAN Wide Area Network.
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